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ABSTRACT
A STUDY AND COMPARISON OF THE PATHFINDER REGIONAL
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL CLIMATE WITH THE
1977 SCHOOL CLIMATE STUDY CONDUCTED BY THE
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
(June 1981)
Michael Francis Fitzpatrick, B.S, in Ed
. ,
Westfield State College
M.Ed. in Occ. Ed., Westfield State College
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Kenneth Ertel
The study consisted of an investigative and comparative study of
the 1977 Massachusetts Department of Education school climate assess-
ment results with the school climate survey findings of Pathfinder
Regional Vocational Technical High School. For the purposes of the
study, school climate was viewed as the feelings and opinions concern-
ing various aspects of the school and how it operates, as perceived
by students, teachers, administrators and support staff such as
aides and clerical workers.
A selected review of the literature revealed that there are at
least three separate, yet not mutually exclusive, approaches to
defining and measuring organizational climate. Climate researchers
have designated their respective approaches as focusing on
the
physical and environmental characteristcis of an organization;
the
vii
behavioral style of the organizational members; and the attitudinal
perceptions of the organization’s membership. A variety of assessment
instruments are currently being utilized by investigators to examine
organizational climate. Several of these instruments were analyzed
in this study.
The 1977 study conducted by the Massachusetts Department of
Education included a sample of 1,959 students, 372 teachers, 6 6 adminis-
trators and 62 support staff from twenty-four high schools in the
Commonwealth. The Pathfinder study encompassed the entire school popu-
lation of 354 students, 60 teachers, 20 support staff and 6 administra-
tors. For consistency purposes a 5% confidence interval was employed
in both studies. Of the collective total of 43,426 survey questions
analyzed from the Pathfinder respondents, less than four percent were
left unanswered.
The specific hypotheses tested in the study were:
1. There is no significant difference between the "normalized'
climate ratings of students from Pathfinder Regional Vocational-
Technical High School and the "normalized" climate ratings for students
from the highest and lowest ranked schools involved in the 1977 sample
of twenty-four schools selected by the Massachusetts Department of
Education.
2. There is no significant difference between the "normalized
climate ratings of teachers and the "normalized" climate
ratings of
students at Pathfinder Regional Vocational-Technical High
School.
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3. There is no statistically significant difference between the
climate ratings of Pathfinder students and the climate ratings of the
1959 students involved in the Massachusetts Department of Education.
4. There is no statistically significant difference between
the climate ratings of academic instructors and the climate ratings
of vocational instructors at Pathfinder.
The results of the Massachusetts Department of Education 1977
State school climate study have been transformed into a "normalized"
score distribution which has a school mean value of fifty and a
standard deviation of ten units. This transformation allowed for
comparisons of school climate ratings between schools and between
students and teachers. This information was utilized to determine
whether Pathfinder climate ratings fell above, at, or below the mean
value for the 1977 State sample of twenty-four schools.
T-tests were computed for Pathfinder-student versus State student,
Pathfinder academic versus Pathfinder vocational instructors and
Pathfinder-student versus Pathfinder support staff. Precise data
interpretation strategies were established which protected against
formulation of conclusions on the basis of a simple, yet statistically
significant, conclusion within given climate variable classif ica^ions
.
Several Pathfinder climate variables proved to be statistically signi-
ficant from those of the State, but the differences were too few to
reject the null hypotesis identified in the study.
ix
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
School administrators and industrial managers alike agree that
organisational climate or attitude measurement is important. Teachers
and students acknowledge the significance of organisational or altitu-
dinal climate when they speak ot improving morale, increasing involve-
ment and strengthening job satisfaction and productivity. Researchers
have recognised the importance of attitudinal measurement by conducting
a variety of surveys intended to identify the relationship between job
satisfaction and productivity and to define any relationship between
leadership style and organisational climate. The information provided
by affective climate studies is significant because affective develop-
ment has been shown to relate closely to the way students approach
learning situations both in and out ot their schol environment.
The interpersonal and Intergroup relationships and attitudes in a
school, together with the nature, accessibility and use of the physical
and institutional structures of the school , can be said to constitute
the atmosphere or climate of that school. In determining the uses of
a climate study, care must he given to ensure that the picture drawn of
a school’s conditions will present not only pertinent information about
a school’s present climate, hut also will provide data that could be
useful to the school in deciding what, if anything, to do about its
climate in the future. The methodology then has to be constructed in
such a way that it serves not simply to point out problem areas which
1
2need attention, but also to identify strengths on which schools can plan
to capitalize. Thus, the role of a climate study should be to provide
information relevant in decision-making as well as useful in generating
and contributing to the kind of informed discussion which leads to good
decisions in large organizations. The study needs, therefore, to gather
both positive and negative information about school climate and then
to structure that information for efficient use by decision makers.
Orientation to the Problem
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has conducted state-wide assess-
ments in reading, mathematics, decision-making, occupational knowledge,
occupational attitudes, writing, citizenship in a democratic society,
understanding of the environment, social studies, foreign languages,
science, ecology, consumer education, non-traditional assessment
techniques, and school climate.
The overall purpose of this assessment program has been to gather
information which will indicate how well the Commonwealth's educational
system is meeting its goals. Specifically, the assessment program
serves four goals:
1. To provide the general citizenry, students, parents, legisla-
tors, and educators with more accurate and useful information about the
quality of education in Massachusetts.
2. To provide state-level decision-makers with detailed informa-
tion necessary to formulate better informed policy decisions and
recom-
mendations concerning state-wide educational activities.
3. To provide citizens, school committees, and school
adminxstra-
3tors with information on patterns of performance as an aid in analyz-
ing local educational conditions and in setting local objectives.
A. To make available to school systems assessment procedures for
use in developing and implementing local assessment programs.
Twenty-four high schools participated in the school climate study
of 1976-77. The study was sponsored by the Bureau of Research and
Assessment of the Massachusetts Department of Education and it
summarized the feelings and opinions of students, teachers, adminis-
trators, and support staff in a randomly selected sample. The study
utilized school climate questionnaires developed on the basis of
previous research and practice in organizational climate.
Problem Statement
In conversations with Dr. Kenneth Ertel, Director of the Occupa-
tional Educational Center at the University of Massachusetts (Amherst)
and Dr. Alan Hartman and Matthew H. Towle of the Bureau of Research and
Assessment, Massachusetts Department of Education, it was learned that
no comparison had been drawn between vocational—technical schools and
the state-wide assessment findings. An initial idea to draw student
mathematics and reading basic skills comparisons was suggested but
later determined to possess too great a disturbing influence factor
for the schools involved. In addition, preliminary inquiries made to
several school superintendents indicated a strong reluctance to
release this type of comparative information.
A further review of equally important, but less threatening
comparisons, resulted in a selection of the school climate
assess-
4ment data for further study, the specified project undertaken compared
the results of the twenty-four high schools from Massachusetts
with Pathfinder Regional Vocational-Technical High School.
Massachusetts Department of Education Climate Survey
During April of 1980 this investigator met with staff members
from the Bureau of Assessment, Massachusetts Department of Education.
The purpose of these meetings was to become more familiar with the
climate survey instruments and resources used by the State during its
1977 study. It was learned that the questionnaire utilized in the
State study was revised several times at the request of the State
Study Advisory Committee. The resulting student questionnaire was
pilot-tested with thirty students in two high schools not included
in the 1977 study sample. After these students had completed the
questionnaires, they discussed their reactions and suggestions with
Advisory Committee representatives. A final version of the student
questionnaire was developed on the basis of these students’ responses.
This information served as a guide in making similar modifications in
the teachers, administrator, and support group questionnaires.
The State study called for an assessment of the climate in high
schools in Massachusetts, with analyses by certain student and school
characteristics. The sample consisted of approximately eighty
students in each of twenty-four schools.
Using a table of random numbers, seven school districts were se-
lected within each of our classes of communities cities, industrial
5suburbs, residential suburbs, and other. Cities and towns in
Massachusetts have been classified by the Department of Education
based on size, financial, and demographic characteristics. These
classifications are described below.
Cities generally refer to communities designated as central cities
according to the 1970 United States Census. Examples of Massachusetts
cities include Brockton, Haverhill, Holyoke, Lawrence, and Worcester.
Industrial suburbs generally include three types of communities:
(1) suburbs in the inner Boston circle with below average family
income and with more than 20% commercial and 7% industrial land use,
(2) suburbs in the outer Boston circle with below average family
income and with more than 20% commercial and 7% industrial land use,
and (3) suburbs of central cities other than Boston with below
average family income and with more than 20% commercial and 7%
industrial land use. Examples of industrial suburbs are Cambridge,
Chelsea, Medford, Quincy, Peabody, Waltham, Lee, and Monson.
Residential suburbs generally fall into three categories:
(1) suburbs of Boston (not industrial suburbs) with average family
incomes up to $16,000, (2) suburbs of Boston (not industrial
suburbs) with average family incomes over $16,000 and (3) suburbs oi
central cities other than Boston with above average family incomes.
Examples include Arlington, Braintree, Framingham, Scituate, Walpole,
Andover, Dover, Milton, Newton, Chelmsford, Shrewsbury, and Wilbraham.
Other communities generally include the following types:
(1) resort towns in the Cape Cod area, (2) resort
towns in the
6Berkshire area, (3) suburbs of cities other than Boston (not
industrial suburbs) with less than average family income, (A) towns
with below average family income and industrial/commercial land
use, (5) towns with below average family income that are non-
industrial, non-commercial, and non-resort areas, and (6) communities
with a population of less than 2,500 inhabitants but not resort
areas. Examples of other communities include Barnstable, Chatham,
Yarmouth, Stockbridge, Bridgewater, Hadley, Oxford, Stoughton,
Newburyport, Taunton, Ayer, Kingston, Orange, Webster, Ashfield,
Dunstable, and Plympton.
For those districts that had more than one high school, one
school was randomly selected within that district. The one exception
was Boston, where two high schools were randomly selected. From this
pool of randomly selected schools requests for cooperation were sent
to the schools by the Massachusetts Department of Education. The
eventual distribution of schools that participated in the study was:
seven city schools, six industrial suburban schools, five residential
suburban schools, and six schools in the other category.
Within each of the four classes of communities, two of the seven
high schools were randomly selected to receive the full battery of
questionnaires — student, teacher, administrator, and support
staff survey instruments. In the remaining schools, for individual
school convenience, only the student questionnaire was given.
Five people living in different parts of Massachusetts were
selected to administer the questionnaires. They were retired or un-
7employed school teachers and administrators, all of whom had prior
test administration experience. An orientation session was held with
these questionnaire administrators on February 3, 1977 where the
conceptual and logistical design of the study was explained. Each
questionnaire administrator was assigned schools in his or her region.
The questionnaires were administered from February 7 through
February 17, 1977. Each questionnaire administrator made his or
her arrangements with each school and administered the questionnaires
according to uniform instructions. For the student questionnaire
they were instructed to randomly select four to five English classes
in each school. If there were fewer sections of English in small
schools, they were to then select from social studies sections. The
purpose was to sample students representative of the school
population by ability /achievement levels. Intact classes were
selected, rather than individual students. The questionnaire adminis-
trators read the instructions printed on the questionnaire and
followed procedures that insured uniform conditions of administration.
The survey administrators had less control over the administration
of the teacher, administrator, and support staff questionnaires in
the eight schools selected to receive the full battery of question-
naires. Since members of the Study Advisory Committee advised against
giving the questionnaire to some school staff, and not others, question-
naires were distributed to all teachers, administrators, and support
staff in the eight schools on the morning when the student question-
naire was given. The respondents were instructed to return their
8completed questionnaires at the end of the school day at a designated
place. These procedures varied somewhat for individual school
convenience. The adult sample, therefore, is self-selected, made up
of those teachers, administrators, and support staff who filled out
the questionnaires voluntarily under non-uniform conditions. Con-
sequently, the results of the teachers, administrator, and support
staff questionnaires require more qualified interpretation than the
student questionnaire results.
The total sample of
2
useable questionnaires which were entered
into the data analyses is as follows:
Kind of
Community Students Teachers Administrators
Support
Staff
City 560 131 6 7
Industrial
Suburb 502 103 23 19
Residential
Suburb 429 54 20 19
Other 468 84 17 17
Total 1959 372 66 62
Schools were visited by the staff team members to observe the
questionnaire administration. They found that procedures ran smoothly
and uniformly. The questionnaire administrators submitted a written
description and commentary of the administration at each school,
which also showed uniform administration. Overall, the
respondents
took the questionnaire seriously, and many expressed interest
in seeing
3
the results.
9Definition of Terms
The Massachusetts school climate study viewed climate as the
feelings and opinions concerning various aspects of the school and how
it operates, as perceived by students, teachers, administrators, and
support staff such as custodians and cafeteria workers. Three
domains and thirteen variables were used to represent the fundamental
4
aspects of school climate. These domains and variables are defined
as follows:
A. Relationships : Relationships involve feelings and opinions
about students, teachers, administrators, and parents to get along
with and support one another. Relationships include the following
variables:
1. Community : Perceptions of the level of friendship
and mutual support school members feel toward each other
2. Accessiblility and Receptivity : Perceptions of the
availability and openness of school members to conversation
and assistance about concerns
3. Involvement : Perceptions of the extent of school
members’ interest and participation in learning, social, and
other activities
4. Equal Treatment : Perceptions of the uniformity of members;
opportunities and treatment in the school
5. Groupings
:
Perceptions of the extent to which group
membership is a positive or negative experience in the school
10
B. Personal Development : Personal development involves feelings
and opinions about the directions and conditions of learning in the
school. Personal development includes the following variables:
1. Learning Orientation : Perceptions of extent for which
learning and acquiring academic, vocational, and interpersonal
skills are emphasized in the school
2. Expressiveness : Perceptions of the extent of originality
and open expression of ideas and feelings among school members
3. Goal Direction : Perceptions of the extent to which school
members understand and accept what they are expected to
accomplish, and provides a framework for focusing their
efforts
4. Challenge : Perceptions of the level of difficulty
of school members’ goals and tasks, and the pace of effort
required
C. Organization : Organization involves feelings and opinions
about the way the school operates. Organization involves the following
variables
:
1. Dealing with Problems : Perceptions of the extent of
identifying, analyzing, and resolving school problems when
they arise
2. Order: Perceptions of the extent to which school rules
reflect established legal procedures, and are expected by
school members to maintain favorable learning conditions
11
3. Options : Perceptions of the extent of choices avail-
able to school members regarding goals, courses, levels
of challenge, and social opportunities, for example
4. Influence Distribution : Perceptions of the extent to
which members contribute to decisions regarding rules,
procedure, and options, for example
Need for Study
In order for Pathfinder Vocational-Technical educators to have
adequate data for planning approaches for environmental improvement
within their school, it was necessary for them to know the magnitude
of the problem which the Board of Education admits exists in many
schools in Massachusetts. Through this thorough assessment and
comparison with the Commonwealth's data, the information will be
available in order to assist Pathfinder vocational educators in making
decisions relative to improving the climate within their school.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the attitudinal
climate of Pathfinder and to assess and compare the climate of Path-
finder with the results of the Massachusetts climate study which
encompassed twenty-four high schools from the Commonwealth. Spe
cifically, the purposes are to: (1) compare the results of the climate
assessment administered throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
with the results of an assessment in climate administered at Path-
12
finder Regional Vocational-Technical High School, (2) determine if
differences exist in average scores between the State assessment of
climate and Pathfinder and ascertain the severity of differences, if
any» •*-n the scores, and (3) postulate a specific course of action
based on collected and analyzed data for Pathfinder to improve its
climate in areas identified as needing such improvement.
Research Questions
The specific hypotheses tested are:
1. There is no significant difference between the "normalized"
climate ratings of students from Pathfinder Regional Vocational-
Technical High School and the "normalized" climate ratings for
students from the highest and lowest ranked schools involved in the 1977
sample of twenty-four schools selected by the Massachusetts Department
of Education study.
2. There is no significant difference between the "normalized"
climate ratings of teachers and the "normalized" climate ratings
of students at Pathfinder Regional Vocational-Technical High School.
3. There is no statistically significant difference between the
climate ratings of Pathfinder students and the climate ratings of the
1959 students involved in the Massachusetts Department of Education.
A. There is no statistically significant difference between
the climate ratings of academic instructors and the climate ratings
of vocational instructors at Pathfinder.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF SELECTED RELATED LITERATURE
The review of selected related literature focuses on organiza-
tional climate and the relationships between administrative behavior/
style and secondary school climate. As a framework for presenting
this information, the review is divided into three parts.
The first section focuses on selected literature which examines
climate of an entire organization as perceived by its members. Climate
in this sense is viewed as the trend of fundamental concepts and atti-
tudes pervading a given community. This definition takes into considera-
tion the variation in an individual’s assessment of organizational cli-
mate by asserting that climate, like beauty, "les in the eye of the
beholder." This section also provides the reader with a brief descrip-
tion and analysis of several survey instruments currently utilized to
assess organizational climate.
The second area contains an extraction from selected literature of
educational administration. It is intended to provide the reader with
a conceputal framework or lens for viewing the administrator’s role in
managing the school environment. The goal of this section is to examine
several alternative leadership styles which are available to the adminis-
trator in overseeing the organization. Rather than attempt to present
an exhaustive review of the organizational-administrative literature-,
this section focuses on selected administrative processes and the manner
in which the incumbent carries them out. This portion of the review
suggests that administration is a process for managing this school/organi-
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zation. Such a viewpoint is generally of some advantage in analyzing
what role the administration fulfills in providing the leadership for
school climate improvement. It serves as a lens and a taxonomy ~ a
system for classificiation or for organizing the tasks of administra-
tion.
The third section reviews the theory and usefulness of establish-
ing temporary systems" as a sample tool for fostering a greater
potential for change within an organization. This analysis assumes that
a school’s climate may be altered via initiation of change. The dis-
cussion presented is essentially positive and supportive but includes
some perspectives from a questioning direction as well. It is intend-
ed to provide a sample construct for the eventual design of an organi-
zational climate improvement plan. A major impetus for its inclusion
was inspired by several selections of the works of Chris Argyris and
Matthew Miles in the literature review undertaken by this author. The
schematic model or organizational functioning and change environ-
ment designed by Miles has provided educational scientists with a
methodology for improving organizational climate, while Argyris'
writings on leadership behavior as a key for organizational develop-
ment have permeated much of the current literary resources on school
climate
.
Organizational Climate
Organizational climate research holds a significant position in
current industrial and organizational investigative studies. Tract 1-
15
tioners and researchers alike agree that organizational climate is im-
portant. The administrator/manager frequently bases decisions and
actions on his perception of others. The theme of a 1980 climate
study conference conducted under the auspices of the National
Academy for School Executives provides the reader with a message
which emphasizes this climate oriented, decision making process —
I’m not what I think I am
I'm not what you think I am
I'm what I think you think I am
Individuals measuring managerial effectiveness have initiated
several studies intended to indicate the impact of organizational
climate on boosting morale, increasing involvement, job satisfaction
and productivity, and to delineate the relationship between leadership
styles and environmental determinants. In spite of this interest in
examining organizational climate, conceptual and operational defini-
tions, measurement instruments and techniques, and ensuing findings
have been highly diverse and even contradictory.
The following review is organized in terms of what appeared to
be three separate but not mutually exclusive approaches of defining and
measuring organizational climate. The researchers have designated their
definitional approaches based on: the structural properties of organi-
zations (e_.^_ organizational size, attributes or hierarchical charac-
teristics); the behavioral style of organizational members ( e.g_._ indi-
vidual attributes and autonomy, perceived reward system); and the atti-
tudinal position of the organization's membership (fLJLi. individual
attitudes, opinions, impressions).
16
Structural properties dimension
. A frustrating feature of any attempt
to postulate climate definition is the enormous complexity of the en-
vironment itself. It makes the definition and measurement of situa-
tional characteristics very difficult, and a meaningful taxonomy of
environments is the key to unraveling the true position of any given
climate.
According to the structural property approach, members of or-
ganizations are expected to act differently as a result of differences
in such organizational characteristics as size, structure, goals,
norms, resources, and leadership style (e
.
g. Forehand and Gilmore,
1964; Georgopaulos , 1965; Katz & Kahn, 1966; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967).
In this view, the "climate" of a small organization might be charac-
terized as involving more intimate or satisfying interpersonal re-
lations than a large organization. H. H. Meyer (1967) suggests that
climate arises on the consequence of managment style, organizational
governing policies, and overall operating procedures.
'Phe research of Forehand and Gilmore examined how differences in
organizational environment stimulate selective behavior. Iheir find-
ings present the argument that characteristics of the organization such
as its structure, leadership behavior of the management, or the
eco-
nomic condition of the industry have considerable impact on employee
behavior. For example, a declining need for the product produced
might
manifest itself in managerial skills which revamp current
production
procedures, cut back on employment, and initiate greater
control on
spending practices. Such developments would surely
affect the organize
17
tion’s structure and employees’ day-to-day working conditions and,
consequently, the organization’s climate.
Continuing with this theme of organizational climate, a very
obvious aspect of a formal structure of an organization is its
hierarchial design, that is, the system of authority which governs
operations. A table of organization may consist of several layers,
from the lowest salaried and least skilled levels through craftsmen,
supervisors, department heads, managers, and so on, up through the
board of directors. Within these given lines of authority, differing
types of work carry varying degrees of prestige. For instance, some
positions may be considered dirtier than others and thus denote lower
prestige even though they may actually be compensated at a higher
salary rate.
Each of the constraints or characteristics described is considered
to be structural property of the organization. Such structural pro-
perties may be beyond the control of the members of the organization,
although their situational or resultant effect must stimulate certain
factores in the organiztion’ s climate if the organization is to survive.
The behavioral style dimension . A second approach treated organization-
al climate as the result of the expectations and characteristics of its
members (e . g. Campbell, et_ al . , 1964; Litwin & Stringer, 1966, Schneider
and Bertlett, 1968).
If organizational members are ambitious and energetic, for example,
the climate might be characterized as productive. If the members are
aimless or lazy, the climate might be characterized as lackadaisical.
18
Job satisfaction is a function of individual, organizational and
job function characteristics. 5 Individual attributes generate a vast
array of working attitudes. Dimensions such as age, sex, education,
job tenure, ability level, marital status, job level, etc. will pro-
duce different attitudes toward organization.
J. P. Campbell (1970), in a review and synthesis of four studies
(Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Snock, and Rosenthal, 1964; Litwin & Stringer,
1968; Schneider & Bartlett, 1968), identified the following dimensions
of organizational climate and the factors or variables on which they
were based: (1) individual autonomy — based on the factors of in-
dividual responsibility, agent independence, rules orientation, and
opportunities for exercising individual initiative, (2) the degree of
structure imposed upon the position — based on the factors of structure,
managerial structure, and closeness of supervision, (3) reward orienta-
tion — based on the factors of reward, general satisfaction, promotion-
achievement orientation, and being profit minded and sales oriented,
(4) consideration, warmth, and support — based on the factors of
6
managerial support, nurturance of subordinates, and warmth and support.
As pointed out by the authors, the similarity of items in these
studies and the resulting few factors probably indicated that the list
of dimensions was still incomplete, with many factors of organizational
climate still to be determined.
Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn (1978) stated that all social systems
— including organizations — consists of the patterned activities of a
number of individuals. Moreover, these patterned activities are comple-
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mentary or interdependent with respect to some common goal, output or
outcome. The research conducted by Katz & Kahn postulates recognition
of a relationship between individual activities ( i . e
.
,
behavior) as
they contribute to the overall actions of the organization. In sum-
mary, people have different needs and see various outcomes as more
or less desirable, and such differences must be considered.
A synopsis of previous work on socialization and its significance
for administration by Chris Argyris completed by Domm, Blakeney,
Matteson, and Scofield (1973) examined the specific impact of an
employee’s behavior in adapting to frustration, failure, undue pressure,
and conflict generated by his work situation. The specific courses
of action identified as available to such employees include: (1) leav-
ing the organization, (2) climbing the organizational ladder, (3) mani-
festing defense reactions such as daydreaming, aggression, ambivalence,
regression, projection, and so forth, (4) becoming apathetic and dis
interested toward the organization, its make-up, and its goals. This
leads to such phenomena as: (a) employees reducing the number and
potency of the needs they expect to fulfill while at work and (b) em-
ployees "goldbricking", setting rates, restricting quotas, making er-
rors, cheating, slowing down, and so on, (5) creating informal
groupb
to sanction the defense reactions and the apathy, disinterest,
and lack
of self-involvement, (6) formalizing the informal group, (7)
evolving
group norms that perpetuate the bahavior outlined in (3), (4),
(5), and
(6) above, (8) evolving a psychological set
in which human or non-
material factors become increasingly unimportant
while material factors
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becomes increasingly important, and (9) acculturating youth to accept
the norms outlined in (7) and (8)
.
Furthermore, it can also be shown that many managements tend to
respond to the employees' behavior by: (1) increasing the degree of
their use of management controls, (2) increasing the degree of their
pressure-oriented leadership, (3) increasing the number of "pseudo"
participation and communication programs.
These last three reactions by management actually compound the
dependence, subordination, and so on that the employees experience,
which in turn cause the employees to increase their adaptive be-
havior, the very behavior management desired to curtail in the first
place.
The research of Litwin and Stringer (1966) points out that dif-
ferent individuals may expect different rewards and punishments for
various kinds of behavior. In some cases, the fulfillment of simple
basic needs can constitute a reward motivator. The need hierarchy
concept initially developed by Maslow and later generalized by Douglas
McGregor brought to light the significance of basic motivating factors
on worker performance. Maslow and McGregor concluded that workers
under this-or-that combination of environmental conditions behave as
if they were motivated in such-and-such a fashion. Taguiri asked
a small sample of managers participating in a management course to
identify the factors which were of most importance to them in their
organizations. Five factors resulted: (1) practices related to
providing a sense of direction or purpose to their jobs setting o.
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objectives, planning feedback, (2) opportunities for exercising indivi-
dual inititative, (3) working with a superior who is highly competitive
and competent, (4) working with cooperative and pleasant people, and
(5) being with a profit-minded and sales—oriented company.^
In summary, the organizational membership behavioral style de-
finition of climate raises a number of conceptual and empirical points.
It examines — from an employee perception approach — several factors
which contribute to individual behavior patterns, reward interpreta-
tions, performance motivators, and individual attributes.
Individual attitude dimension . The third approach — and the approach
selected for the Massachusetts study — allowed for such organization-
al and individual characteristics but held that organizational members'
perceptions or individual and organizational characteristics mediate
behavior and attitudes ( e
.
g. Schneider, 1973; Friedlander & Margulis,
1969; Halpin and Croft, 1963; Guion, 1973; Anderson and Walber, 1974).
Members' behavior and attitudes were seen as based on their feelings
and opinions toward the characteristics of the organization and its
members. This "perceptual" approach represents what James and Jones
(1974) called "psychological climate", which they advocated over the
concept "organizational climate" for clarity of measurement. It also
accounts for the consistent variation in individuals' assessment of or-
ganizational climate by asserting that climate, like physical appear-
ance, is subjective in nature.
The need to examine environmental climate from an individual atti-
tude approach is found in attempts to identify the primary goals of an
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organization, for even they are subject to the interpretation of many
individuals. For example, there may not be agreement about the
mission of an organization among its employees. The university
president may describe the function of the institution as turning
out national leaders; the academic dean sees it as imparting the
cultural heritage of the past; the academic vice-president, as en-
abling students to move toward self-actualization and development;
the graduate dean, as creating new knowledge; the dean of students,
as training young people in technical and professional skills which
will enable them to become productive members of society; and the
president of the student council, as a means for acquiring the academic
credentials to enter into an outdated, capitalistic work environment.
The relationship between attitudes and behavior within the work
environment has important implications for the administrator. Pre-
vious learning experiences and the process of socialization and cultural
antecedents of the individual, provide him with attitudes which may
not be conducive to the effective accomplishment of the work task. The
work environment — either by design or by default — also establishes
and changes employees; attitudes and behavior and consequently may be
9
functional or dysfunctional for the completion of the assigned task.
Schnieder and Hall (1972) described organizational climate as a
set of global perceptions held by individuals about their organizational
environment. Their research reflects an interaction between individual
and organizational characteristics and events. The significance of an
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event is determined by the degree of importance perceived by the members
of that organization.
Defining organization climate in terms of individual per-
ceptions allows for the contribution of a wide range of potential
relevant organizational and individual factors to the stated perspec-
tive. The crucial elements are the individual's perceptions of the
relevant stimuli constraints and reinforcement contingencies that are
manifested in his job behavior. 10 The flexibility in informational
fathering of climate data permitted via this approach is the major
reason a number of investigators chose to design their survey instru-
ments around a taxonomy of individual perception properties.
A systematic, insurance company based study of individual
attitudinal climate perceptions is described by B. Schneider and Bartlett
(1968). The six factors which emerged as a result of their study are
as follows: (1) managerial support — a reference to managers
taking an active interest in the progress of their subordinates,
backing them up with the home office and maintaining a spirit of
friendly cooperation; (2) managerial structure — refers to the
managers requiring agents to adhere to budgets, be knowledgeable,
regarding sales material, and produce new customers; (3) concern for
new employees — most of the items are typified by a concern for the
selection orientation and training of a new agent; (4) inter-agency
conflict — refers to the presence of ingroups or outgroups within
an agency and the undercutting of managerial authority by the agents,
(5) agent independence — these items describe agents who
tend to run
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their own business and do not pay much attention to management;
(6) general satisfaction — refers to the degree to which the agency
sponsors periodic social get-togethers and the agents express satis-
faction with various management and agency activities. 11
Research by Halpin and Croft (1973) on organizational climate
came from their observation that "schools differ from each other in
their feel." These researchers conceived of the organizational
climate of a school as analogous to the personality of an individual.
This concept allowed them to avoid the vague and generalized method
in which morale had been used in previous research to describe the
"feel" of organizations.
Halpin and Croft designed a multi-dimensional survey tool which
they entitled an organizational climate description questionnaire
(OCDQ) . This instrument has been often utilized by school climate
researchers and it is further described in a subsequent section of this
literature review.
Walden, Taylor, and Watkins conducted several school climate
studies utilizing the OCDQ, but their findings argue that "intervening
variables beyond the research and beyond the scope of the study had a
profound impact on organizational climate changes." These inter-
vening variables, such as the political upheaval associated with school
desegregation and the impact of a teacher strike, were not directly
measured by the OCDQ.
In the next section, this investigator will not advocate a
particular measure for assessing climate. The ensuing analysis of
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three survey instruments and the use of a fourth in the dissertation
project suggests that such tools describe but do not prescribe.
Practical solutions to school climate problems still remain a burden-
some task for the practicing administrator.
Climate Survey Instruments
Educational training center climate study questionnaire . The
climate assessment tool devised by the Education Training Center has
a school discipline interest origin. Its initial purpose was to
assist school administrators in obtaining feedback on the perceptions
held by school members relative to the status of current school dis-
cipline. The survey instrument design includes four subsections or
variables: discipline, communication, school climate, and building
for responsibility. Each of the four variables has three correspond-
ing question-items and, therefore, the entire questionnaire consists
of twelve questions. There are five possible responses for each
question ranging from "we’re on top ’S'" to "we’ve hit bottom 1
In addition, the instrument includes a priority assignment factor
for each question ranging from "really needed
'5'" to 'not needed
’ 1 ’".
Question-items were assigned sequentially with no intent to
camouflage which variable was being measured. For example, the first
variable — discipline — has questions one, two and three assigned
to it while the second variable -- communication
— has the next
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three ensuing questions ( i.
e
. 4, 5, and 6) assigned to it. The
sequence is continued until all twelve question-items are assigned.
The questionnaire response does allow for a middle-of-the road
or neutral response by offering the respondent a choice of number three,
which has two higher ( i.e . 4 and 5) and two lower ( i.e . 1 and 2)
possible responses.
The instrument has the benefit of brevity and easy handling. It
does not require a great deal of time to complete or score and, in
fact, is completely presented on a single typed page. A key dis-
advantage, however, is its lack of assessment of a number of significant
issues which may be of interest to the climate researcher. It also
does not allow for a check in consistency of the respondent's attitude
in that all questions are stated in a positive ( i.e . no negatively
worded questions) manner.
NOTE: Subsequent climate survey questionnaires developed under
the auspices of the Education Training Center (ETC) added curriculum
as a fifth variable, thereby, expanding the total questionnare to
fifteen question-items. The Educational Training Center climate
study questionnaires and a sample programmed learning packet on school
climate frequently used by facilitators from the ETC with administra-
tors and teachers is provided in Appendix A.
The CFK LTD schoo l climate profile . This survey tool is an outgrowth
of the late Charles F. Kettering Philanthropic Foundation's dedication
to improving administrative leadership and the learning climate of
elementary and secondary schools. The instrument was designed to
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serve two major purposes: (1) to provide a convenient means for
assessing a school’s climate factors and determinants so that initial
decisions might be formulated concerning priority targets for improve-
ment, and (2) to serve as a benchmark against which a school may
12
measure climate changes. The CFK climate survey tool examines eight
variables which are identified as general climate factors. The
factors are:
Respect . Students should see themselves as persons of worth,
believing that they have ideas, and that those ideas are listened to
and make a difference. Teachers and administrators should feel the
same way. School should be a place where there are self-respecting
individuals. Respect is also due to others, in a positive climate
where there are no put-downs.
Trust. Trust is reflected in one's confidence that others can be
counted on to behave in a way that is honest. They will do what they
say they will do. There is also an element of believing others will
not let you down.
High morale. People with high morale feel good about what is
happening.
Opportunities for input . Not all persons can be involved in making
the important decisions. Not always can each person be as influential
as he might like to be on the many aspects of the school's programs
and processes that affect him. But every person cherishes the
opportu-
nity to contribute his or her ideas, and know they have been
considered.
A feeling of a lack of voice is counterproductive to self-esteem
and
deprives the school of that person s resources.
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Continuous academic and social growth . Each student needs to
develop additional academic, social, and physical skills, knowledge and
attitudes. (Many educators have described the growth process as achiev-
ing "developmental tasks." Educators, too, desire to improve their
skills, knowledge, and attitudes in regard to their particular assign-
ments within the school district and as cooperative members of a team.)
Cohesiveness This quality is measured by the person’s feelings
toward the school. Members should feel a part of the school. They
want to stay with it and have a chance to exert their influence on
it in collaboration with others.
School renewal . The school as an institution should develop
improvement projects. It should be self-renewing in that it is growing,
developing, and changing rather than following routines, repeating
previously accepted procedures, and striving for conformity. If
there is renewal, difference is seen as interesting, to be cherished.
Diversity and pluralism are valued. New conditions are faced with
poise. Adjustments are worked out as needed. The "new" is not seen as
threatening, but as something to be examined, weighed, and its value
or relevance determined. The school should be ab-Le to organize
improvement projects rapidly and efficiently, with the absence of stress
and conflict.
Caring. Every individual in the school should feel that some other
person or persons are concerned about him as a human being. Each
knows
it will make a difference to someone else if he is happy or sad,
(Teachers should feel that the principal cares abouthealthy or ill.
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them even when they make mistakes or disagree. And the principal should
know that the teachers at least most of them — understand the
pressures under which he or she is working and will help if they can.
The CFK Climate Profile attempts to synthesize an investigative
approach to school climate (survey, description, analysis) with a
pragmatic, action-oriented approach. The Profile is intended to
provide administrators with a convenient means of assessing the
school district’s climate factors and determinants. The CFK question-
naire. employs eighteen climate determinants and they include:
Program determinants .
Opportunities for active learning in which students are
totally involved in the process, both physically and mentally, and
are able to demonstrate an ability to use their knowledge and skills.
Individualized performance expectations that are reasonable,
flexible, and take into account individual differences. Individuals
are frequently encouraged to set their own performance goals. Care
is taken to allow for differences while at the same time providing
maximum challenges for fully motivating the individual.
Var ied learning environments
,
which avoid a single, standard
mode of instruction, class size, or atmosphere. Schools within
schools and alternative programming are considered potential processes
for developing optional environments.
Flexible curriculum and extracurricula r activitie s that
provide a wide variety of pace and content options for learners. It is
not assumed that all learners in group have the same content needs or
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that most will learn at the same rate. Extracurricular activities
should serve all students and be subject to constant redevelopment as
students’ needs change. To the greatest extent possible, such activity
should be offered on an open-enrollment basis.
Support and structure appropriate to learner’s maturity in
which the school designs its programs, activities, and requirements
so they are consistent with the everchanging intellectual, social
and physical developmental characteristics of youth as they grow.
Educators practice the principles of child and adolescent growth
and development.
Rules cooperatively determined involving educators and
students in the development of rules and regulations that are clearly
stated and viewed as reasonable and desirable by those affected.
Varied reward sys tems
,
which minimize punishment and em-
hasize positive reinforcement of effective behavior. The school should
recognize the need for and provide a variety of ways in which students
and educators can be productive and successful.
Process determinants .
Problem solv ing ability in which skills are adequately
developed to reach effective solutions quickly. Problems should stay
solved, and the solving mechanism should be maintained and strengthened.
There should be well-developed structures and procedures for
sensing the
existence of problems, for inventing solutions, for implementing
them,
and for evaluating their effectiveness.
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Improvement of school goals in which they are clearly stated
and understood by students, parents, and educators. Goals should serve
as reference points for making decisions, organizing school improvement
projects, and guiding day-to-day operations. The school should record
all goals and continuously update them. Students, staff members, and
administrators are encouraged to develop personal goals directed to-
ward their own growth within the context of the school program.
Identifying and working with conflicts in a way that it
occurs within individuals, between them, and between groups. Conflict
is not a problem unless it mounts up, is not faced, and is allowed to
foster. In a favorable climate, conflict is accurately identified
and effectively worked on.
Effective communications
,
which enhance interpersonal relation-
ships among and between educators and students and parents rather than
causing alienation, isolation, misunderstanding, fear, and frustration.
Communication involves sending, receiving, and understanding feelings
and ideas openly and honestly. It is a multidimensional process,
unrestricted and free of hierarchies or other imposed or imaginary
barriers. There should be emphasis on sharing and problem-solving,
as well as a concern for purposeful listening.
Involvement in decision-making in which opportunity to im-
prove the school exists for students, educators, interested parents, and
others. Persons affected by a decision need an opportunity to provide
input. Decisions should be based on pertinent information, and decision
processes should be clearly specified and understood by all. A variety
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of decision-making models should be used and the entire process reviewed
periodically for effectiveness and efficiency.
Autonomy with accountability
, which balances the freedom of
being independent and self-governing with the necessity and desirability
of being responsible for actions through reporting and explaining
processes in achieving goals and objectives. This equity is vital not
only to the school as an organization, but to educators and students
as individuals and as working groups.
Effective teaching-learning strategies in which goals for
teaching-learning situations are clearly stated and educators seek
evaluative feedback from students and other educators. Teachers should
recognize that students have varied learning styles and should attempt
to employ methods that consider these styles as well as student maturity.
Students should have frequent opportunity to choose from a variety of
learning activities. Inquiry should be encouraged, and a system
should exist to evaluate teaching strategies.
Ability to plan for the future is a characteristic whereby
the school determines and plans for its immediate and long-range
future. In this process, the school's educators and clientele analyze
the general course of the education program at their school, and deli-
berately plan desirable changes and modifications in the school’s
programs, services, and processes. It involves planning skills and a
future orientation — the attempt to project conditions as the educators
and clientele want them to.
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Material determinants .
Adequate resources
,
which Include able educators and support
for them and students through provision of instructional material
centers and laboratories, desirable classroom or learning-areas
equipment, furniture, textbooks and references, other materials,
and adequate expendable supplies.
Supportive and efficient logistical system
,
which is
designed to help people be productive in achieving the school,
curriculum, and extracurricular activity goals. A responsive system
enhances morale. Procedures should enable individuals to efficiently
acquire needed material resources. Educators should be able to get
commonly used resources rapidly. The system should provide quality
in such areas as student scheduling; and in custodial, maintenance;
secretarial, purchasing, budgeting, and accounting services. Each
indivudual should know what he can and cannot expect of a school’s
logistical system.
Suitability of school plant in which the institution
modifies the physical plant as program and human needs change, keeping
building decor attractive by use of color, furniture arrangement, and
displays of student work.
The CFK survey instrument offers the respondent four possible
responses. These responses are categorized into two larger headings
which include "what is" (a rating relative to the current status) and
a "what should be" (a rating relative to a desired environmental
situation). Each of the two current "status" of "state of affairs
classifications has an optional response of (1) almost never,
(2) occasionally, (3) frequently, and/or (4) almost always. The
two general headings of "what is" and "what should be" allow for
comparitive scores between the two.
The eight general climate factors (respect, trust, etc.) and
the eighteen climate determinants (active learning, problem solving,
ability, etc.) have five question-items assigned to them. Therefore,
the total questionnaire consists of one hundred and thirty items. A
copy of the CFK instrument is provided in Appendix B.
CFK modified instrument . A modified climate assessment tool currently
utilized by educational administration staff members of the University
of Arkansas has identified eleven variables for determining school
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climate. Dr. Marvin Fairman, a representative from the University
of Arkansas, explained that their model benefited from the previous
research on the CFK and other climate assessment instruments. A
more detailed sample, organizational health profile compiled by
university staff and students is provided in Appendix C. The University
of Arkansas questionnaire includes the following subcategories:
Organization health . Organization health is the state of an
organization which can tell us more than anything else about the
probable success of a particular change effort. The ability of an
organization to survive, to cope, to grow, to change, and to achieve
goals is an indication of the degree of health on a continuum from
maximal to minimal degrees of health.
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Goal focus . Goal focus is the clarity and acceptance of the
system's goals by the members of the organization. The goals must be
achievable and congruent with available resources and the demands of
the environment.
Communication adequacy
. The distribution of influence is rela-
tively equitable. The organization is characterized by collaboration
rather than coercion. Influence is rooted in competence and the issue
at hand. Information is relatively distortion free and travels both
vertically and horizontally across the boundaries of an organization.
Resource utiliztion . The system's input, particularly the
personnel, are used effectively. The fit between people's own dis-
position and the role demands of the system are good. People feel
reasonably self-actualized; they not only feel good in their jobs, but
they have a genuine sense of learning.
Cohesiveness . The members of the organization feel attracted to
membership in the organization. By analogy the organization knows
"who it is". The members want to stay with the organization and to
be influenced by it.
Morale . Morale is that state in which a person, group, or
organization has feelings of well-being, satisfaction, and pleasure.
Innovativeness . Innovativeness is the ability to be and allow
others to be inventive, diverse, creative and risk-taking.
Autonomy . Autonomy is that state in which a person, group, or
organization can maintain ideals and goals as well as meet needs while
managing demands from the outside.
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Adaptation
. Adaptation is the ability to tolerate stress and
maintain stability while coping with demands of the environment.
Problem-solving adequacy
. Problem-solving adequacy is an organi-
zation’s ability to perceive problems and solve them with minimal
energy. The problems stay solved, and the organization is strength-
ened .
Optimal power equalization
. Optimal power equalization is the
ability to maintain a relatively equitable distribution of influence
between subordinate and superordinate.
Employee Opinion Survey
. The Employee Opinion Survey instrument was
devised by the American Association of Industrial Management of New
England. Incorporated (AAIM)
. AAIM is a private, non-profit agency
committed to providing assistance to industrial firms in the evaluation
of their organizational climate. The employee survey instrument was
designed to assist managment in obtaining employee feedback relative
to their perceived status of morale. The instrument is intended to
give each respondent the opportunity to bypass the frequently hidden
roadblocks which prevent frank and honest communications on job-
related problems. It also provides employees with the opportunity
to release pent-up tensions and frustrations which are often concealed
from upper managment and which are a prime cause for employees to
seek outside help. The authors of the opinion survey tool feel that it
targets where and what job dissatisfactions exist and assists in identi-
fying the causes of such problems as poor morale, high turnover, ex-
cessive absenteeism, low productivity, and supervisory weaknesses.
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The instrument itself consists of sixty-three questions. The
sixty questions seek either an agree or disagree response from
the respondent. The last three are more subjective and allow the
employee to respond via a brief, ten line, essay. Questions in this
latter section include informational inquiry as to the major likes and
dislikes that the employee has concerning the company. The space
alloted for a response to the essay-type questions conforms to the extent
of the anticipated response. The space allowed is intended to serve as
a cue to the employee as to the desired extent of his anticipated
response. This specified ten line space is also a precaution to dis-
courage rambling responses.^
The questionnaire is a four-page, booklet form with a cover page
which spells out the purpose of the survey and assures anonymity to the
respondent. The first sixty questions with their corresponding two-
choice option of response were constructed in a manner which facili-
tates data tabulation, while the subjective-essay nature of the last
three questions would require additional, non machine, interpretation
by the researcher.
For additional review and analysis of the Employee Opinion Survey
format see Appendix D.
An examination of the three aforementioned definitions and other
works on organizational climate led to the eventual three domain
structure of organizational climate employed in the State and Path-
finder studies. Several independent researchers, using a perceptual
approach, arrived at similar three domain structure of organizational
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climate. A three domain structure was also used in a Pilot Study of
School Climate, conducted during the 1975-76 Massachusetts Statewide
Assessment Program.
The instruments used by these researchers include variables and
items assigned to the three domains. Thus, the Massachusetts study was
patterned after a research design. One unusual aspect of the study,
however, was its focus on the climate of an entire school. Although
some work has been done on the climate of colleges or universities, a
good deal of work has focused on the organizational climate of business-
es, hospitals, and social service agencies, most research in elementary
and secondary education has focused on a classroom climate.
In summary, attitude measurement is only one of many evaluation
techniques for the teacher or developer to consider for use. However,
since attitudes are "predispositions to respond," they would seem to
be related, in some manner and degree, to what happens to, and in, a
learner during the instructional process. Admittedly, there are
many possible deficiencies in the measurement techniques described.
Attitude measurement is certainly not as refined as anyone would like.
That does not mean that understanding the impact this construct has on
the learning process is not important. In order to facilitate a
more complete understanding of teaching and learning, the educator
should collect as much relevant data about that process as is possible.
Attitudes and attitude measurement are a critical component of that
understanding.
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The significance of the role of the school administrator is
improving school climate necessitated the inclusion of the next section
of this literature review. This theoretical extraction looks at
administrative theory and some of the key processes associated with
educational administration.
Theory: An Extraction From the Literature
Practitioners and researchers generally agree that some school
climates are good and some are bad. Some schools provide teachers and
administrators with feelings of accomplishment, both with the tasks
they perform and with the interpersonal relations they experience. In
others, teachers and administrators are demoralized and apathetic.
Despite the consensus, questions still exist for the researcher.
Can research indicate in concrete, useful terms what impact school
climate has on morale and productivity, and conversely, what effects do
leader behavior and other organizational factors have on school climate?
The literature review presented has identified several school
climate assessment taxonomies or classification systems. Such typologies
describe school climate, but they cannot tell the school administrator
what to do or not to do to improve climate. This section will briefly
examine some of the recognized administrative theories which constitute
the processes of administering.
In attempting to answer the question, "What is theory? we have
two alternatives. We can, on one hand, side with Griffiths and
Halpin17 who both rely on Feigl
18
for a hypothetico-deductive definl-
tion. For Griffiths, a theory is restricted to a set
of assumptions
AO
from which a set of empirical laws (principles) may be derived. Or we
can follow Walton, who suggests that we approach theory through such
steps as observation, identification, systematic classification, analy-
sis, and finally, a hypothetico-deductive system. Campbell, Corbally,
and Ramseyer suggest an even more striking viewpoint on theory: from
work of Einstein, theory is the process whereby we describe reality
20
more and more accurately. "Theory is conceptual; it exists only in
one's mind. Theory is not right or wrong; it is useful or not useful.
At best, theory explains what is — never what ought to be — theory
21
suggests a process of thinking, not a recipe for action." For the
practitioner, theory is perhaps most useful in furnishing a number of
concepts, or sets of spectacles, with which to view his situation.
Perhaps the most popular theoretical notions in general as well as
educational administration have come from attempts to analyze adminis-
tration in terms of process : chiefly the process by which an organiza-
tion makes and implements decisions. As early as 1916 Fayol dealt
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with what he called the "elements of management." He described them
as planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling.
Fayol' s "elements" or processes of administration were derived chiefly
from experiences with industrial enterprises, but before long,
students were beginning to apply these principles to tae puolic realm
as well. As a result, the famous "P0SDC0RB" categorization was formu-
lated by Gulick in a effort to describe the work of the chief executive
planning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating, reporting,
23
budgeting.
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In education, too, this type of framework has been relatively
24popular. Beginning with Sears, principles similar to those above,
with minor modifications, were introduced into administration. The
1955 Yearbook of the American Association of School Administrators
enumerates the five crucial activities in the administrative process of
working through people to accomplish the purposes of the enterprise:
1) Planning or the attempt to control the future in the direction
of the desired goals through decisions made on the basis of careful
estimates of the probable consequences of possbile courses of action
2) Allocation or the procurement and allotment of human and
material resources in accordance with operating plan
3) Stimulation or motivation of behavior in terms of the desired
outcomes
4) Coordination or the process of fitting together the various
groups and operations into an integrated pattern of purpose-achieving
work
5) Evaluation or the continuous examination of the effects pro-
duced by the ways in which the other functions listed here are
performed
.
^
A careful examination of the administrative process as it appears
in education has been made by Gregg.
^
To him the process has seven
components as follows: decision-making, planning, organizing,
com-
municating, influencing, coordinating, and evaluation. Gregg’s
treat-
ment contains some different emphases than previous efforts
and cm-
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phasizes the necessity for involvement of staff if the administrative
process is to be effective.
Griffiths has concluded from considerable research that steps
similar to the following will be presented and described in practically
any discussion of decision-making:
1) Recognize, define, and limit the problem.
2) Analyze and evaluate the problem.
3) Establish criteria or standards by which solution will be
evaluated or judged as acceptable and adequate to the need.
4) Collect data.
5) Formulate and select the preferred solution or solutions.
Test them in advance.
6) Put into effect the preferred solution:
a) Program the solution.
b) Control the activities in the program.
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c) Evaluate the results and the process.
There are numerous variations of this conceptual framework which
become more or less detailed in their analysis of decision-making
activities. Litchfield develops a set of major and minor propositions
which indicate that the administrative process involves the follow-
ing specific activities: decision-making, programming, communicating,
controlling, and reappraising. The minor propositions suggest the
28
manner in which these activities are successfully carried out.
Dill prefers to characterize the entire process as decision-making
. u- 29
and emphasizes the various phases and environment in this process.
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No discussion of the process of decision-making would be complete
without some mention of the work of Herbert Simon. Simon stated the
central thesis of his study in this manner: "an understanding of
these underlying conditions for the applicability of administrative
principles is to be obtained from an analysis of the administrative
30process in terms of decision." The aim is to increase the rationality
of organizational decision. There are limits to rationality, and they
depend upon the organization’s structure. Simon helps us see the
decision-making is not individual but rather organizational . The
administrator occupies a key spot in the process, but even so, he is not
permitted to make arbitrary decisions or give arbitrary directions.
Clearly, the decision-making or administrative process represents
a useful concept for studying the relative merits of tasks which face
the administrator in any educational setting. In particular, these
frameworks will be utilized in conjunctions with the theory of temporary
systems discussed later in this paper for the purpose of analyzing
alternatives available to a school administrator in improving his
school climate.
A second general framework for analysis places greater emphasis
upon the individual. One prominent trend has been the identification
of traits — generally in terms of skills and competencies which
necessary to successful administration. Depending upon the
writer, schemes of classification for these traits have been developed.
For example, Boyd Lindop describes qualitites of the leader in
terms
of the following general attrubutes: energy and enthusiasm, confi-
dence, sense of purpose and direction, technical skill, imagination,
traits personality, traits of character, intelligence, judgment,
and faith.
^
/
Griffiths has developed a useful taxonomy for evaluation the
qualities of administration and the competence of the administrator.
This taxonomy depends heavily upon the work of Daniel Davies and
Robert L. Katz. The concept of school administration advanced by
Davies is "tridimensional" and deals with the administrator's job
,
the man he is, and the social setting in which he functions. In
examining this concept further, we find that each of these major com-
ponents is subdivided into three dimensions: content
,
process
,
and
sequence . Katz attempts to discuss "what a man can accomplish" through
the use of a three-slcill approach with an emphasis on what the man does .
The three skills are: (1) technical skill, (2) human skill, and
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(3) conceptual skill.
Most significant among studies which focus upon the individual are
those dealing with the concept of leadership. Two viewpoints are
prominent in this area, the first of which is described by Stogdill: It
is primarily by virtue of participating in group activities and demon-
strationing his capacity for expediting the work of a group that a person
34
becomes endowed with leadership status. Here the emphasis is upon
helping the group get on with the task at hand.
Knickerbocker, another student of group behavior, proposes that:
. . . leadership exists when a leader is perceived by the group as a
controlling means for satisfaction of their needs. Following him may
45
be seen either as a means to increase need satisfaction or as a means
to prevent decreased need satisfaction."^
Here the emphasis is on group satisfaction. Halpin proposes that
the successful leader must contribute to both goal achievement and
36group maintenance. The importance of creating a positive school cli-
mate is acknowledged by administrators when they speak of boosting
morale, increasing involvment, and, in general, maximizing job satis-
faction and productivity. Barnard is in basic agreement when he notes
that the leader must facilitate group action that is both effective
37
and efficient.
Halpin and Hemphill identified two dimensions to leadership be-
38havior which they called "considration" and "initiating structure."
Leaders whose leadership acts were measured on a scale showed high
consideration for others when they exhibited a real interest in the
personal needs of the members of the group while they were taking the
initiative in getting the work done. High loadings on the initiating
structure dimension resulted from behavior that tended to clarify
goals, organize for the completion of tasks, and emphasize standards
of production.
Selznick’s treaties on leadership supports the two dimensions
identified above and asserts that the prime function of leadership is
to build special values and a distinctive competence into the organi-
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zation. In his view, the tasks of the leader encompass the follow-
ing: (1) definition on institutional mission and role; (2) institu-
tional embodiment of purpose; (3) defense of institutional integrity;
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and (4) ordering the internal conflict. 40 The leader must specify
and recast the general aims of his organization so as to adopt them,
without serious corruption, to the requirements of institutional sur-
vival. Selznick further stresses the crucial role of the leader in
the process of innovation and change.
The last section of the literature review examines the process
of establishing a temporary system as a sample tool or process for
changing school climate. Temporary systems should not be interpreted
as a predetermined, best change strategy but as a design to give the
reader greater insight into several aspects of this concept.
Theory and Impact of Establishing Temporary Systems
Temporary system theory . In one way or another, many of the specific
purposes intended for having the leader become more aware of an organi-
zation’s climate may be related to the general topic of change. There-
fore, a search was made for strategies which the literature of inno-
vation identified as appropriate for the bringing about of organization-
al change. Since a key responsibility for the leader/manager is to
develop a structure for the development of programs, the view of the
resultant effect of the establishment of a "temporary system" as dis-
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cussed by Matthew Miles appeared relevant. Frequently, this strategy
is identified as the creation of a "subsystem", and this organization
for bringing about change has frequently been employed in such areas as
National Science Foundation Institutes, as well as in the Boston
Public Schools.
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Vocational systems such as Pathfinder fit rather conveniently
into Miles' description of permanent systems, particularly with
respect to resistance to change. For many reasons, permanent systems —
whether persons, groups, or organizations — find it difficult to change
themselves. The major portion of available energy goes to (1) carrying
out routine goal-directed operations and (2) maintenance of existing
relationships within the system. Miles continues by pointing out
further factors which apparently inhibit change within permanent systems
and observes that innovation in such systems is especially difficult.
The establishment of a temporary educative system to avoid or
bypass anti-change forces appears to be well-grounded in theory. In
fact. Miles' thesis is that temporary systems are powerfully educative
in themselves and are prime mechanisms in bringing about innovation in
permanent educational systems. Evidence points to the fact that this
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practice brings about changes in persons, relationships, and actions.
The school administrator can serve as a catalyst for improving his
school's climate via development of new systems and strategies. He may
work with colleagues, internal support team, and/or external collegial
team in providing the necessary leadership for (1) assessing school
climate improvement needs, (2) setting goals to describe needed improve-
ments, (3) reducing goals to manageable projects with measurable ob-
jectives, (4) devising strategies for attaining objectives, (5) im-
plementing strategies, (6) evaluating progress by establishing check-
points and periodically monitoring achievements, and (7) improving each
44 . ,
project in light of the evaluative process. Extensive work, on
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the formation of effective teams to foster administrative renewal
has been done by Vivian Geddes. In general, Miles’ generalizations
about inputs, processes, and outputs of a temporary system supply
more than adequate justification for the establishment of a sub-
system as a means to bring about change in a school system environ-
ment .
Temporary systems frequently supply various sorts of compensation
for the ineffectiveness of life within the permanent system. They
provide expressive outlets not directly related to the accomplishment
of a task, or to the alteration of persons, groups, or organizations.
In fact, such systems serve the functions usually assigned to informal
organization: that of absorbing, counteracting, and making up for the
malformations caused by formal organizations, as well as enabling
spontaneous rich participation of the person in areas largely irrele-
vant co "work". A second general function of temporary systems is
that of providing an arena for the accomplishment of particular tasks —
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more expeditiously or productively than in a permanent system.
For example, the creation of a basic skills achievement monitoring
teams, established totally apart from the normal functioning components
of the school system, fulfills all the criteria of a temporary system,
and, in addition, shows evidence of achieving all three of the object-
ives listed above. In theory, there are few, if any, mitigating circum
stances as a result of the permanent system. The functional aaministra-
tion of the subsystem is separate, activities are carried out apart
from the normal school system environment, and participating personnel
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generally contribute their services in a manner unrelated to their nor-
mal responsibilities. Even such items as the keeping of records is
essentially separate from the permanent system.
Lewin has emphasized that the physical and social isolation of
the temporary system helps remove barriers to change within the parti-
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cipants themselves. It appears to shear away the person's preoccu-
pation with an allegiance to "things as they are." In addition, the
isolation reduces the role conflicts to which members are ordinarily
subjected in their permanent organizations. Thirdly, and perhaps
most centrally, isolation supplies a very strong protective function;
the participant ordinarily feels freer to experiment in the knowledge
that other members of the system will not be around later to punish
his acts if his experimentations turn out to be a mistake.
If one considers the team leader, staff members, and consultants
in the basic skills achievement monitoring team as participants in
a temporary system, the potential for resultant change is great. Not
only might they be affected in their relationship with others, but they
may emerge from the temporary system and return to the permanent sys-
tem with new and exciting ideas and attitudes. Results of the sub-
system's efforts in innovative program development, methods of instruc-
tion, and other program activities — both individual and group orient-
ted — would likely have a profound impact on the operation of the perma-
nent system.
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The goal of this achievement monitoring team would be to provide
specific objective-based evaluative feedback to pupils, teachers, and
parents at periodic intervals.
An additional justification for the creation of the separate sub-
system as a rationale for fostering an environment conducive to change
is illustrated by Thomas, Sands, and Brubacker. In their rationale
for analyzing strategies of curriculum change, they emphasize that
certain of these changes can be effected most efficiently if the social
47system is organized in a new pattern. This is referred to in the
literature as "malleability in the organizational structure." These
authors effectively point out thac one familiar strategy for bringing
about curriculum change in any unyielding school structure is to erect
a new structure beside the old. An additional factor — ease of
movement within the system — is also cited as a facilitating influ-
ence. Therefore, it is generally made a provision of the subsystem
structure that persons may be replaced, new members may be introduced,
and old members either eliminated or transferred to different roles
in the system. In addition, not only persons, but program meeting
time and locations are considerably more flexible.
Communications and power structures is an interesting aspect of
a temporary system. Generally speaking, most features of temporary
systems appear to encourage communication among participants. New
channels of information transmission tend to develop between persons
whose roles in permanent systems tend to keep them apart. There is a
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strong tendency for participants to share information with each
other — become more open and trustful. Such characteristics are
much more likely to develop a wholesome climate. Several studies have
shown that when members of groups which do not normally interact will
come together in a temporary system, equal status contact tends to
develop
.
Temporary systems also tend to create new patterns of role
definition and socialization. Most temporary systems, for example,
involve virgorous participation by one’s own peers, persons "in the
same boat." Participants in such systems usually have more opportuni-
ties than usual to try out new role behaviors where they are uninhi-
bited by the structure and organization of the more permanent system.
As a result, more imagination and creativity without the threat of
constant accountability are likely. Participants develop an identifi-
cation with each other that tends to be more potent than with authority
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figures such as superintendents or bosses.
Norms are created in temporary systems, and, if they are strong,
they tend to be carried over to the permanent organization. Foremost,
among these norms is a feeling of equal i tar ianism even if the partici
pants hold different ranks or status in their respective permanent
setting. Authenticity is also valued; free expression of feelings and
ideas is valued. Temporary systems foster inquiry ; they encourage
problem-solving with available data, curiosity, and imaginative
think-
ing. When there is protection from the consequences of
failure in a
temporary system, there is willingness to experiment. This
norm is
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referred to as hypotheticality
. Eaton discusses a fifth norm or
ii 49
newism". Temporary systems set up to cause change in organizations
recognize that their hoped-for outcomes are uncertain. In this case,
social support is built up for ideas, and proponents are insulated
against the anti-innovative norms of the permanent system from which
they come.
What sort of climate changes might be expected from temporary,
change—inducing systems? Obviously, changes in people do occur, and
among the most important is the increased optimism about the solution
to common problems. More important, however, is the change which
takes place in the quality of pre-existing relationships among members
of the system. As Hodenfield and Stinnitt discovered, there is a
greater likelihood of willingness to collaborate and a desire to work
-
-v 50together
.
Of even greater significance is the simple agreement to do some-
thing specific. Most decisions made in a temporary setting where
others were perceived as making a similar decision were frequently
carried out.
National Science Foundation and National Academy for School Exe-
cutives summer institutes often result in broad changes in curriculum,
teaching materials, and classroom organization. Temporary system
decisions may, therefore, have a profound impact on the structure
operations and climate of the permanent organizations from which parti-
cipants in the temporary system came. The sharing of resources, the
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development and modification of educational and administrative policies
may also occur.
Because of extensive research done on the implementation of change
through temporary systems, writers in the field recommend the strategy
of two or more persons who were together in the temporary system as the
most effective vehicle for installing innovation in a permanent system.
The temporary system has developed a shared frame of reference,
a shared commitment to action, and the sense that a single innovator
is not a deviant. He has the norms developed through the temporary
system as well as support help which the literature indicates is
crucial for follow-through on action decisions.
Miles has presented a well-documented enumeration of some of
the difficulties and problems encountered in temporary systems; he
contends that they flow from the system’s very nature.'*'*' He notes,
for example, that, because of the high involvement in temporary sys-
tems, participants tend to take on more tasks than they can handle.
There is a closely connected tendency to aspire toward grandiose, un-
attainable goals. Also because persons in temporary systems tend to
work more closely together, a greater degree of interpersonal skills
is required. Often they are lacking.
Members of temporary systems are frequently in regular communi-
cations only with themselves. As a result, they lose contact with the
permanent system and sometimes tend to become alienated, detached, and
uninvolved. Argyris discovered that members of a management team in-
volved in a temporary system had a great deal of difficulty communi--
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eating with colleagues who did not take part in a conference which
was, in this case, the temporary system
.
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Such a situation is possi-
ble even in the achievement monitoring team sample discussed. Non
participating members of the school’s staff may develop a lack of trust
or respect for this newly created group and misinterpret its purpose.
Above all, the tendency for a member of a smoothly functioning
temporary system to lose sensitivitly to the demands of the permanent
system looms as a troublesome aspect. He may forget that the reason
the temporary system was established in the first place was because
of the permanent system’s inability to solve certain problems. This
problem is referred to in the literature as "failure of linkage" be-
tween systems. Persons in the temporary system lose sight of what
they will be up against when an idea is proposed in the permanent
system. This means that a major task of a member is to accurately
anticipate strategic problems he will encounter on his return. Tem-
porary systems must devote more attention to the problems of im-
plementation of their results. This problem of linkage is the topic
upon which more substantial research is needed.
It is questionable whether a school can directly embark upon pre-
cise school climate improvement projects to improve trust, respect, co-
hesiveness, caring, opportunities for input, high morale, school re-
newal, and continuous growth. Such factors are universal and their
quality is actually a result of a larger scope of programs, processes,
and human needs. There is strong evidence that the more extensive use
of the temporary systems will aid greatly in furthering educational in-
novation. Both persons who participate in them and ideas they generate
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seem to be more imaginative and creative. Many innovations which other
wise might not make it through the status quo are launched. That this
fact is of some significance today is supported by the proliferation
of such systems in our educational sector.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter includes a graphic overview of the implementation
steps for completion of the research project. The sources of raw data,
definition of roles and comparison strategies are provided. The
climate survey instrumentation’s structural design, review, reproduc-
tion, dissemination, and retrieval efforts are explained. Data
analysis and handling approaches are identified and described. A
summary of the chronology of events which led to the 1980 Pathfinder
climate assessment is also included. Detailed statistical technique
and interpretation strategies are commented on and they provide a more
defined base for the design of research findings of Chapter IV.
The actual student, teacher, administrator, and support staff
survey instruments employed in the Pathfinder study are provided in
Appendix E through H.
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Project Overview Process
Briefly stated, the steps initiated for completion of this
project are as follows:
6. Analyzed and interpreted results and compared their
relation to norms developed in sample of twenty-four
high schools
1
7. Designed a preliminary school climate improvement
53
plan for Pathfinder
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Sources of Data
The candidate assumed a lead and catalyst role in initiating the
proposed study of school climate. He identified a group of eight to
ten individuals who were enthusiastic about undertaking the project.
It was acknowledged that some members of the school community would
encourage the effort while others would consider it either unnecessary
or inappropriate.
Special effort was exerted in the initiation of the study to have
representatives of the population take ownership in its implementation
and findings. Planning sessions emphasized the need to avoid using
this survey as a method for discrediting other groups in the school or
as a collective bargaining tool. Individuals who served on the study
committee had to express, via interview, a sensitivity to the particular
needs and customs of Pathfinder.
The school climate team represented each of the various respondent
groups which make up the population of Pathfinder. They were broadly
and genuinely representative of the entire school environment. Con-
sideration was given to creating incentives which recognized the con-
tributions and efforts of each of the committee members. Teachers were
encouraged to grant academic course credit to participating students
54
similar to that given for technical report writing assignments.
Instructors received in-service or professional improvement recognition
and were cited on their experience record for their involvement. In
addition, public visibility was extended within the school and local
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newspapers of key final reports’ findings. In light of the extensive
processing needs of the project, specific effort was expended to re-
cruit both of the school's minicomputer training instructors as
technical assistants to the study committee. The membership of the
study committee was as follows:
Name Sub Group Role
Michael Fitzpatrick Administration Coordinator
Barbara Beaulieu Vocational Instructor Member
Gary Connaughton Vocational Instructor Member
Robert Marvel Academic Instructor Member
Earl Clark Custodian Member
Janet Sullivan Secretary Member
Eileen Staples Cafeteria Member
Pauline Wojtowicz Support Services Member
Jonathan Dick Student Member
Robert Crammo Student Member
Walter Solzak Technical Assistant Data Processing
Rose Motyka Technical Assistant Data Processing
The work plan included frequent dialogue with the larger school
community. In view of the small size of Pathfinder's population, it
was relatively easy to get the word out informalxy to everyone. The
study committee was reminded that no school community should be ex-
pected to cooperate with the climate team and help it to achieve its
goals, unless people know what is going on, and are happy with the
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team's progress. Communication consisted of a two-way flow of in-
formation. The team informed, but, it also listened and sought re-
actions to what others were saying about its work and about the climate
of Pathfinder.
The school climate study group became familiar with the question-
naires for students, teachers, administrators, and support staff and
the findings of the State study. The questionnaire structure permitted
each respondent to focus on school climate as it affected students, on
school climate as it affected teachers, on school climate as it affected
administrators, or on school climate as it affected the interactions
between each of these groups. The review of findings was pursued on a
descriptive and comparative level of analysis.
The descriptive level depicted how the Pathfinder population felt
about various aspects of the school's climate. In this design, students
and teachers described the school climate as it affected them by
responding to identified questionnaire items student— focused items for
students, teacher-focused items for teachers.
The comparative approach was also employed and was, in fact,
necessary to prove or disapprove the stated hypotheses. One type of
comparison looked at the level of agreement or disagreement between the
opinions concerning school climate for the various respondent groups at
Pathfinder. The other type of comparison included a measure of the
correlation between the results of the Pathfinder survey and those
of
the twenty-four high schools involved in the State study.
It is through
this latter process that the study group determined
Pathfinder's re-
lative standing with other schools in the Commonwealth.
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The design of the questionnaires and the relationship of the
question-items to the various respondent subgroups is provided in
Table 1.
A grapic overview of the comparisons to be made in this project is
provided in the following flow chart:
PATHFINDER
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To ensure a valid research effort the questionnaires were ad-
ministered to everyone in the school. The actual respondents surveyed
included
:
6 Administrators
354 Students
60 Teachers
20 Support Staff
Questionnaires were commercially copied by Gnomon Copy, 103 North
Pleasant Street, Amherst, Massachusetts. Questionnaires were color
coded by respondent category to improve both handling and scoring ac-
curacy.
Questionnaires were administered to the entire Pathfinder population
during late May 1980. A list of staff and students who were absent
during the "testing" day was obtained and specific arrangements were
made for these individuals to complete the questionnaire upon their re-
turn. Survey intent information was disseminated to all individuals
completing the survey prior to the testing date. Emphasis of the need
to have everyone complete the questionnaire was discussed and emphasized.
Scoring and tabulation of the completed questionnaires was handled
by the candidate with assistance from trained minicomputer instructors
from Pathfinder. Preliminary planning sessions were held with these
individuals and extensive pre and post survey work meetings took place
during August 1980. The hardware used included an IBM System m
32 Mini-
computer and several dual entry #3742 input stations. This
equipment
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is owned by Pathfinder and was acquired via a federal grant designed by
this candidate.
Prior to the actual scoring of questionnaires, the planning team
inspected every page of every questionnaire. Questionnaires with the
same response throughout (i.e . all A's) were eliminated. A question-
answer response frequency program was devised by this candidate and
served as a double check for discounting any invalid data.
Pathfinder Climate Survey
The objective of the Pathfinder study as stated in the question-
naire cover letter proposed "a survey to learn more about the current
attitudes and needs of Pathfinder." The survey instruments utilized in
the 1977 State study were used in the Pathfinder survey to insure a
valid comparison. Minor changes such as inserting the name Pathfinder
were made but these cosmetic modifications should not change the ac-
curacy of results. The use of a validated, field-tested, survey tool
also minimized the potential for ambiguities in the questionnaire’s
structure. A thorough pre-survey review of the instrument's question-
items by members of the Pathfinder climate assessment team indicated
that team members did not perceive questions to be personally offensive
or embarrassing in nature. A review by the school’s English instructors
was also implemented to gain insight into any anticipated student
reading or vocabulary difficulties.
Replication of the survey forms was completed by an outside commer-
cial copying company as a precaution to insure neat, attractive,
well-
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organized survey forms. Color coding of questionnaires by respondent
groups improved handling and scoring accuracy.
The Pathfinder school schedule includes alternating weeks of shop
and combined academic and vocational theory instruction. Since the
vocational theory class is a double period of eighty-four minutes, it
is usually used for any required testing or survey purposes. Taking
this into consideration, the candidate decided to administer the sur-
vey during related theory class with assistance from the school’s
guidance department. This principal investigator met with the related
theory instructors one week in advance of the survey date. This plan-
ning session provided an overview of the survey’s purpose, its confi-
dentiality, and the need to have everyone respond to all of the
questions
.
Additional special arrangements for handling the unique factors of
a small school survey had to be made. For example, certain questions
ask the respondents to identify themselves as either librarian or nurse
or guidance personnel, but Pathfinder has only one librarian, one nurse,
and three guidance staff members. To allow for a privacy factor, these
individuals were encouraged to circle the response "other" rather than
their given position as a reply to such questions.
As a vocational school. Pathfinder provides for early release of
senior students to assist them in their employemnt pursuits. This early
release program includes a series of stringent requirements before a
student can be released. To insure that early release participants
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were included in the survey, completion of the questionnaire was added
to their standard list of requirements.
As previously mentioned, a straightforward cover letter explaining
the purposes and value of the survey was designed by the investigator.
A copy of this cover letter is provided in Appendix I. It was deemed
appropriate not to make written reference to the connection of the
assessment effort to the candidate's doctoral program, but whenever
questions were posed by interested parties this fact was not hidden or
camouflaged. A system of tracking non-respondents was established.
The directions for submitting completed surveys included a request to
have staff members submit their questionnaire to the school reception-
ist. The receptionist was selected because she is (1) a well-known,
informational dissemination and receipt point for school communications;
(2) easily accessible by her central location; (3) a friendly, easy-
going person, not likely to raise suspicions of fellow staff members;
and (4) a competent person who would take responsibility in her given
charge. The receptionist was given a complete list of all staff members
and told to check names off as individuals placed their completed forms
in a large box designed for survey collection purposes. She was advised
of the importance of maintaining an accurate and complete record of
incoming questionnaires and the significance of insuring anonymity for
the respondent.
Questionnaires were administered during mid May of the 1979 80
school year. It was assumed that this survey timeframe would
minimize
some of the potential for external factors (e^. weather, vacation,
etc.) which might influence participant attitudes.
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It was originally proposed that all completed questionnaires which
had greater than ten percent of the question-items non-checked would be
treated as non-useable. A pre-survey planning session with the
candidate's doctoral committee, however, suggested that only multiple
( i* e - same response checked throughout the same page) checked items
or other obvious defacement of the questionnaire would be excluded.
The questionnaire took approximately twenty minutes to finish,
and participants took noticeable attention and concern in completing
their responses. Evidence of this interest — particularly by
students — was observed by both the project's principal investigator
and by school guidance staff.
Approaches
The student survey responses from the State study were entered into
the computer so that this information would be available for recall and
entry within the required statistical formulas. The State data for
students are not presented in table format since its assigned question-
item design is identical to that described in Table 6. All thirteen
variables were listed, each with its assigned seven question-items. In
addition, three interaction statements are presented with their
corresponding six question-items.
It was planned that the teacher , administrator , and support staff
survey responses from the State survey would also be key punched into
the computer for later recall and statistical formula comparisons.
Unfortunately, this was not possible due to limitations in data
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provided by the State. A more detailed review of the problems en-
countered as a result of the unavailability of information from the
State findings is provided in Chapter IV.
A tally of Pathfinder answers by frequency response distribution
was listed for the school’s students, administrators, teachers, and
support staff. This information is presented in Tables through 13.
It was developed to assist in interpreting the results of the survey
effort. The frequency chart format lists the four given response
options — strongly disagree, disagree, strongly agree, and agree —
and the number of respondents who selected that option. In order to
provide for the possibility that the respondent might not circle any of
the given response options, a column entitled "none" was created.
The results of the 1977 State school climate study have been
transformed into a "normalized" score distribution which has a school
mean value of fifty and a standard deviation of ten units, as shown in
Table 2
_.
This transformation allows for comparisons of school climate
ratings between schools and between students and teachers. This in-
formation was utilized to determine whether Pathfinder climate ratings
fall above, at, or below the mean value for the 1977 State sample of
twenty— four schools. The "normalized" scores for Pathfinder students
and teachers are provided in Table 14 .
In interpreting Pathfinder's standing in relation to these ratings,
several factors should be kept in mind. First, the ratings reflect
expectations. For example, a school day may be rated high on certain
aspects of school climate simply because school members have low
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expectations for those aspects. In contract, another school might be
rated louer than the first school because school members have higher
expectations of their school. Thus, the position of a school relative
to the normalized distribution is not an absolute value of school
climate, per se
,
but is rather a position of relative satisfaction of
school members with certain aspects of their school. This is important
information as school members’ actions are influenced by their levels
of satisfaction of dissatisfaction with the climate of their schools.
Second, Pathfinder cannot compare its own non-normalized rating
of variables, domains, and interactions. A non-normalized mean rating
of 60.0 for community, for example, is not necessarily higher than a
rating of 50.0 for groups, as each variable is made up of different items
of varying difficulty. Pathfinder can, however, compare its normalized
rating on a variable, domain, or interaction with other schools in the
sample to see where it stands in the distribution. Pathfinder can also
compare the ratings given by students, teachers, administrators, and
support staff to the same aspect of school climate.
A T-test for Pathfinder-student versus State-student results was
calculated to determine if any significant differences"
5
exist between
the two. An advantage of these two comparisons was that both the State
and Pathfinder student respondents employed the same questionnaire.
Therefore, both groups could be analyzed on the basis of the full
battery of question-items assigned to their respective thirteen variables
and three interaction statements. The results of the T-seore tabula
tions are described in Table 6_.
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A T-test of Pathfinder academic versus Pathfinder vocational
instructors was made. The results of this analysis of significant
differences between teaching groups are described in Table ]_. This com-
parison was developed to respond to the issues identified in the
hypotheses and to determine what, if any, polarization exists between
Pathfinder academic and vocational oriented personnel.
A T-score comparison of Pathfinder-student versus Pathfinder-
support group responses was calculated. Modification had to be made
to accommodate the fact that the student questionnaire assigned seven
question-items to each variable while the support group questionnaire
assigned only two question-items per variable. Although this difference
was apparent, it should be acknowledged that the two questions listed on
the support group were among the seven employed on the student survey
instrument
.
The eventual format selected for T-score comparison between these
two groups considered only those two question-items common to both.
This design, therefore, allowed for an examination of the thirteen
variables with their two corresponding question-items and two interaction
relationships with their six assigned question-items. The findings for
these comparisons are described in Table 8^.
Chronology of Events Leading to the
Assessment of Pathfinder’s Climate
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Date Activity
April 1, 1980 Investigator met with representatives of the
Bureau of Assessment
April 3, 1980 Investigator conducted a computer search of
organizational climate literature
April 8, 1980 Investigator contacted TDR Associates to discuss
their role in the State's (and potential role in
Pathfinder's) climate assessment survey
April 28, 1980 Investigator met with the Pathfinder Liaison
Committee to discuss the benefits of undertaking
a school climate study
May 9, 1980 Commenced initial design of computerized data
tabulation and analysis programs for survey
results
May 12, 1980 Completed multiple color coding (yellow -
teachers, pink - support staff, white -
administrators, and blue - students, collation
and stapling of all (500) survey instruments
May 14, 1980 Contacted representatives from Attleboro High
School to discuss procedures and findings of
their January 1979 climate study survey
May 20, 1980 Met with guidance and selected Pathfinder
teachers to discuss survey and its implementation
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May 21, 1980 Designed survey cover letter and organized
appropriate staff for the collection and
handling of all completed questions
May 22, 1980
(Thursday and
payday at school)
Administered survey forms to all instructional,
administrative, and support staff at Pathfinder
(Note memorandum copy in Appendix I)
May 27-29, 1980
(Tuesday,
Wednesday, and
Thursday)
Administered survey forms to all students from
Pathfinder and noted any absences
May 29, 1980 Sent reminder notice to all staff non-respondents
(Note memorandum copy in Appendix J)
June 10, 1980 Notified staff who did not return their question-
naire of the need to have everyone's input in
determining Pathfinder's climate and provided them
with another survey form
June 16,17, 1980 Completed survey of all students
June 18, 1980 Investigator met with each staff non-respondent
on an individual basis and inquired if they had
any objection to the survey and again requested
their cooperation
June 20, 1980 Completed survey of all instructional, administra-
tive, and support staff
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Statistical Technique
A four point scale from one, corresponding to the question-item
response "strongly disagree", to four, corresponding to "strongly
agree", was employed as a scoring device for statistical tabulation
and the eventual comparisons drawn.
Approximately forty percent of the questionnaire items had reverse
negative polarities. Question such as: "People in this school only
look out for themselves." (Item #40
,
student questionnaires) were in-
tentionally worded in negative fashion. A "strongly agree" (number 4)
response for this item actually represented an undesirable (low) rating
of the school climate. In contrast, a "strongly agree" (number 4)
response for a positively stated item such as: "The students here have
a lot of school spirit." (Item #27, student questionnaires) was, of
course, a desirable (high) rating of the school climate.
To make all item responses equal a true sum of their given variable
score, the polarities of all negatively stated items was reversed. The
computer scoring programs designed reflected this factor. An example
of this situation is as follows:
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Student Questionnaire
Variable: Community
I tem Rating Given Add
1 2
5 3
27 1
-AO 3
53 A
66 A
-78 1
Total rating for Community
After item scores were identified, the individual questionnaire
ratings for each variable was tabulated and then divided by the number
2
3
1
2 (reversed)
A
A
A (reversed)
20
of questionnaires. For example:
Sum of individual questionnaire
ratings for variable C
School
= rating for
Number of individual questionnaires variable C
A similar Pathfinder rating for all thirteen variables was evalu-
ated and listed out by student, and then, by teacher responses.
The results of the Massachusetts 1977 school climate study have
been transformed into a "normal" distribution (standard scores) which
uses a set school mean value of 50 and a standard deviation of 10
units. The State findings are described in Table 2^.
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Table 2 Normalized Scores — High and Low School Ratings for
Student Focused Variables and Domains and Interactions
(Mean=50; Standard Deviation=10)
Highest Lowest
Rating Rating
STUDENT-FOCUSED VARIABLE
A. Student Ratings (N=24 Schools)
:
1 . Community 67.8 27.6
2. Accessibility & Receptivity 71.5 30.2
3. Involvement 62.3 33.5
4. Equal Treatment 77.6 33.7
5. Groupings 71.7 34.4
6 . Learning Orientation 78.6 34.8
7. Expressiveness 65.9 26.6
8. Goal Direction 60.8 34.6
9. Challenge 72.2 33.8
10. Dealing with Problems 66 .
6
33.2
11. Order 75.8 27.4
12. Options 69.6 33.2
13. Influence Distribution 66.6 27.3
STUDENT-FOCUSED DOMAINS
A. Student Ratings (N=24 Schools)
:
1. Relationships
2. Personal Development
3. Organization
B. Teacher Ratings (N=8 Schools):
1. Relationships
2. Personal Development
3. Organization
C. Administrator Ratings (N=7 Schools):
1. Relationships
2. Personal Development
3. Organization
69.4 30.0
76.0 34.4
69.7 28.1
65.6 34.8
67.1 37.1
67.7 38.3
65.7 37.2
84.1 16-8
65.5 35.4
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TABLE 2 - Continued
Highest Lowest
Rating Rating
D. Support Staff Ratings (N=7 Schools)
:
1. Relationships 64.7 37.3
2. Personal Development 68.8 42.2
3. Organizations 61.4 36.4
INTERACTIONS
A. Student Ratings (N=24 Schools)
:
1. Student/Teacher 67.5 33.0
2. Student/Administrator 73.8 27.8
3. Teacher /Parent 67.0 31.6
B. Teacher Ratings (N=8 Schools)
:
1. Student/Teacher 67.1 35.5
2. Teacher/Parent 64.3 35.4
C. Administrator Ratings (N=7 Schools)
:
1. Student/Administrator 65.3 39.1
D. Support Staff Ratings (N=7 Schools)
:
i. Student/Teacher 61.1 33.0
2. Student/Administrator 65.2 36.8
Note: Data listed in Table 2 was extracted from the 1976-77
Massachusetts Educational Assessment Program School
Climate Study Manual.
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The Pathfinder raw score findings were converted to a frequency
distribution grouped by assigned question-items within variables for each
respondent category. The arithmetic average, or mean, of the scores
were determined by the formula:
X = f_X
N
This calculation allowed for comparisons between the State sur-
veyed schools and between Pathfinder students, teachers, administra-
tors, and support staff. This information was also used as a guide
in establishing standards of school climate for Pathfinder.
The next index which was reported was the item variance or the
square of its standard deviation. This showed the extent to which
Pathfinder survey respondents varied in their response to a given
item. The formula for the variance of a population which was used is:
The sum of the squared
Population variance - deviation scores
Number of raw scores
The standard normal deviate or Z score which provides the standard
measure of deviation of a raw score was then calculated by using the
following formula:
Z = X (Pathfinder's rating) - mean
Standard deviation
The mean and standard deviation values identified in the State
survey findings which were used in tabulating Pathfinder normalised
ratings are listed in Table _3.
Table
3
Mean
and
Standard
Deviation
Values
from
1977
School
Climate
Study
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Note:
Data
listed
in
Table
3
was
extracted
from
the
1976-77
Massachusetts
Educational
Assessment
Program
School
Climate
Handbook.
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To establish a normalized school climate rating for Pathfinder
the following formula was employed:
(normal or standard score) = Z x 10 + 50
Each of the normalized ratings for students and teachers was
determined for all thirteen variables using this formula and then
plotted graphically.
In order to determine whether Pathfinder and the twenty-four
schools surveyed by the State differed significantly, a T-test for
independent (non-correlated) samples was calculated. The T-test,
which is defined as the ratio of the difference between the means di-
vided by the standard error of the difference, gave evidence for
accepting or rejecting the stated null hypotheses.
Although certain justifications existed for attempting to attain
a confidence interval of 1%, in consideration for consistency with the
Massachusetts Assessment Bureau finds, a 5% confidence interval was
used
.
Interpretation Strategies
The T-scores and the graphs designed with the normalized ratings
and the frequency question-answer results created a profile for
analysis and comparison. The resultant profiles were reviewed and
studied by members of the climate study team. In many cases, it
became necessary to examine the seven question-items which constitute
any given variable, discuss them, and review their implications.
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The model identified in the state-conducted study comprised a
system of definition and analysis based on three climate domains, con-
sisting of thirteen (13) variables with seven corresponding survey
questions (or items) within each variable. This definition and subset
design generated an interesting configuration for postulating com-
parisons with the Pathfinder study. (Table 4 provides a summary of
this design.)
Table 4 School Climate Domains and Variables
DOMAINS
:
A. Relationships B. Personal C. Organization
Development
VARIABLES
:
1. Community 1. Learning 1. Dealing
2. Accessibility Orientation with
and 2. Expressiveness Problems
Receptivity 3. Goal Direction 2. Order
3 . Involvement 4. Challenge 3. Options
4 . Equal 4. Influence
Treatment Distribu-
5. Groupings tion
The domain "relationships" is divided into five variables, each
with its assigned seven question-items. Mathematically, this could be
described as:
Domain A = 5 Variables = 35 Questionnaire? Items
Note: Each Variable = 7 Questionnaire/Items
This design becomes even more interesting when one examines some
of the response score possibilities which are possible. For
example, any
three of these variables constitute a simple majority for domain A, and,
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therefore, a basis on which certain conclusions might be drawn. A ma-
jority of three variables can be attained even in the event only twelve
(four item responses of the possible seven for each of the three
necessary variables) question-item responses out of thirty-five take a
different position. Otherwise stated, this means that twenty-three
question-item responses of the thirty-five could present evidence which
would be ignored if this particular interpretation style were adopted.
Potential interpretation strategies within variables also include
a number of options. For example, let's assume an argument for stating
that Pathfinder’s perceived climate is different than the State sampling
on the basis of simple majority reasoning within a particular variable.
Any four item responses within a variable would, in fact, constitute a
majority of the seven items which make up that given variable. Any
position or interpretation developed solely on the basis of a four-out-
of-seven result would ignore the possibility that remaining three item
responses constitute a significant minority option within that variable.
Likewise, it is conceivable that a given variable might have its
associated seven item question responses tabulated with two higher, two
lower, and three identical scores of the State sample.
For the basis of this study, it was proposed that in order for
domain A to be considered different for Pathfinder, fifteen question
item responses would have to be different with at least three
variables
having three differences in their respective question-item
responses.
For clarification, a complete listing of the questionnaire-item
coding in put forth in Table 5.
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Domains 15 and £ are comprised of four variables each with
corresponding seven question-items per variable. Mathematically, this
is represented as:
Domain B or Domain C = 4 Variables = 28 Question/Items
Although various situations somewhat similar to that described for
domain A are possible, for study definition purposes the study committee
recognized a difference for Pathfinder only when twelve question—item
responses were different with at least three item responses different
within two variables. This eliminated recognition of a difference on
the sole basis of any simple majority (i.e. three variables with their
required majority of twelve (four items per variable) dominating four
variables with their collective sixteen out of possible twenty-eight
items)
.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH
The findings of the research resulting from the statistical
tabulation and analysis of the raw data obtained in the study are
presented in this chapter. The hypotheses raised in Chapter I served
as a major framework for the findings identified.
A detailed summary of problems encountered is provided and
sufficient evidence was uncovered to suggest that, although the
Department of Education encourages complete replication of their
climate study process, limited access to their raw and statistical
data prohibit interested parties from doing so.
The raw data compiled in response to the questionnaires adminis-
tered Pathfinder students, teachers, administrators, and support groups
and the T-test results are provided in Tables 6-9. The frequency
response distribution for each question-item and the "normalized"
score results are contained in Tables 10-14.
Problems Encountered
The school climate study conducted by staff from the Massachusetts
Education Assessment Program identified four goals as the primary
purposes of their study effort. Two of these goals address the task
of replicating the study in other school systems in the Commonwealth.
These goals are described as follows: (1) to provide citizens, school
committees, and school administrators with information on patterns of
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performance as an aid in analyzing local educational conditions and
in setting local objectives, and (2) to make available to school
systems assessment procedures for use in developing and implementing
local assessment programs.
Although such clear-cut purposes and invitations to replicate
the State climate assessment study are cited, this investigator
found numerous informational obstacles in his attempt to duplicate the
study at Pathfinder. This situation is evidenced by the following
sequence of findings.
The pilot study work on climate which was conducted by the
Massachusetts Department of Education included the design of a
forty-seven page summary of findings booklet. This publication
included a section entitled: "Future Expansions of the Climate
Study." Sections under this heading included such messages as:
"As another possible next stage, some cross-school
analysis could be performed in order to begin to
paint statewide patterns of school climates. The
differences in climate between groups of similar
schools could then be examined. This in turn could be
used to consider the types of conditions which seem to
be contributing to generally positive perceptions and
,,56
to differential performance patterns.
Although the overture for duplication of the pilot study is
clearly provided, the initial findings by this author do not suggest
either a method or resource for complete replication of the State s
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climate study in Pathfinder or other school settings. The primary
reason for this is that the State's publications do not include
^-*-1 the necessary data to make such replication possible.
Ihe 1976-77 School Climate Handbook developed under the
Massachusetts Educational Assessment Program suggests a nine—step
implementation process for repeating the study in other schools. It
openly invites interested parties to contact either the Bureau of
Assessment in Boston or specific assessment coordinators at the
State Department Regional Office level. The study also refers to
the consultant agency hired by the State Department which actually
conducted the climate studies ( i.e. TDR Associates. Incorporated).
The specific acknowledgement of this consultant service is listed in
both of the State manuals as "TDR Associates, Inc. of Newton".
This candidate complied with the recommended suggestions for
additional information and visited the consultant firm to obtain
greater insight into their work. It is worthwhile to note that this
direct contact with the consultant company was simplified by the
reference to the community where it is located in the State handbooks.
Mr. William Genova of TDR Associates, Incorporated followed up
this initial planning session with a three-page mini-proposal offering
to undertake a complete climate study of Pathfinder for $15,000.00.
The proposal is attached and can be found in Appendix H.
Needless to say, during a period of tax limitation, austere
budget planning and declining enrollment, Pathfinder was not in a
position to accept the offer from TDR Associates. The candidate
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questions whether any school would have the financial resources to
commit to such technical support or whether such a large capital
investment should be necessary in assessing a given school system's
climate. This, however, was not a major problem to the Pathfinder's
climate study since the dissertation design included all of the
assessments which TDR would normally undertake. The real difficulty
occurred during subsequent phone conversations with Mr. Genova as
he maintained a consistent posture of "all or nothing" and would not
provide any answers to clarification questions concerning the State
study. The content of these conversations were shared with Mr. Towle
of the Massachusetts Bureau of Assessment but no formal protest was
initiated.
The 1976-77 School Climate Handbook, includes a section which
reads as follows:
"During 1977-78 the Bureau of Research and Assessment
will sponsor a School Climate Demonstration Project.
In that project, several high schools in Massachusetts
will be selected to receive assistance in proceeding
through the nine steps described in this handbook. In-
formation about this project can be obtained by contacting
a regional educational staff member listed in this
handbook . '*
^
Accepting the lead provided in the handbook to follow-up on the
demonstration project in the Springfield area, the candidate took the
following courses of action.
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He attempted to contact the Springfield Regional Education Center
Assessment Coordinator and learned that she was no longer in the
files except for the handbooks which this investigator already had.
He also explained that he did not know which school had actually
served as the "demonstration project". He suggested that I contact
the Bureau of Assessment Office in Boston.
The candidate accepted this referral and again contacted Mr.
Matthew H. Towle of the Bureau of Assessment only to learn that the
identity of the demonstration school was confidential and, therefore,
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could not be released.
During April of 1980, the candidate contacted the Pittsfield
Regional Office of the State Department of Education and discovered
that there was no additional information available other than the
State booklets already in his possession.
The most unusual fact uncovered by this candidate in the review
of the State climate study literature relates to the statistical
reporting style and format of the findings. The State data included:
mean, variance, correlation of question-item to variable, correlation
of question-item to domain, total number (N) surveyed, "normalized"
scores and various graphic profiles
The use and comparison of the State findings for student
respondents and those of the Pathfinder study necessitated realignment
of the standard statistical formulas to accommodate gaps in available
State figures. For example, the formula for the calculation of the
T-ratio for non-correlated sample is mathematically depicted as.
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Mean
_
Mean
(Pathfinder) (State)
T =
Standard Difference
The standard difference equals the square root of the following:
the sum of the squares of all Pathfinder question- items plus the sum
of the squares Oj. all State question— items
,
all divided by the number
of scores for Pathfinder plus the number of scores for the State minus
two. This product is then multiplied by: one over the number of
Pathfinder scores plus one over the number of State scores. Mathe-
matically, this equation is represented as follows:
2 2Xp + Xs 1 1
Standard Difference = *
N + N - 2 N N
p s p s
The first problem encountered in using this formula is that the
number of the sum of the squares of the State scores not given .
The State Climate Survey Handbook and Manual, however, does list the
2
variance (s“) and the number (N) of scores for each student variable.
This lack of readily comparative data required several additional
calculations for all State question-items to accommodate the known
and unknown data.
The State data given for "non student" respondent groups are
even more limited. School climate survey results for teachers list
only variable, mean, and standard deviation. The few comparisons
drawn in the State study between teacher, administrator, and support
group responses are compiled by neither question-item nor variable,
but by domain.
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In addition, the State Climate Study Manuals lacked the following
information: (1) question-item assignment coding for administrative and
support group variables and/or domains, and (2) list of negatively
stated items for reverse polarization when scoring administrative and/or
support group responses.
The limited data given by the State in their three publications
necessitated several additional design steps by the candidate. Speci-
fically, the following tasks had to be completed before embarking on
the identified dissertation project:
(1) Administrative and support group questionnaire item-to-
variable assignments had to be determined. The actual assignments
were as follows:
Administration
Variable Question Assignments
Community
Accessibility and Receptivity
Involvement
Equal Treatment
Group ings
Learning Orientation
Expressiveness
Goal Direction
Challenge
Dealing with Problems
1
,
14
,
27
,
40
2
,
15
,
28
,
41
3
,
16
,
29
,
42
4
,
17
,
30
,
43
5
,
18
,
31
,
44
6
,
19
,
32
,
45
7
,
20
,
33
,
46
8
,
21
,
34
,
47
9
,
22
,
35
,
48
10
,
23
,
36
,
49
11
,
24
,
37
,
50Order
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Administration (continued)
Variable Question Assignments
Options 11, 24, 38, 51
Influence Distribution 13, 26, 39, 52
Support Group
Variable Question Assignments
Community 1, 14
Accessibility and Receptivity 2, 15
Involvement 3, 16
Equal Treatment A, 17
Groupings 5, 18
Learning Orientation 6, 19
Expressiveness 7, 20
Goal Direction 8
,
21
Challenge 9, 22
Dealing with Problems 10, 23
Order 11, 24
Options 12, 25
Influence Distribution 13, 26
(2) Administrative and support group survey questions had to be
reviewed for negative scoring.
Administrative Questionnaire Negatively
Scored Questions
3, 5, 8, 9, 12, 15, 17, 19, 20,
23, 25, 26, 30, 31, 33, 35, 37,
41, 42, 44, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52
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Support Group Questionnaire Negatively
Scored Questions
A, 5, 7, 10, 11, 15, 16,
18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26.
(3) Standard deviation scores for teacher questionnaire response
variables had to be squared to obtain their variance.
(4) Interaction question-items had to be identified and assigned
to corresponding variables for teacher, administrator, and support
group survey instruments.
Interaction Assignments
Teacher Questionnaire
Teacher /Student Teacher /Administrator Teacher /Parent
92 94 93
95 97 96
98 100 99
101 103 102
108 107 105
123 121 109
Administrative Questionnaire
Admin
.
/Student Admin. /Teacher Admin. /Parent
53 55 54
56 58 57
59 61 60
62 64 63
65 67 66
68 70 69
Support Staff Questionnaire
Administrator/Teacher - 28, 31, 3A, 37
,
AO, A3
Administrator/Student - 29, 32, 35, 38, Al, AA
Teacher/Student - 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, A2
In addition, several comparisons between State and Pathfinder
respondent groups were impossible to make due to lack of State data.
For example, T-test scores could not be calculated for Pathfinder
administrators or support staff versus administrators or support staff
involved in the Massachusetts Department of Education study.
It is interesting to note the two statements offered by the
Department of Education in the conclusions and recommendations section
of the School Climate Study Manual:
The teacher, administrator, and support staff questionnaires
were not examined to the same extent as the student ques-
tionnaires but because of their similar structure it is
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reasonable to assume similar characteristics.
The questionnaires sample norms developed in the study
appear technically acceptable for use by high schools in
the Commonwealth. There is, however, always room for
the improvement of certain questionnaire items, and the
representativeness of the sample. For example, the
sample of teachers, administrators and support staff was
insufficient to allow for the analysis possible for the
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student sample.
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Addi.txona.1 obstacles exist in the format of the State survey
instruments. The configuration of possible responses for each
question-item show no uniformity in scoring or in the number of opcions
available to the respondent. A review of the questionnaires shows
the following:
Greater
Two Response Four Response Five Response Than Five
Number of
Questions
Respondent
Group
Option
Question
Option
Question
Option
Question
Option
Questions
2118 Students 1 110 5
136 Teachers — 136 — —
71 Adminis-
trators
— 70 1 —
45 Support
Staff
— 44 — 1
The inconsistent pattern of question responses available in the
survey forms mandated several computer programming complications and
gives further evidence to the intentional need for dependency upon
the consultant firm in any replication of the State studies.
T-test correlations between different respondent groups were
hampered by the lack of a given list of corresponding question-items
across respondent types. This means that, while it is relatively easy
to compare State student data with Pathfinder student data (note: iden-
tical questionnaires were employed with both groups) , any comparison
drawn for one Pathfinder group versus another first requires a thorough
scanning of all questions on all questionnaires and identifying those
which correspond ( i . e
.
the question-item "students here hcive a lot of
school spirit" is found in different places on each survey instrument)
.
Student
Survey
Teacher
Survey
Administrator
Survey
Support Staff
Survey
#27 Not
Listed
#40 #14
Additional complications for comparison were generated by the
State's use of different questions for measuring variables on each
respondent survey form.
Two steps were initiated by the candidate to complete the
comparison given the absence of this question-item assignment infor-
mation. Attempts to obtain a list from TDR Associates or from school
systems known to have completed climate studies proved unsuccessful.
A complete review of all questions was then made and a self developed
corresponding question list was devised and used in the studies
undertaken
.
The next section of missing data was discovered in this author's
attempt to calculate correlation scores for the student/teacher
,
student/administrator, and teacher/parent interaction statements. The
data source of this information is found in the responses to questions
92 to 109 on the State's survey instrument for students. Unfortunately,
the manuals devised in the State study do not contain any data
relative to the mean, sum of scores, or sum of square of scores for
these tabulations and comparisons. The lack of these prohibited
further investigative study of any differences in the aforementioned
interaction relationships between Pathfinder students, administrators,
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teachers or parents, and those groups included in the Department of
Education's Survey.
Data Analysis
The data for the 1976-77 State Climate Survey for the 1,959
s_tudent respondents were extracted from the Massachusetts Department of
Education's school climate study manual. The three-domain climate
configuration was represented by its 13 corresponding variables and
their respectively assigned seven question-items. The first five
variables community, accessibility and receptivity, involvement,
equal treatment, and groupings — are defined by the literature review
under the domain "relationships." The second four variables — learn-
ing orientation, expressiveness, goal direction, and challenge — were
listed sequentially and are defined under the domain "personal
development." The third domain "organization" is described by its
four variables — dealing with problems, order, options, and influence
distribution.
Student data were extracted with consideration of the 1976-77
State data as given and the standard statistical information necessary
to compute ANOVAs . The State data key punched into the computer for
recall and statistical tabulation included mean, sum of scores, number
of scores, and sum of the square of scores. The State survey findings
did not include data relative to the student/teacher, student/
administration, or teacher/parent interaction relationships.
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Table 6 describes the findings of the Pathfinder student survey.
The table is designed with a concern for consistency with the State
student survey results and the statistical needs of a T-test formula.
Three hundred fifty-four students participated in the Pathfinder
student survey. The Pathfinder guidance department personnel assured
the principal investigator that this respondent group constituted the
active, enrollment student body at the time of the survey. Data in
Table 6 includes the 13 variables and the three interaction relation-
ships .
The Pathfinder teacher survey findings are presented in Table 7.
Sixty instructors participated in the survey. This survey group
represented the entire teaching population in service at Pathfinder
at the time of the survey. All 13 variables are listed and three
interaction relationships are also provided. Each of the 13 variables
is charted according to its seven assigned question-items. The three
interaction statements are characterized by their six assigned
question-items. Data findings are again presented in the format
employed in Table 6.
Pathfinder support staff survey results are summarized in Table 8.
The. full school population of 20 support staff members were involved in
the survey. Thirteen variables of school climate are identified in
the table, and three interaction relationships—administrator/teacher
,
administrator/student
,
and teacher/student. The question-item
assignment configuration is consistent with that of the State study
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TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score
State
D of F
COMMUNITY
1. Students in this school
know most of the members
of their daily classes
by their first names. 1,161 3,949 .209 2311
2. Students would rather
be in this school than
in any other school. 1,085 3,589 4.455 2307
27. The students here have
a lot of school spirit. 698 1,654 3,961 2307
40. People in this school
only look out for
themselves
.
900 2,616 .645 2302
53. Students often find
something nice to say
about each other’s
accomplishments
.
776 1,976 .826 2301
66. Students feel they can
get help from others
here when they need it. 900 2,552 .918 2305
78. If I walked around school
all day feeling bad about
something, nobody would
even notice. 9 28 2,744 .830 2307
6,488 19,080
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TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score
State
D of F
ACCESSIBILITY - OPENNESS
2. People pay little atten-
tion to what students
say around here. 762 1,918 1,716 2307
15. Most teachers in this
school will see a
student who needs help. 908 2, 652 2,568 2307
28
.
You can get good advice
in this school when
you need it. 824 2,284 1.220 2304
41. Most teachers are will-
ing to have you come
to them for extra help. 978 3,024 1.974 2304
54. People here make you
feel that you're
wasting time when you
ask for help. 883 2,503 1.551 2305
67 . Students seldom talk
to the principal
unless they're in
trouble. 686 1,612 ,080 2306
79. Most people here will
take enough time to
listen. 867 2,427 ,807
2300
5,908 16,420
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TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score D
State
of F
INVOLVEMENT
3. On most days I look
forward to my
classes
.
729 1,753 1.581 2309
16. Most students in my
classes do a lot of
day dreaming. 883 2,445 1.103 2307
29. Many students don’t
even try to take
part in class dis-
cussions
. 812 2,092 .818 2301
42. Activities like clubs
and dances in this
school are usually
lively and interesting. 780 2,110 1.045 2297
55. Most students here
would be upset if they
came to school and
found equipment
destroy ed
.
1,071 3,587 1.689 2308
68. Many students here
would prefer to
avoid school 738 1,810 .308 2307
80. Few students who are
able to stay after
school ever do. 781 1,985 .071 2300
5,794 15,782
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TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score D
State
of F
EQUAL TREATMENT
17. Students get an equal
chance to speak in
their classes. 895 2,491 1.237 2310
30. Students here get the
marks they earn. 961 2,891 .244 2309
43. Some people in this
school are favored
more than others. 673 1,541 1.711 2308
56. The students in this
school can learn if
they work hard. 1,114 3,706 .420 2309
69. Only the smarter stu-
dents ever get the
best teachers. 991 3,007 .396 2304
81. Students in this
school are treated
fairly. 798 2,080 1.136 2304
82. Certain groups of
students in this
school are looked
down on. 743 1,833 1.099 2304
6,175 17,619
i
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TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score D
State
of F
GROUPINGS
4. You feel left out if
you’re not part of a
group in this school
.
934 2,770 1.358 2305
14 . You need to be in a
group to be liked in
this school. 965 2,999 .719 2301
18. In many classes, a
small group of students
disrupt learning. 793 2,049 .142 2306
31 . Once you get into a
social group, it's hard
to get out. 974 2,928 .541 2301
35. There are too many fights
between groups in this
school. 1,046 3,418 .166 2308
44. People here tend to
level you by the group
you’re in. 744 1,872 1,874 2306
57. It’s easy to belong to
several groups in this
school
.
869 2,433 .195 2302
6,325 18,469
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TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder vs State
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Students
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
LEARNING ORIENTATION
11. Learning is more important
than marks in this school. 973 2,987 4.088 2309
19, Students here learn many
things that will be useful
to them after they leave
high school. 1,128 3,876 2.701 2309
32. When you come to this
school you learn a lot. 1,026 3,190 2.147 2308
45. Students here care more
about good marks than
what they learn. 851 2,397 4,574 2304
58. This school does well in
preparing students for
a job. 1,076 3,538 3.126 2309
70. This school teaches you
how to deal with all
kinds of people. 864 2,408 .260 2307
91. This school does well in
preparing students for
college. 767
6,685
1,971
20,367
3.237 2301
1Q5
TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score
State
D of F
EXPRESSIVENESS
7 . Students are encouraged
to discuss their own
ideas freely in classes. 811 2,177 1.613 2305
20. People in this school are
afraid to speak out. 994 3,082 .415 2307
33. Students here rarely
express their own ideas
.
945 2,775 .564 2305
46. Students can be them-
selves in this school. 946 2,784 .634 2309
59 . Students are encouraged
to express their own
feelings freely in
classroom discussions. 849 2,341 1.735 2307
71. Learning is enjoyable
in this school. 803 2,111 .209 2300
83. Creative work like art
is respected here. 728 1,784 3.982
2301
6.076 17,054
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TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score
State
D of F
GOAL DIRECTION
8. No one really knows the
goals of this school. 944 2,804 1.156 2306
21. Most students know what
they’re expected to
learn in their classes. 969 2,809 .122 2309
34. You can find out how to
prepare for jobs or
college in this school. 1,034 3,288 .000 2304
47. This school helps stu-
dents to set goals for
themselves
.
1,032 3,250 1.909 2306
60. Most students feel that
this school helps them
meet their own goals
.
997 3,019 2.430 2309
72. Most students feel they
can learn what this
school tries to teach
them. 964 2,832 .122 2305
84. Students often work
against what this school
is trying to do. 880 2,558 .187
2292
6,820 20,560
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score
State
D of F
CHALLENGE
9. Most students find
their classes too easy. 1,078 3,514 .054 2305
22. Students here do as
little as they have to. 874 2,448 .675 2307
48. This school doesn't
demand enough from the
students
.
1,090 3,612 1.432 2307
61. Students in this school
try to get the easy
teachers and avoid the
tough ones
.
871 2,455 3.946 2306
73. No one in this school
thinks the work is very
important
.
959 2,859 .295 2304
85. Most students work hard
in this school only befo
tests are given.
re
900 2,560 1.643 2305
90. Most people here work to
their best abilities. 855 2,339 1.256 2302
6,627 19,787
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of Pathfinder vs State
Square of Students
Scores T-Score D of F
DEALING WITH PROBLEMS
6. People here usually avoid
admitting that problems
exist
.
864 2,410 1.309 2308
10. Students here talk openly
about school problems. 915 2,651 .492 2307
24. In this school, nothing
is ever done about
problems
.
855 2,407 2.194 2305
36. People seek each others
ideas about solving
school problems. 903 2,567 .327 2309
49. The same old problmes are
never solved in this
school
.
747 1,873 1.066 2304
62. Problems are usually dis-
cussed before action is
taken. 789 2,035 1.223 2306
74. When problems arise in
this school, people
quickly know about them. 1,022 3,246 .494 2304
6,095 17,189
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score
State
D of F
ORDER
23. Students know exactly
what will happen when
they break a rule. 925 2,739 1.327 2303
37. The students in this
school are too noisy. 1,029 3,295 3.863 2306
50. School rules are broken
so often they're con-
sidered a joke. 899 2,607 .987 2307
63. The school rules are
fair and reasonable. 722 1,780 2.344 2301
75. School rules and pro-
cedures apply to
everyone equally. 854 2,374 .698 2306
86. Everyone understands
the rules in this school. 824 2,194 1.653 2305
88. Students know their
rights in this school. 824 2,206 1.696 2302
6,077 17,195
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score D
State
of F
OPTIONS
12. Students don’t have much
choice about which
courses they can take. 828 2,276 2.917 2309
25. Students here can be
trained to qualify for
many different kinds of
jobs
.
1,182 4,138 3.363 2311
38. The same students always
end up together in the
same classes. 888 2,576 .249 2301
51. This school has something
to offer to students with
many different interests. 1,030 3,258 1.316 2306
76. Students can choose to
belong to many clubs and
activities in this school . 814 2,130 3.991 2307
64, Students here can choose
harder or easier courses. 833 2,265 3.778 2302
89. Students here have very
few chances to make new
friends
.
1,028 3,238 .548 2305
6,603 19,881
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder vs State
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
INFLUENCE DISTRIBUTION
13. Students help make the
rules in this school. 625 1,387 2.363 2311
26. Students need permission
to do almost anything
in this school. 655 1,509 .652 2310
39. Students are usually
asked about decisions
before they are made. 700 1,670 1.130 2306
52. Students help plan
class activities. 707 1,663 1,703 2310
65. Students have little
say in planning
school activities. 795 2,099 2.269 2306
77. Students are able to
ask about decisions
that are made. 791 2,009 2.198 2306
87. Student government has
no power in this school. 769 2,039 2. £62 2302
5,042 12,376
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder vs
Students
T-Score
State
D of F
STUDENT/TEACHER INTERACTIONS
92. Teachers in this school
have to yell at the
students to get them to
do what they want. 885 2,509 2.348 2299
95. Students and teachers
in this school seem to
argue with each other
a lot. 803 2,141 1.652 2297
98. Students and teachers
bring out the worst in
each other’s abilities. 847 2,347 2,128 2294
101. Students and teachers in
this school work well
together
.
790 2,072 1.599 2297
104. Students are allowed to
help make decisions in
this school. 697 1,657 1.046 2299
106. Most students and
teachers in this school
are friendly. 909 2,615 2.540 2299
4,931 13,341
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
.
Sum of Pathfinder vs StateAssigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Students
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
TEACHER/ PARENT INTERACTIONS
94. Most teachers in this
school are willing to
talk with parents. 942
97 . My parents and teachers
accept each other as
people. 881
100. The teachers here let
parents know what
they expect of the
students. 867
103. Parents and teachers
discuss what each
should do to help the
student when necessary. 838
107. Parents have a say
about what teachers do
in their classes. 733
108. Teachers and parents
only get together after
the students’ problems
become serious 697
2,846 2.599 2294
2,537 2.434 2290
2,387 2.128 2302
2,274 2.017 2299
1,803 1.337 2299
1,653 .726 2302
4,958 12,500
TABLE 6
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder vs State
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Students
.
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
STUDENT/ADMINISTRATION
INTERACTIONS
93. The principal and
assistant principals
in this school act
like the police
towards students. 689 340
96. The principal and
assistant principals
here are willing to
help students with
their problems. 740
99. Students here know
what the principal
and assistnat prin-
cipals expect of them. 850
102. Few students go to the
principal or assistant
principals for help. 677
105. The principal and
assistant principals
are too easy on students
who break the rules. 1,062
336
343
346
341
109. The principal and
assistant principals
here ask students for
advice on school decisions. 587
.198 2297
,643 2293
2.342 2300
.782 2303
2,440 2298
.111 2297
4,605 2,046
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
COMMUNITY
1. The staff in this school
have the highest respect
for each other. 154 422 .135 44
14. The staff and parents
back each other up in
disciplining students. 110 240 .433 44
27 . Teachers here rarely
share ideas and
materials
.
171 527 .128 43
40. People here help
each other. 168 498 .010 44
53. In this school, you
get ahead at other
people's expense 162 488 .428 42
66. The staff in this school
know each other by
their first names. 185 583 .010 45
78. Many of the staff see
each other frequently
outside of school. 134 352 .447 40
1 o CO -t> 3,110
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
ACCESSIBILITY AND
RECEPTIVITY
2. Administrators pay
little attention to
what teachers say here. 146
15. Teachers here had ade-
quate time to give
students extra help. 160
28. It is easy to find
people to talk to in
this school. 164
41. Other school staff are
happy to have you come
to them for help. 161
54. The teachers and adminis-
trators here rarely talk
together. 141
67. People here make you
feel that you're wasting
their time when you ask
for help. 172
79. You can get good advice
in this school when you
need it. 156
398 .657 43
470 .397 43
480 .011 44
463 .214 43
375 .524 44
526 .266 43
446 .332 44
1,100 3,158
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
INVOLVEMENT
3. Teachers here are enthu-
siastic about their
teaching. 163
16. Many teachers in this
school use the same
lessons year after year. 119
29. Many teachers use their
non-teaching time to
confer with parents,
assist students, or
prepare materials. 162
42. Many teachers feel the
need for taking days
off in order to get
through the year. 140
55. The staff works hard to
make school activities
lively and interesting. 146
68. Most of the staff attend
student functions and
activities. 124
80. Teaching was not a first
career choice for many
of the faculty here. 116
459 .444 45
297 .012 39
472 .232 44
378 .885 43
404 .455 43
288 .491 44
302 .190 39
• 970 2,600
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
EQUAL TREATMENT
4. Teachers in this school
who do an outstanding
job are given recogni-
tion. Ill 253 .352 42
17. All teachers feel free
to speak in faculty
meetings
.
132 332 .643 43
30. People in this school
are labeled. 132 326 .025 44
43. You get ahead here by
working hard. 133 337 .663 43
56. Teachers in some depart-
ments get too many
special privileges. 151 435 .021 42
69 . Certain teachers here
get the best students
all the time. 169 523 .089 44
81. Non-teaching duties are
equally distributed
around the staff. 163 469 .364 45
991 2,675
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
GROUPINGS
5. The staff in this school
is divided into small
groups that don't talk
to each other. 175
18. It's easy for school
staff to belong to
several groups in this
school. 149
31. Staff from different
departments talk fre-
quently about school
matters. 166
44. If you're not in a group
in this school, you're
pretty much on you own. 158
57. Staff from different
departments often plan
courses or programs
together. 137
70. People here tend to
label you by the group
they connect you with. 159
82. At staff meetings, the
same group of teachers
always dominate the
discussions. 131
547 .040 44
421 .235 41
482 .119 44
454 .229 44
361 .293 43
459 .229 44
325 .184 43
1,075 3,049
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
:
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
LEARNING ORIENTATION
6. Teachers in this school
value their professional
development
.
170 496 .558 45
19. Teachers value learning
about interpersonal
skills in this school. 146 404 .145 40
32. Teachers in this school
have high standards of
learning
.
156 422 .375 45
45. In this school, marks
are more important than
learning 150 434 .119 44
58. Teachers here give
students high marks to
make themselves look
good
.
169 535 .058 43
71. This school provides
opportunities for pro-
fessional improvement
and promotion. 144 380 .498 44
83. Most teachers in this
school think that in-
service courses are a
waste of time. 151 443 .321 41
1,086 3,114
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score p of F
EXPRESSIVENESS
7 . Teachers here are en-
couraged to design
their own courses. 172 530 .188 45
20. Teachers are afraid
to express their ideas. 153 435 .202 43
33. Teachers here are
respected for being
original
.
133 349 .280 41
46. Teachers in this school
use a variety of teach-
ing methods
.
180 550 .232 45
59. Teachers can be themselves
in this school. 146 388 .509 45
72. Teaching is fun in this
school
,
152 428 .217 43
84. Creative work by teachers
is respected here. 143 385 .045 42
1 ,079 3,065
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
GOAL DIRECTION
8. Teachers in this school
are confused about what
is expected of them. 147
21. Most students know what
they are expected to
learn in their classes. 167
34. The goals of this school
are realistic for the
types of students in
this school. 160
47. You know what you have
to do to get ahead here. 142
60. The goals of this school
are clearly understood
by most teachers. 151
73. Most teachers feel they
can reach the goals this
school has for them. 167
85. This school helps students
find out how to prepare
for jobs or college. 168
393 .012 44
493 .083 44
460 .409 44
374 .237 44
409 .494 44
491 .181 45
508 .122 . 44
1,102 3,128
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
CHALLENGE
9. Teachers in this school
have reasonable numbers
of students in their
classes. 177
22. Many teachers here work
hard to individualize
instruction. 170
35. This school doesn't
demand enough of the
students. 112
48. If given the chance,
teachers in this school
pick the easy students
and void the tough ones . 150
61. Teachers in this school
experiment with differ-
ent teaching techniques. 159
86. The way teachers are
evaluated in this school
allows for a diversity
of teaching syles. 135
91. Administrators here place
high expectations on
teachers. 155
539 .201 45
516 .200 44
250 .603 44
422 .021 42
453 .244 44
353 .179 43
433 .136 44
1,058 2,966
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RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
—
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
DEALING WITH PROBLEMS
10. Teachers here are able
to talk openly about
school problems. 133
23. In this school, nothing
is ever done about
problems. 141
36. People seek each other's
ideas about solving
school problems. 162
49. Different solutions
to problems are usually
considered before
action is taken. 156
62. The same old problems
are never solved in
this school. 120
74. Decisions are left
vague - as to what they
are, and who will carry
them out. 126
87. Teachers in this school
can work out problems
themselves without going
to the administration. 155
335 .712 44
381 .456 43
468 .200 43
436 .238 44
274 .382 44
304 .656 44
435 .076 44
993 2,633
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TABLE 7
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Path finder
Vocational
T-Score
Acad am ic vs
Teachers
D of F
ORDER
11. Teachers have to be
told to come to school
on time. 185 595 .437 45
24. Everyone understands
the rules in this
school
.
123 291 .346 43
37. Teachers know what will
happen when they break
a rule. 152 420 .452 44
50. The school rules are
fair and reasonable. 163 473 .356 44
63. School rules and pro-
cedures apply to
everyone equally. 128 312 .464 44
75. School rules are often
broken
.
109 231 .566 43
88. The faculty meetings
here are poorly
attended
.
188 608 .087 44
1,048 2,930
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TABLE 7
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
OPTIONS
12. Teachers don’t have
much choice about which
classes they teach. 144
25. What teachers do in
their classes is very
different on different
days. 144
38. Teachers can choose to
be involved in many
activities in this
school. 173
51. Teachers here can
choose to teach brighter
or slower students, if
they wish. 107
64. Few teachers get to
teach the classes they
request. 135
76. This school has some-
thing to offer to
teachers with many dif-
ferent interests. 141
90 . Teachers have very few
opportunities to make
new friends . 175
400 .699 43
408 .084 40
523 .202 44
211 .597 45
397 .228 40
361 .292 43
537 .101 44
1,019 2,837
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TABLE 7
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder
Vocational
T-Score
Academic
Teachers
D of
INFLUENCE DISTRIBUTION
13. Teachers help to make
the rules in this
school
.
140 366
.857 44
26. Teachers need permis-
sion to do everything
in this school. 145 387 .223 43
39. Teachers have little
say in making school
decisions
.
124 300 .245 45
52. Teachers are consulted
before decisions are
made that affect them. 119 271 .398 44
65. Teachers help plan
school activities. 161 467 .230 42
77. Teachers have no power
in this school. 139 357 .098 44
89 . Teachers help plan
school goals. 133 339 .313 43
961 2,487
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TABLE 7
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
TEACHER/ STUDENT INTERACTIONS
92. Most students and
teachers in this school
are friendly toward
each other. 171
95. Students and teachers
work together to reach
school goals. 132
98. Students and teachers
bring out the worst in
each other’s abilities. 169
101. Students and teachers
in this school seem to
argue with each other
constantly. 165
108. Teachers in this school
have to yell at students
to get them to do what
they want. 159
123. Most teachers in this
school will see a
student who needs help. 185
981
517 .311 43
336 .621 42
525 .231 42
491 .575 43
459 .487 44
577 .255 45
2,905
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TABLE 7
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Square of Vocational Teachers
Scores T-Score D of F
TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR
INTERACTIONS
94. There are bad feelings
in this school between
teachers and adminis-
trators. 129
97. The administrators in
this school do all
they can to help
teachers. 117
100. Teachers here know
what administrators
expect of them. 141
103. Administrators and
teachers in this school
bring out the best of
each other’s abili- 116
ties
.
107 . Teachers and adminis-
trators share in
making school deci-
sions. 127
329
.678 42
275 .478 42
381 .385 42
264 .256 40
303 .141 43
121. Students help make
the rules in this
school. 138 352 .202 44
768 1,904
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TABLE 7
RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
Sum of Pathfinder Academic vs
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Vocational Teachers
-— Scores Scores T-Score D of F
TEACHER/PARENT INTERACTIONS
93. Most teachers are happy
to talk with parents
about their children's
progress in school. 175
96. The parents and teach-
ers accept each other
as people. 156
99. Parents and teachers
discuss what each should
do to help students. 140
102. The teachers here tell
parents what they expect
of students. 142
105. Teachers and parents
only get together after
the student's problems
become serious. 120
109. Parents have a say
about what teachers do
in their classrooms. 122
855
539 .231 44
448 .231 42
368 .292 43
384 .115 42
280 .347 43
276 .108 44
2,295
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TABLE 8
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER SUPPORT STAFF
Sum of Pathfinder Support
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Staff vs Students
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
COMMUNITY
1. Students in this school
know most of the members
of their daily classes
by their first names. 60 194 .152 371
14. The students here have a
lot of school spirit. 35 83 .129 365
ACCESSIBILITY - RECEPTIVITY
95 277
2. Most teachers in this
school will see a student
who needs help. 55 173 .700 366
15. Students seldom talk to
the principal unless
they’re in trouble. 46 138 1.358 364
101 311
INVOLVEMENT
3. Most students here would
be upset if they came to
school and found a lot
of equipment destroyed. 46 128 .637 367
16. Fev; students who are able
to stay after school
ever do
.
38 90 .067 358
84 218
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TABLE 8
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER SUPPORT STAFF
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder Support
Staff vs Students
T-Score D of F
EQUAL TREATMENT
4. Certain groups of
students in this school
are looked down on. 43 113 .447 363
17. Students in this school
are treated fairly. 53 151 .616 365
96 264
GROUPINGS
5. In many classes, a small
group of students dis-
rupt learning. 33 59 1.125 367
18. There are too many fights
between groups in this
school
.
46 124 .559 367
79 183
LEARNING ORIENTATION
6. This school does well in
preparing students for
a job
.
54 170 .078 368
19. This school does well in
preparing students for
college. 36 90 .033 358
90 260
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TABLE 8
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER SUPPORT STAFF
Assigned Question - Item
Sum of Pathfinder Support
Sum of Square of Staff vs Students
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
EXPRESSIVENESS
7 . People in this school are
afraid to speak out. 48 134 .237 366
20. Creative work like art is
respected here. 36 90 .222 358
84 224
GOAL DIRECTION
8. Most students know what
they’re expected to learn
in their classes. 53 163 .227 368
21. Students often work against
what this school is trying
to do. 38 84 .975 352
91 247
CHALLENGE
9. Most people here work to
their best abilities. 43 119 .077 360
22. Students here do as little
as they have to. 38 88 .613 366
81 207
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TABLE 8
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER SUPPORT STAFF
Sira of Pathfinder Support
Assigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Staff vs Students
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
DEALING WITH PROBLEMS
People here usually avoid
admitting that problems
exist
.
46 118 .065 368
Students here talk openly
about school problems. 49 153 .634 364
95 271
ORDER
11. School rules are broken
so often they’re con-
sidered a joke. 39 95 .609 366
fo The students in this
school are too noisy. 4_0 98 1.358 367
79 193
OPTIONS
12. This school has something
to offer to students with
many different interest. 58 190 .363 365
25. Students don't have much
choice about which courses
they can take. 45 123 .472 367
103 313
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TABLE 8
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER SUPPORT STAFF
Assigned Question - Item Sum of
Scores
Sum of
Square of
Scores
Pathfinder Support
Staff vs Students
T-Score n r>f f
INFLUENCE DISTRIBUTION
13. Students help make the
rules in this school. 52 142 1.781 372
26
. Student Government has
no power in this school. 49 143 .825 361
101 285
ADMINISTRATOR/ STUDENT
INTERACTIONS
29. Administrators in this
school act like the
police towards students. 51 149 1.210 357
32. The administrators here
are willing to help
students with their
problems. 60 188 1.425 354
35. Students here know what
administrators expect
of them. \ 48 132 .301 359
38. Few students go to adminis
trators for help. 39 97 .619 361
41. The administrators here as
students for advice on
school decisions.
k
39 97 1.254 358
44. Administrators in this
school are too easy on
students who break the
rules
.
41 103 1.164 355
278 766
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TABLE 8
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS FOR PATHFINDER SUPPORT STAFF
.
. ^ .
Sum of Pathfinder SupportAssigned Question - Item Sum of Square of Staff vs Students
Scores Scores T-Score D of F
TEACHER/ STUDENT INTERACTIONS
27. Most students and teachers
in this school are friend-
ly toward each other. 53
30. Students and teachers in
this school seem to argue
with each other constantly. 49
33. Students and teachers bring
out the worst in each
other’s abilities. 53
36. Students and teachers work
together to reach school
goals. 40
39 . Teachers in this school
have to yell at the
students to get them to do
what they want. 42
40. Students are allowed to
help make decisions in
this school. 43
280
163 .416 358
149 .824 355
159 .667 353
100 .049 355
106 .398 358
11 7 .885 357
794
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in that each variable consists of two question-items while each
interaction statement is made up of six question-items.
The Pathfinder survey results for administrators are found in
/
Table 9. Each of the 13 school climate variables is described with
its corresponding four assigned question-items. Interaction
statements with their respective six assigned question-items are listed
for administrator/student, administrator/teacher, and administrator/
parent relationships.
—
1
-jJIt.e.r
,
Pr 'et
,
at ions
. To assist in interpreting the results of the
Pathfinder survey, a question-item frequency response printout was
designed for each respondent group. Table 10 provides a response
distribution for student survey participants. A review of the student
responses by climate variable indicates noticeably strong feelings
concerning some of the questions asked. Under the variable
community, 36 percent of the student surveyed strongly agreed and
56 percent agreed that students know most of the members of their
daily classes by their first names while only one percent strongly
disagreed with this position. Eighty-one percent of the participating
students either agreed or strongly agreed that they would rather be
at Pathfinder than in any other school. Seventy-four percent of those
asked either strongly disagreed or disagreed that Pathfinder students
have a lot of school spirit. Within the variable "accessibility and
receptivity", 64 percent either strongly disagreed or disagreed that
people pay little attention to what students say at Pathfinder.
Sixty-one percent agreed or strongly agreed that most teachers at
ADMINISTRATORS/QUESTIONNAIRE
RESULTS
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Pathfinder will see a student who needs assistance. Seventy- three
percent agreed or strongly agreed that most teachers are willing to
have students come to them for extra help. Seventy-four percent
felt that students seldom talk to the principal unless they were in
trouble. Only six percent strongly disagreed with the position that
students primarily visited the principal for disciplinary reasons.
Under the variable "involvement", 67 percent of the student
respondents either disagreed or strongly disagreed that on most days
they look forward to their classes. Postsurvey interviews with
students, however, uncovered the interpretation that students usually
relate the term classes synonymously with academic classes as
opposed to their vocational or shop program of studies. Sixty-three
percent agreed or strongly agreed that many students do not even try
to participate in class discussions. Seventy-five percent agreed or
strongly agreed that most students would be upset if they came to
Pathfinder and found equipment destroyed. Sixty-eight percent either
agreed or strongly agreed that many students would prefer to avoid
school. Subsequent discussions with students revealed that their
reasons for avoiding school included a desire to pursue immediate
employment or participate in wage earning off campus learning such as
cooperative education placement or other on-the-job training experience.
Sixty-five percent of those surveyed agreed or strongly agreed that
few students who are able to stay after school ever do.
Within the variable "equal treatment", 69 percent agreed or
strongly agreed that Pathfinder students receive the marks they earn.
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Seventy-eight percent felt that certain individuals at Pathfinder arc
favored more than others. Eighty-eight percent agreed or strongly
agreed that students at Pathfinder can learn if they work hard.
Seventy-three percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that only
smarter students get the best teachers. Seventy percent agreed or
strongly agreed that certain groups of students are looked down on.
Within the variable "groupings", 73 percent of the students were
in opposition to the belief that once a student becomes a member of
a social group, it is hard to break out. Seventy-six percent
disagreed or strongly disagreed that there were too many fights between
groups in the school.
Within the variable "learning orientation", 84 percent agreed or
strongly agreed that Pathfinder students learn many things which will
be useful to them after they leave high school. Seventy-five percent
were supportive of the position that students learn a great deal
while at Pathfinder. Eighty-three percent felt that Pathfinder does
well in preparing students for the job market.
The variable "expressiveness" was characterized by a wider
variety of attitudes than many of the other climate factors examined.
Sixty-eight percent disagreed or strongly disagreed that students are
either encouraged to discuss their own ideas freely in class or that
people at Pathfinder are afraid to speak out. Seventy-four percent
agreed or strongly agreed that most students are aware of what they
are expected to learn. Seventy-nine percent argued that you can find
out how to prepare for jobs or college while at Pathfinder and that
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Pathfinder helps students to set goals for themselves. Seventy-two
percent felt that most students believe that they can learn what
Pathfinder tries to teach them.
The variable "challenge” included an 85 percent response that most
students do not find their Pathfinder classes too easy. Follow-up
interviews with students indicated that this belief was developed
although academic work activities were not perceived by students as
being overly difficult and little or no homework was assigned by voca-
tional instructors. Eighty percent strongly disagreed or disagreed
that Pathfinder doesn't demand enough from its students. Further dis-
cussions with students showed that, in addition to considering classes
competitive on an overall basis, they felt the school itself presented
a challenge to them.
Within the variable "dealing with problems", 67 percent of the
students agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, that the same
old problems remain unsolved at Pathfinder. Seventy-three percent
agreed or strongly agreed that when problems arise at Pathfinder,
people quickly are aware of them. In the words of those interviewed,
"The Pathfinder grapevine is always working."
The responses within the variable "order" are more dispersed
among the possible answers than many of the other variables. Seventy-
six percent, however, disagreed or strongly disagreed that students
at Pathfinder are too noisy.
Within the. variable "options", 87 percent of the students felt
that students at Pathfinder could be trained to qualify for many
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different types of jobs. Seventy-five percent were in support of the
position that Pathfinder has something to offer to students with many
different interests. Seventy-seven percent felt that students at
Pathfinder have an opportunity to make friends.
Under the variable "influence distribution", 79 percent either
disagreed or strongly disagreed that students participated in
establishing the rules at Pathfinder. Seventy-six percent felt that
students needed permission to do almost everything at Pathfinder
.
The student/administrator interactions included a 75 percent
majority in opposition with the belief that the principal is too easy
on students who break the rules. In addition, 79 percent did not agree
that the principal sought advice from the students in school decisions.
Seventy-four percent of the students surveyed felt that, among the
teacher/parent interactions, teachers and parents only get together
after the student problems become serious.
An overall analysis of the student survey data contained in Table
10 shows that the strongest attitude is found in the variable
"options". One hundred sixty-five student respondents strongly
agreed that students at Pathfinder can be trained to qualify for many
different types of jobs. Only 11 individuals strongly disagreed with
this statement. The other three areas of greatest survey population
differences were the mere 12 individuals who strongly disagreed that
students at Pathfinder could learn if they work hard. There were
also ten respondents who strongly agreed that students help plan class
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activities and only twelve students who strongly agreed that students
are able to ask about decisions which are made.
Teacher interpretations
. Table 11 provides a detailed list of the
question-item answer distribution for the 60 Pathfinder teachers who
participated in the school climate study. Data on each of the 13
climate variables are listed according to their seven corresponding
questions. In addition, three interaction statements are identified
with their respectively assigned six questions each. The design of
Table 11 is similar to Table 10 in that both the teacher and student
questions employed seven question-items per variable and six question-
items per interaction statement. It should be noted, however, that
the actual wording of the questions asked are not the same in both
questionnaires, and the assigned numerical sequence of questions is
also different.
Within the variable "community", 75 percent of the respondents
either strongly disagreed or disagreed that staff and parents
support each other in disciplining students. Eighty-five percent
concurred that people at Pathfinder assist each other. Seventy-eight
percent differed with the statement that at Pathfinder you get ahead
at other people's expense. Ninety-six percent were in harmony with
the position that Pathfinder staff know each other on a first name
basis
.
Under the variable "accessibility and receptivity", 78 percent of
the survey respondents coincided with the viewpoint that it is easy
to find people to talk with at Pathfinder. Seventy-seven percent
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Of the teachers either strongly agreed or agreed that other school
staff members are happy to have fellow teachers come to them for help.
Eighty-five precent either strongly disagreed or disagreed with the
assertion that people at Pathfinder make teachers feel that they're
wasting their time when they ask for help.
Within the variable "involvement", eighty percent supported the
assertion that many teachers use their non-teaching time to confer with
parents, assist students, or prepare materials. Seventy-four percent
strongly disagreed or disagreed with the position that most of the
staff attend student functions and activities.
An analysis of the teachers' answers to questions assigned to
the variable "equal treatment" revealed that 72 percent were in
concert with the statement that individuals get ahead at Pathfinder by
working hard. Seventy percent felt that teachers who do an outstanding
job are not given recognition. Eighty-four percent either strongly
disagreed or disagreed with the feeling that certain teachers are
given the best students all the time. Seventy-three percent of the
teachers felt that non-teaching duties are equally distributed among
the staff.
Under the variable "groupings", 84 percent strongly disagreed or
disagreed with the argument that the school's staff is divided into
small groups which don't talk to one another. Seventy—five percent
felt that staff from different departments talk frequently about
school matters.
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The variable "learning orientation" generated 81 percent support
for the contention that instructors at Pathfinder value their pro-
fessional development. Eighty-five percent were opposed to the
supposition that teachers at Pathfinder give students high marks to
make themselves look good.
Within the variable "expressiveness", 78 percent of the teachers
either strongly agreed or agreed that they are encouraged to design
their own courses. Ninety-one precent coincided with the opinion that
teachers at Pathfinder use a variety of teaching methods.
Under the variable "goal direction", 80 precent of the teachers
felt that most students are aware of what they are expected to learn
in their classes. Eighty percent either strongly agreed or agreed
that most instructors are confident they can reach the goals this
school has for them. Eighty percent coincided with the comment that
Pathfinder helps students find out how to prepare for jobs or college.
The questions raised under the variable "challenge" showed that
87 precent supported the statement that teachers at Pathfinder have
reasonable numbers of students in their classes. Eighty-six percent
either strongly agreed or agreed that many teachers work hard to
individualize instruction.
The variable "dealing with problems" produced a 72 percent
response favorable to the contention that people at Pathfinder seek
each other's ideas about solving school problems. Seventy- two
percent agreed that different solutions to problems are usually
considered before action is taken.
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Within the variable "order", 86 percent of those surveyed
dissented with the comment that teachers had to be told to come to
school on time. Eighty percent were in accord with the position that
school rules are often broken. Ninety-eight percent disapproved of
the statement that faculty meetings were poorly attended.
Under the variable "options", 89 percent conformed with the
supposition that teachers can choose to become involved in many
activities at Pathfinder. Ninety- two percent either strongly disagreed
or disagreed with the point that teachers can elect to teach brighter
or slower students if they wish. Eighty-eight percent stated that they
could not support the argument that teachers have very few
opportunities to make new friends.
The variable "influence distribution" generated a 75 percent
response which strongly disagreed or disagreed with the statement that
teachers are consulted before decisions are made which affect them.
Seventy-nine percent consented that teachers help to plan school
activities
.
The "interaction statement" response indicated that 81 percent
were not in agreement with the position that students and teachers
bring out the worst in each other’s abilities. Ninety-eight percent
felt that most teachers will see a student who needs assistance.
Seventy percent either strongly disagreed or disagreed with the comment
that administrators and teachers bring out the best of each other's
abilities. Seventy-three percent supported the position that teachers
and parents only get together after a student's problem becomes
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serious. Seventy-five precent either strongly disagreed or disagreed
with the fact that parents have a say about what teachers do in their
classrooms
.
SuEpor t staff interpretations . The frequency response distribution
for the support staff members at Pathfinder is exhibited in Table 12.
Thirteen variables are described with each of their two corresponding
assigned question-items. Interaction relationship categories are
presented for administrator/teacher
, administrator/student, and
teacher/student. Each interaction consists of six corresponding
quest ion- items
.
A noticeable plurality of opinion occurred in several question-
items. For example, within the variable "community", 90 percent of
the survey population either strongly agreed or agreed that students
at Pathfinder know most of the members of their daily classes by their
first name. Under the variable "accessibility and receptivity", 80
percent were in agreement with the response that most teachers would
see a student who needs help.
Sixty percent felt that few students who are able to stay after
school ever do. This finding was extracted from the questions
assigned to the variable "involvement". Under the variable "equal
treatment", 70 percent supported the assertion that students at
Pathfinder are treated fairly.
Within the variable "groupings", 100 percent ( i.e. , all 20
respondents) believed that in many classes a small group of
students disrupt learning. Among the questions listed under the
195
variable "learning orientation", 70 percent were in agreement with the
attitude that Pathfinder does well in preparing students for a job.
The positions on the variable
"expressiveness" were fairly well
divided. The variable "goal direction" had a 70 percent majority in
favor of the statement that most students know what they're expected
to learn in their classes. Seventy-five percent strongly agreed or
agreed that students often work against what the school is attempting
to do
.
Within the variable "challenge", 65 percent were in harmony with
the feeling that students do as little as they have to. Within the
variable dealing with problems", 75 percent either strongly agreed
or agreed that students talk openly about school problems.
Sixty-five percent of those surveyed either strongly agreed or
agreed with the positions that school rules are broken so often they're
considered a joke and that students are too noisy. Both of these
statements were subsections of the variable "order." Under the
variable "options", 90 percent were in agreement with the perception
that Pathfinder has something ot offer to students with many interests.
Within the variable "influence distribution", 65 percent agreed
that students help make the rules at Pathfinder. Seventy percent were
opposed to the contention that student government was without power.
The interaction statements indicated that 65 percent felt that
teachers know what administrators expect of them. Sixty-five percent
disapproved of the statement that administrators act like police
196
toward students. Ninety percent conformed to the position that the
Pathfinder administrators are willing to help students with problems.
Seventy percent either strongly agreed or agreed that most
students and teachers are friendly toward each other. Eighty percent
dissented with the opinion that students and teachers bring out the
worst in each other's abilities.
Administrator interpretations . The distribution of responses for
Pathfinder administrators are contained in Table 13. The table is
subdivided into 13 variables with four assigned question-items for
each variable. Interaction statements exist for administrator /student
,
administrator/ teacher
,
and administrator/parent relationships. Each
interaction classification has six questions assigned to it.
Pathfinder's full population of six administrators completed the survey
study. Some of the more noticeable findings are detailed in the
following summary.
Within the variable "community", 83 percent supported the
assessment that the staff know each other by their first names.
Eighty-three precent believed that students also know most of the
members of their daily classes by their first names. One hundred
percent of the administrators were in disagreement with the comment
that students have a lot of school spirit.
Under the variable "accessibility and receptivity , 100 percent
either strongly agreed or agreed that teachers have adequate time
to give students extra help and that most teachers will see a
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student who needs help. Eighty-four percent disapproved of the Idea
that administrators and teachers rarely talk together.
The consensus of opinion relative to the variable
"involvement"
was particularly apparent. One hundred percent felt that many teachers
use the same lessons year after year and that activities like clubs
and dances are usually neither lively nor interesting. All six
administrators also agreed that few students who are able to stay
after school ever do so.
Within the variable "equal treatment", 67 percent believed that
non-teaching duties are equally distributed among staff but that
teachers in some departments get too many privileges. Eighty-three
percent agreed that students are treated fairly.
Of the issues raised under the variable "groupings", 100 percent
of those surveyed did not agree that the staff are divided into small
groups which do not talk with each other. Eighty- three percent said
they supported the positions that in many classes a small group of
students disrupt learning and that there are not too many fights
between groups in the school. Eighty-four percent either strongly
agreed or agreed that staff from different departments talk
frequently about school matters.
The responses from the variable "learning orientation" indicated
an 83 percent disagreement with the contention that Pathfinder does
well in preparing students for college. Within the variable
expressiveness", 83 percent either strongly agreed or agreed that
teachers are encouraged to design their own courses. Sixty—seven
214
percent disapproved of the positions that teachers are afraid to
express their ideas or that people at Pathfinder are afraid to speak
out
.
Within the variable "goal direction", 84 percent accepted the
premise that most students know what they're expected to learn in
their classes. Sixty-seven percent dissented with the statement that
the goals of the school are clearly understood by most teachers or
that the students often work against what the school is trying to do.
One hundred percent of the participants were in disagreement
with the comment from the variable "challenge", which stated that
most people at Pathfinder work to the best of their abilities.
Sixty-seven percent also disagreed with the statement that given the
chance, teachers select easy students and avoid tough ones.
Within the variable "dealing with problems", 83 percent disagreed
with the contention that teachers can work out problems themselves
without going to the administration. Eighty-three percent also
disagi eed that the same old problems are solved. One hundred percent
of the respondents did not agree with the comment from the variable
order
,
which stated that faculty meetings were poorly attended.
Sixty-seven percent either strongly disagreed or disagreed that
teachers have to be told to come to school on time.
Under the variable "options", 83 percent disagreed with the
position that teachers can choose to teach brighter or slower students
if they wish. Sixty-six percent supported the statement that the
school has something to offer to students with many different interests.
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A 67 plurality among administrators was found for three state-
ments listed under the variable
"influence distribution". They felt
teachers are not consulted before decisions are made which affect
them. That students do not help to make the rules. That student
government has power in the school.
A review of the interaction statements showed that 83 percent
agreed that administrators are willing to help students with their
problems. Eighty-four percent said that administrators do not act
like police but they are too easy on students who break the rules.
Eighty-three percent agreed that there are bad feelings between
teachers and administrators. Eighty-three percent disagreed with the
statements that administrators do all they can to help teachers or that
administrators and teachers bring out the best in each other’s
abilities. Eighty-four percent supported the position that in staff
meetings the same old problems keep coming up over and over again.
Eighty-three percent agreed that administrators and parents accept
each other as people and parents and administrators work together to
reach school goals. Eighty- three percent disagreed with the contention
that administrators do what few parents want. All six administrators
agreed that most parents are supportive of the school's administration.
_N_on response. A data gathering analysis of the number of question-
items left blank on the survey questionnaire by the respondents was
completed. The category "none" was recognized as a possible response
and the number of individuals who failed to circle any of the
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suggested answers was included by climate subsection, by question-
item on Tables 10-13. A review of those who failed to respond to
certain questions indicated the following results. Four percent of
the 35,586 questions analyzed from the 354 student questionnaires were
left blank. Four and one-half percent of the 6,540 questions examined
from the 60 teacher questionnaires were left blank. Twelve percent
of the 880 questions evaluated from the 20 support staff questionnaires
were left blank. All of the 420 questions reviewed from the six
administrator questionnaires were completed.
Normalized scores
. The descriptive level of analysis employed in the
study necessitated the calculation of normalized scores for Pathfinder
students and teachers. The information is tallied in Table 14. The
State's data for normalized scores were previously provided in Table 2.
A profile score for each climate factor was calculated thereby
establishing a relative rating for each variable. The profile showed
in Figure 2 reveals that students rated "challenge" and "accessibility
and receptivity" highest, and "community" and "involvement" lowest.
Pathfinder teachers, however, rated "community" and "dealing with
problems" highest, and "influence distribution" and "expressiveness"
lowest as illustrated in Figure 3.
A graphic comparison was made between the ratings of Pathfinder
students and those of the Pathfinder teachers. Figure 4 displays
these ratings and highlights the discrepancies and similarities
between the two respondent groups. Although the teachers and student
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TABLE 14
STUDENT AND TEACHER NORMALIZED SCORES FOR PATHFINDER
Variable Standard Score
for Students
Standard Score
for Teachers
1A Community 51.9 61.5
IB Accessibility and Receptivity 68.5 52.7
LC Involvement 52.2 55.3
ID Equal Treatment 52.0 55.2
IE Groupings 55.2 56.2
2A Learning Orientation 65.9 55.5
2B Expressiveness 60.3 51.5
2C Goal Direction 58.6 57.1
2D Challenge 70.2 58.0
3A Dealing With Problems 63.9 59.3
3B Order 57.6 57.2
3C Options 61.2 56.1
3D Influence Distribution 66.9 50.0
Figure 2 NORMALIZED SCORES
PATHFINDER STUDENTS
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Figure 3 NORMALIZED SCORES
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Figure 4 NORMALIZED SCORES
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questionnaires are not identical, several aspects of the two are
common to both. The same 13 climate variables are measured on both,
and each variable has an equal weight of seven question-items assigned
to it. In some cases, the wording of several of the questions is either
the same or very similar. It was felt that these similarities
provided a strong argument for drawing a comparison between the two
respondent groups even though they were not surveyed with the same
questionnaire.
The variable rated nearly the same by both Pathfinder students
and teachers was "order". A rating difference of .4 was found in this
variable. Responses to "order" indicate the perceptions of the extent
to which teachers and students feel school rules reflect established
legal procedures and are accepted by school members to maintain
favorable learning conditions. Pathfinder teachers and students also
rated the variable "groupings" with a 1.0 difference in scores. This
variable is intended to measure the perceptions of the extent to which
group membership is a positive or negative experience at Pathfinder.
For additional comparative purposes, the ratings of Pathfinder
students compared to those of the highest and lowest student ratings
of the 1976-/7 State school climate study sample were plotted. These
data are graphically displayed in Figure 5. A comparison between the
results of the State's highest rated school and those of Pathfinder
shows that the climate variable of greatest difference was "equal
treatment". The classification "equal treatment" was intended to
examine the perceptions of the uniformity of member's opportunities
Figure 5
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NORMALIZED SCORES
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and treatment in the school,
by the students of the State'
was "influence distribution".
The climate category rated most closely
s highest scoring school and Pathfinder
This variable focuses on the perceptions
of the extent to which school members contribute to decisions
rules, procedures, and options.
regarding
latest findings Pathfinder student versus State The
advantage of using T-tests in accepting or rejecting the stated
hypotheses is that any significant differences found is attributable
to both the mean and variance of the scores. Table 6 depicts the T-test
value scores of the Pathfinder and State student responses. An
analysis of this table shows the following question-items within their
assigned variable significantly different at the .05 level.
Community
. Students would rather be in this school than in any
other school.
The students here have a lot of school spirit.
Accessibility and receptivity
. Most teachers in this school will
see a student who needs help.
Most teachers are willing to have you come to them for extra
help.
Learning orientation
. Learning is more important than marks in
this school.
Students here learn many things that will be useful to them
after they leave high school.
When you come to this school you learn a lot.
Students here care more about good marks than what they learn.
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This school does well in preparing students for a job.
This school does well in preparing students for college.
liEressiveness. creative work like art is respected here.
2-Ldirection. Most students feel that this school helps the™
meet their own goals.
Challenge. Students in this school try to get the easy teachers
and avoid the tough ones.
Dgaling^ith problems. In this school nothing is ever done about
problems
.
Order. The students in this school are too noisy.
The school rules are fair and reasonable.
Options. Students don't have much choice about what courses they
take
.
Students here can be trained to qualify for many different
types of jobs.
Students can choose to belong to many clubs and activities
in this school.
Students here can choose harder or easier courses.
.Influence distribution
. Students help make the rules in this
school.
Students have little say in planning school activities.
Students are able to ask about decisions that are made.
Student government has no power in this school.
Each of the question-items identified was determined to be signi-
ficantly different on the "basis of its T— score equallying or exceeding
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1.960. The 1.960 critical value was employed because the degrees of
freedom in this comparison study were in excess of 1,000.
The 13 climate variables measured include 91 question-items. Of
these 91 questions asked on the student survey questionnaire, 24 are
significantly different. Another 13 question-items have a T-score
equal to or greater than 1.5.
Within the domain (A): relationships and its five subdivisions
or variables, there are four quest ion- items which are significantly
different. Within the domain (B)
:
personal development and its four
variables, there are nine question-items which are significantly
different. Within the domain (C) : organization and its four
variables, there are 11 question-items which are significantly differ-
ent.
The interpretation strategies proposed in Chapter I suggested that
in order for domain (A) to be considered different for Pathfinder,
15 question-item responses would have to be different with at least
three variables having differences in their respective question-item
responses. Accordingly, for domains (B) and (C) to be recognized as
different, 12 question-items were to be different with at least
three items responses different within two variables.
The interpretation conditions as set forth in the proposal of this
study have, therefore, not been met in the comparison between the
Pathfinder and State climate studies for students and, therefore, the
null hypothesis which addresses this issue is considered valid.
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An examination of the interaction relationship associations
indicates a significant difference recognized for nine question-items.
They are as follows:
Student/teaeher interactions
. Teachers in this school have to
yell at the students to get them to do what they want.
Students and teachers bring out the worst in each other’s
abilities
.
Most students and teachers in this school are friendly.
Student/administrator in teractions
. Students here know what the
principal and assistant principals expect of them.
The principal and assistant principal are too easy on students
who break the rules.
Teacher /parent interactions. Most teachers in this school are
willing to talk with parents.
My parents and teachers accept each other as people.
The teachers here let parents know what they expect of the
students
.
Parents and teachers discuss what each should do to help
the student when necessary.
T-test findings for Pathfinder academic and vocational teachers . To
determine any significant differences between academic and vocational
teaching personnel a T-test was administered. The results of this
T-test comparison are detailed in Table 7. Although 60 teachers
participated in the study, 13 did not consider or classify themselves
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as either academic or vocational in nature. The 60 teachers represented
the full instructional teaching population at Pathfinder. Academic
or vocational teaching classifications were determined on the basis of
a respondent's answer to question II 137 which offered four response
alternatives—vocational, academic, support service, and other. The
exact distribution involved in this section of the study was 14 academic
teachers and 33 vocational teachers.
The T-test scores calculated for academic and vocational
instructors showed that there were no significant differences between
the groups. With 45 degrees of freedom, the critical value of the
T-score had to be equal to or in excess of 2.02. The scores in
Table 7 did not reach this value. The highest scores obtained were
as follows:
Accessibility and receptivity
. Administrators pay little atten-
tion to what teachers say around here. (.657)
Involvement
. Many teachers feel the need for taking days off
in order to get through the year. (.886)
Equal treatment
. All teachers feel free to speak in faculty
meetings. (.643)
You get ahead here by working hard. (.663)
Opt ions . Teachers don’t have much choice about what classes
they teach. (.699)
Influence distribution . Teachers help to make the rules in this
school. (.857)
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The interaction relationship comparisons were also below the
value necessary to be recognized as significantly different. The
highest scores among these sections were as follows:
Teacher/student interactions
. Students and teachers work
together to reach school goals. (.621)
Teacher/administrator interactions
. There are bad feelings in
this school between teachers and administrators. (.678)
—
test findings for Pathfinder students versus support staff
. To
assess the validity of the hypothesis concerning Pathfinder students
and support staff, a T-test was administered. The results of the
T-test are provided in Table 8. The design of this table included
the 13 variables with the two corresponding question-items common to
both questionnaires. Interaction statements with their seven assigned
question-items are also provided. The 368 degrees of freedom warrant
a critical value of 1.96 if a score is to be considered statistically
significant. No score reached this value. The highest scores
attained were as follows.
Accessibility and receptivity
. Students seldom talk to the
principal unless they are in trouble. (1.358)
Groupings . In. many classes a small group of students disrupt
learning. (1.125)
Order . The students in this school are too noisy. (1.358)
Influence distribution . Students help make the rules in this
school. (1.781)
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The interaction relationship statements also did not reach a
score sufficient to command significantly different status. The
highest scores for these subdivisions were as follows:
Student/administrator interactions. The principal and assistant
principals in this school act like the police towards students. (1.210)
The principal and assistant principals here are willing to
help students with their problems. (1.425)
The principal and assistant principals are too easy on
students who break rules. (1.254)
The principal and assistant principals here ask students
for advice on school decisions. (1.164)
CHAPTER v
discussions, conclusions and recommendations
Included in this section are further discussions of the identified
Pathfinder school
support staff and
climate needs as perceived by students, teachers,
administrators. A summary analysis of findings is
presented and courses of action are proposed in both generalized and
specific format. The benefits of the study are highlighted, and
recommendations for future research and future methodology are also
identified and described.
Summary Analysis of Findings and Suggested Courses of An- inn
Student Perceptions . An examination of the Pathfinder student norma-
iizea scores indicated that the variable with the highest ratings was
challenge". The variable "challenge" attempts to measure the percep-
tions of the level of difficulty of school members' goals and tasks,
and the intensity of effort required. Such performance expectations
must be reasonable and flexible, and must make allowances for indi-
vidual differences. Differing standards of expectations among members
of an organization should be anticipated and rewarded. Unfortunately,
many schools function as if there are predetermined academic, social,
and physical standards for all students. With the vocational, hands-
on learning approach employed at Pathfinder, students are encouraged
to set their own level of performance thereby minimizing such
prdeterminations
.
The variable "accessibility and receptivity" was also rated
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comparatively high by students. Thls varlable attempts ^ ^
perceptions of the availability and openness of school members to con-
versation and assistance about concerns. This rating indicates that
Students feel their ideas are listened to and used at Pathfinder. They
believe that when important decisions are made at Pathfinder they have
heard about the plan beforehand and have been involved in some of the
discussions. In summary, when all is said and done, they feel they
count at Pathfinder.
The lowest student normalized ratings were for the variables
"community” and "involvement”. The variable "community” attempts to
interpret the perceptions of the level of friendship and mutual support
school members feel toward each other. The low rank given to this
variable is an indication that students feel that trust, morale, and
caring factors need to be improved at Pathfinder. These reactions
point to a need for the school to consider redesigning its programs,
activities, and requirements so that they are more consistent with the
ever-changing intellectual, social, and physical development character-
istics of youth as they grow during childhood and adolescence. Evidence
of the knowledge of child and adolescent growth and development would
be visible when administrators demonstrate alertness to reducing
structured situations as students demonstrate increased maturity. Class
scheduling and grouping should insure that students are not placed in
situations that require abilities beyond their level of maturity.
Pathfinder administrators and teachers should provide the leadership
in the school's efforts to design its programs to achieve greater con-
sistency with what is known about child and adolescent growth and
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development
. The research findlngs of Meyer (1967) suggest ^
a modification of the Pathfinder governance policies win have a direct
effect on the climate of the erhnni e*. j .r n sc ool. Students need to be able to take
the initiative to modify the degree of structure and to have the
opportunity to assist other students of different levels of maturity.
Pathfinder instructional staff need to provide a balance between
freedom and structure appropriate to the learner's maturity. Staff
need to provide opportunities for students to practice self-discipline
and responsibility. Parents and local citizens need to be sensitive
to Pathfinder's attempt to provide for students of different age levels
with varying balances between allowing for student freedom and yet
maintain sufficient control and order.
The variable "involvement" attempts to examine the perceptions of
the extent to which school members demonstrate interest and participa-
tion m learning, social, and other school activities. The low rating
of this variable by students indicates that there is a reluctance to
pai ticipate in classwork or social activities at Pathfinder. Students
believe the school does little to promote socialization, and for the
most part, their classes lack diversification in teaching methods.
Students did not look forward to attending their academic classes. The
school needs to develop greater opportunities for student input. The
benefits of establishing an advisory council with representation from
students, faculty, and administration needs to be explored. The council
could promote activity within Pathfinder which would provide students
and staff with greater opportunities to become involved in decision
making activities. Classroom teaching techniques need to be varied and
vibrant
.
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Future in-service workshops for teachers need to address
this concern.
Te_acher Perceptions
. The "normalized"
finder teachers, considered the variabl
ratings, as determined by Path-
es "community" and "dealing with
problems" of considerably higher rank than the scores given to these
variables by students,
feeling of morale and
These scores indicate a comparatively positive
trust among teaching staff members. The rankings
on community" show that Pathfinder teachers feel they get opportunities
to ventilate frustration, build self-confidence, and develop relation-
ships with peers.
The teachers also feel that their problem-solving skills are ade-
quate and that problems are solved with minimal energy. Problems stay
solved and the problem-solving mechanisms are maintained and strength-
ened. High ranking of the "problem solving" variable indicates a
school which has well-developed structures and procedures for sensing
the existence of problems, for inventing possible solutions, for imple-
menting them, and for evaluating their effectiveness.
The comparatively low score given to the variable "influence dis-
tribution" by teachers suggests that they feel rules are not coopera-
tively determined. The process of developing school rules and regula-
tions should involve both educators and students. The work of J. P.
Campbell (1970) lends support to this collective influence need as well
as the opportunity to exercise individual
• initiative. Rules should be
clearly stated and viewed as reasonable and desirable by all. Teachers
pointed to the need to periodically update rules which apply equally
to all and are enforced consistently by all. The literature reviewed
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suggests that an effective guideline for the development of rules is to
consider the kinds of behavior expected of students. Reinforcement of
this approach is apparent when staff members are as punctual and dedi-
cated to their work as they expect students to be, or when staff
members treat students with the dignity and respect they expect students
to demonstrate.
The low score given to the variable "expressiveness" implies that
the school discourages originality and creativity. This characteristic
shows a need for more varied learning environments. There should be no
one standard mode of instruction, class size, or atmosphere. The envi-
ronment should stimulate both staff and student to interact in an open
and congenial manner. A system of "schools within the school" and
alternative programming should be considered as potential processes for
developing optional settings for learning. Students need to be given
the skills and tools to seek information on their own. Students should
be encouraged to pursue their ideas independently and to utilize
teachers as resource tools in a manner similar to the way they use text-
books, libraries, films, tapes, and other sources of information. The
Pathfinder learning environment should be expanded to include greater
affiliation with, community and its resources.
The "normalized" score rated most nearly the same by students and
teachers was "order". The variable "order" attempts to measure the
perceived extent to which school rules reflect established legal pro-
cedures and are accepted by school members as maintaining xavoraole
learning conditions. Similar ratings for this variable shows tnat the
two respondent groups accept rules and that conflicts are not viewed
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as threatening but, rather, as natural phenomenon.
P
_
a thfinder Normalized Ratings Versus State
. The "normalized" score
with the greatest difference for Pathfinder students and students
from the highest ranked school involved in the State study was for the
variable equal treatment". This variable attempts to examine the
perceptions of the uniformity of members' opportunities and treatments
in the school. This characteristic balances, on the one hand, the
freedom of being independent and self-governing; on the other, accept-
ing the necessity and desirab ility of being responsible and accountable
for actions undertaken. Students need to be respected regardless of
their academic or achievement levels. Teachers need to treat students
as persons and vice versa. Staff from one curriculum area need to
respect those from other areas. Parents need to be considered as im-
portant collaborators with the school and its functions. Teachers at
Pathfinder need to be proud that they are teachers.
Additional Discussions and Analysis . The low school spirit which
characterized the Pathfinder survey responses emphasizes the need to
design and develop additional programs and services for students. This
concern is not easily rectified as extracurricular and after school
activities have long been a problem for many vocational schools. The
strong curriculum focus toward the world of work causes many students
to choose part-time work experiences rather than activities which cause
them to remain at school in the late afternoon. This situation is
further complicated at a rural regional school, such as Pathfinder, in
that some ninety percent of its student body must be transported to
and from school. To make matters even more complex, the present state
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and federal regulations governing vocatlonal educatlon do ^
free class periods which might be utilised for added student functions.
Several options for taproving student school spirit at Pathfinder need
to be explored. The following specific strategies for addressing this
concern are suggested by this investigator for consideration:
1.
Establish a more effective competitive athletic program and
add a volunteer intramural component.
2. Design several social clubs and special interest groups which
are consistent with the hobbies and interests of students
such as hunting, fishing, motorcycle repair, camping and
school newspaper.
3. Arrange for car pools and other transportation assistance for
student social and business functions.
4. Provide small financial support and appropriate management
assistance to student organizations and functions. Such
financial help might be generated from revenue obtained from
school owned electronic games made available to students
during non class time only. Another option is to explore in-
school entrepreneurship opportunities for students. Con-
ceivably the entrepreneurship resource guide and model program
manual designed by Vivien Ely, Professor of Education at
Virginia Commonwealth University would be helpful in developing
, • 61
such projects.
5. Consider implementing a school based radio station manned by
students with the help from the school's electronics program.
6. Examine the potential benefits of establishing a school based
student operated television or video tape program services.
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7. Encourage the Student Council to undertake various student
surveys and dissemination of results.
8. Create a distributive education program in the form of a
school bookstore with emphasis on school insignia type
jerseys and products of various shops.
9. Consider lengthening the school day and shortening the school
calendar year to maximize the availability of students while
they are collectively together at the school.
10.
Provide more opportunities for administrators and students
to come together for non-discipline reasons. Examples of
such administrator-student contact include joint planning of
school budget adjustments to comply with current tax relief
mandates and cooperative investigation and development of a
Pathfinder school climate plan.
The Pathfinder teacher survey responses indicated several major
concerns: the need for greater parental support; the need to develop
strategies to encourage students to abide by school rules; the need to
make teachers aware of various teaching methodologies and the need to
improve teacher-administrator relations.
The concerns voiced by Pathfinder teachers are very similar to the
concerns identified by vocational teachers from across the country at
an open seminar on the topic of teacher burnout held at the 1980
American Vocational Association Convention.
Two additional courses of action which respond to concerns voiced
by teachers in their climate survey responses are provided for discus-
sion and reivew.
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1. Foster a greater meshing of academic and vocational curriculum
and personnel and provide more opportunities for positive
teacher-administrator contact. A school wide solar energy
implementation project which encompassed administrative
research and equipment grant writing tasks, installation by
carpentry and machine/welding individuals, monitoring by mini-
computer and electronics participants, projections and calcu-
lations by mathematics students, technical report writing and
newspaper release articles by English class members should be
explored.
2. Encourage the staff to recognize those teachers who do a good
job or who have perfect attendance, etc. Establishing such a
process will enable the group to develop group norms which
perpetuate desired behavior through non-pressured
,
adminis-
tratively oriented leadership. This strategy is also consistent
with the suggestions offered by Chris Argyris in that it does
not increase either the dependence or subordination by manage-
6 2
ment upon staff members.
Recommendation for Future Research
A number of concerns for additional applications of organizational
climate assessment have been identified.
1. The Massachusetts Department of Education's climate assessment
instruments should be further utilized in replication attempts by other
vocational and non-vocational school systems. The results could then
be tallied, summarized, and compared by a wider spectrum of educators.
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Such replication efforts would maximize the original investment made
by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and assist in meeting the stated
objectives of the Department of Education. Although the climate ratings
of each school are actually as unique as a fingerprint, additional
studies can provide critical information which identifies any trends
within that school and within the school systems in Massachusetts.
2. The Massachusetts Bureau of Assessment needs to reexamine its
methods of creating "model approaches" to provide information concerning
the quality of education in Massachusetts. Conceivably, the merits of
establishing reasonable costs, longer term, technical climate assess-
ment assistance teams could be explored. These support groups would
either have a contractual relation with the Department of Education or
be subcomponents to the Bureau of Assessment. The major function of
these teams would be to provide help to school systems who indicate an
interest in replication of the climate assessment studies. Such groups
could fulfill a role similar to that of the National Study of Secondary
School Evaluation.
A second alternative might encompass the design of a centrally
located library which includes the raw data, computer analysis programs,
literature review materials, and other information used in the original
study and ultimately not included in the handbooks or manuals. Still
another approach might consider modifying either the initial design
format of, or long term relationship by, any consulting agency employed
in the formation of the model study. Such a modification — although
probably contractual in nature — would encourage comparative study
efforts, as interested organizations could then anticipate minimal
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confusion and even support assistance in replication.
Another option would be to alter the design of the study
manuals to include all of the information necessary for meaningful
replication. This change might be as simple as adding a third publica-
tion which would address the gaps in data and question-item coding
assignments in the two manuals which currently exist. Finally, a method
of independently field-testing the usability of the manuals in a non-
study school must be put in place. Such an arrangement would assist in
determining the replicability of the study and would guard against
dependency upon either the Bureau of Assessment or the consultant firm.
3. The information dissemination strategies of the Bureau of
Assessment need to be reviewed. Although it is hard to fathom how a
climate study manual and handbook provided to the office of every school
superintendent throughout the Commonwealth and also to the six regional
offices of the Department of Education could produce so few, if indeed
6 3
any, replication studies, the facts show that this is the case.
Further inquiries made by this investigation produced evidence
of climate studies conducted by TDR Associates, Incorporated in three
technical schools in Connecticut. The three school systems involved
are: E. C. Goodwin Regional Vocational Technical in New Britain,
Norwich Vocational Technical in Norwich and Henry Abbott Vocational
Technical in Danbury.
It was learned from discussions with Frank R. Pawlow, Assistant
Director of E. C. Goodwin Regional High School, that these studies were
conducted under a $40,000 project funded under the auspices of the
State of Connecticut. Limited use has oeen made of the study information
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as of the date of this investigator's inquiries
.
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Dissemination. In order to design effective dissemination and
utilization strategies, a distinction is recognized between the
ultimate users of climate research data and assessment procedures and
the instrumental au d iences
,
or those individuals who disseminate and
provide information and support services concerning replication of
climate studies. These two audiences could conceivably have different
informational needs, different characteristics, and therefore require
different dissemination and implementation strategies.
The State educational agency (SEA) communication network of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts has previously served as the vehicle for
dissemination of research projects but this network needs to be
strengthened and expanded if true target users are to be reached. SEA
personnel need to translate research findings to local educators and
to screen out irrelevant products. SEA staff need to become involved
with selected local administrators and instructional decision-makers
early in the adoption process whenever a new research effort is being
considered. One aspect of this involvement should be to take responsi-
bility for reading, interpreting and synthesizing the results of the
new information. Another is to disseminate results to users through
both formal and informal means.
If the research dissemination process selected by the Department
of Education ( i.e . , via SEA personnel) is to be accepted, then a
series of dissemination activities targeted primarily to these State
education personnel needs to be conducted. Such a sequence of activi-
ties should progress from those designed primarily to create interest
( •
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in school climate to those which would enable the SEA staff to become
trainers in the use of the climate assessment instruments. If the
frequency of workshops since decentralization by the Massachusetts
Department of Education has caused an increasingly difficult situation
for school systems to respond to, then conceivably a dissemination
service operated by the New England School Development Council (NESDEC)
might be helpful.
A specific proposed sequence of events for dissemination by State
personnel is:
(1) create awareness of and interest in school climate materials
through presentations at staff meetings, state conferences
and through printed media;
(2) provide training to "action teams" via workshops and estab-
lish a mechanism for retraining in the event of staff
turnover, and
(3) provide personalized technical assistance at the request of
SEA personnel to maximize the smooth process of adoption and
implementation.
Although the "back-to-basics" movement has included some awareness
of the need to identify and improve school climate concerns, as cited
previously, very few educators were aware of the Massachusett ' s climate
assessment project. If school climates are to be assessed then a
variety of approaches must be put into place to increase the visibility
of this project and its materials including conference presentations,
targeted interest printed media, and general interest printed media.
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The conferences held by the Massachusetts Association of School
Superintendents (MASS), Massachusetts Association of School Co^lttees
(MASC), Massachusetts Association of Vocational Administrators (MAVA),
Massachusetts Vocational Association (MVA), Fitchburg State College,
University of Massachusetts, various State and Federally supported
Diffusion Networks and others could provide a forum for a presenta-
tion which would describe the project to stimulate interest among key
local decision-makers. Some of the major topics which might be dis-
cussed in such presentations are:
(1) project goals and objectives
(2) description of the research materials, instruments and
plans for their distribution
(3) field test sites
(4) regional workshops
(5) technical assistance
In addition, adequate time must be reserved for a "question and
answer period at the conclusion of each presentation and a dossier
of selected materials should be available for distribution. This
dossier should include a brochure, excerpts from the replication
manuals, a self-addressed reply form requesting more information on
the project and an evaluative form seeking feedback on the conference
presentation process. Arrangements could also be set up to display
various research products at appropriate locations on campus at state
colleges and universities.
A newsletter which focuses on research efforts and products needs
to become a regular function of the Bureau of Assessment. Newsletter
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articles should be designed in consideration for fostering awareness
and interest in research projects. Several alternative means of
providing newsletter dissemination are available. They include use
of the Massachusetts Secondary School Planning Project news release,
Secondary Sources, and the bulletins issued from the Massachusetts
Vocational Curriculum Resource Center at Minuteman Regional Voca-
tional Technical High School in Lexington. Additional options which
might be utilized include Kaleidoscope
, Centergram , Commonwealth
Newsletter, Education USA
,
Federal Focus and Manpower and Vocational
Education Weekly
.
Journal articles should be prepared and submitted for publication.
Research resources meshed with timely topics of general interest to
educators would probably have the largest payoff in creating interest
in replicating studies. Thus journal articles must be designed which
are informative, readable, and contain minimal research jargon. For
example, several publications which are appropriate for communicating
with vocational educators are VOCED
,
the Journal of the Vocational
Education Research Association
,
Shop
,
Educational Leadership
,
Curriculum Theory and Phi Delta Kappan . In addition, technical papers
of interest to vocational curriculum specialists or special vocational
education needs personnel should be prepared to provide project
visibility to the target audience.
Another major dissemination activity which might be employed is
a series of workshops held in each of the State's six regional educa-
tional centers. Each local educational agency (LEA) which indicated
an interest in participating in a regional workshop would be provided
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with one complete set of materials in advance of the workshop. This
will provide participants with an opportunity to become familiar
with the materials. The experience of this investigator has shown,
however, that only a few participants will invest the necessary time
to thoroughly review these materials prior to the workshop. It is
therefore suggested that additional sets of material and adequate
review time be included in the workshop’s agenda on an optional basis.
The intent of these workshops will be to:
(1) provide each participant with firsthand knowledge of
the climate materials; and
(2) obtain a commitment from interested parties to undertake
a similar study in their school system and provide the
means for technical support to implement such effort.
Workshop presentation materials should be developed which will
give the participant a thorough understanding of the project, its
background and its products. Training activities might take the form
of a simulation, a needs assessment exercise or simply a presentation
and demonstration of the origin and use of materials by designated
staff
.
Recommendations for Future Methodology
Additional suggestions are offered to serve as a guide for persons
attempting to replicate this study or who plan on conducting similar
studies involving organizational climate assessment.
Whether considered attitude surveys, opinion polls, or general
employee audits, organizational climate research is a major technique
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used for monitoring employee attitudes and can be one of the most
potent diagnostic resources available to the individual and/or
organization. Administration of an attitude survey is one method of
determining the agency's success in establishing a positive working
environment. However, the interest in collecting such information
implies and warrants a commitment to act upon the findings.
Minimally, one should seriously examine all data collected, devise
a course of action which may require change, and keep organizational
members abreast of the results and subsequent plans.
The interest in collecting climate assessment data is somewhat
easier than the desire to act on the information obtained. Implicit
in this viewpoint are both the willingness and the skill to act on
the results. Climate problems are more readily identified than
clarified and more easily clarified than resolved. Simply providing
definition and clarification for problematic situations, attitudes
and behaviors does not automatically lead to their solution. In
fact, clarification of problems may only lead to a greater awareness
that the problems exist. And, if problems that have been identified
are not resolved, frustration usually accompanied by decreased satis-
faction and lowered motivation to perform, can result. ^ Therefore,
consideration must be given to providing the "evaluators" with
specialized training and resources to assist them in all of the tasks
involved in climate assessment and its improvement.
School committee members, superintendents, managers, and execu-
tives must acknowledge that the results of a climate assessment study
might not coincide with their pre-survey assumptions of such. They
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must realize that the attitudinal perceptions of organizational
members play an important part in contributing to the overall working
environment. In addition, they must comprehend that their authority
is not being usurped by responding to the reactions of others. The or-
ganizational management works of Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard
refer to this as the "adaptability range" of the leader.
^
Interviews and follow-up discussions with respondents can be a
valuable way to learn additional information or clarify any responses
given. An individual may, however, offer a request which cannot be
connected to the results of the survey due to the instrument selected
or the wisdom of the suggestion offered.
The Department of Education’s climate survey instrument needs to
be carefully examined before embarking on an actual assessment.
Several questions and responses need to be scrutinized to insure con-
sistency in terminology and job titles appropriate for the organiza-
tion undergoing the assessment. For example, many vocational schools
in Massachusetts refer to the individual who performs school principal
duties not as a principal but as a director or assistant director.
Certain terms may need to be eliminated from the questionnaire.
Caution is encouraged in such changes, as major modifications would,
of course, endanger the validity of the questionnaire and elimination
of question-items would alter the balance between assigned questions
and their respective variables and domains.
To minimize the suspicion and apprehension which participants
have about how the survey results will be used, the climate assess-
ment initiators need to take the time to explain the reasons behind
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the survey and its specific design characteristics. Participants must
be encouraged to view the survey process as a non-threatening, non-
test-oriented, method which seeks and depends upon their honest and
thoughtful replies. Steps to insure anonymity must be put in place.
The literature on administering effective attitude surveys
presents significant evidence for also considering their timing. If
the questionnaire is intended to assess the general satisfaction,
project managers should consider the impact of administering the
survey at a time that is preceded or followed by a major organization-
al change. Such a situation may encourage a somewhat spurious cause—
and—effect relationship. On the other hand, if the survey's intent is
to measure the impact of, or monitor the reaction to, some change, the
survey administration probably needs to be linked closely to the
actual change event.
Attempts to replicate this climate assessment study should con-
sider the merits of adding other analysis factors. Such factors might
include the following: (1) additional respondent groups ( i.e .
,
local
citizens, members of neighboring schools, school bus drivers, advisory
committee members, school committee representatives, etc.); (2) a
parental survey component; (3) periodic surveys to compare and contrast
newer results with original; and (4) analysis by additional character-
istics of the respondents ( i.e ., age, sex, family income level, family
size, home community, vocational subject area, parental marital status,
grade level, employment status, sending school, College Entrance
Examination Board scores, other standardized test scores, etc.).
Benefits of Research Project
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Although casual observation may provide evidence that something
is wrong with the energy saving measures used in a school, the careful
use of more precise observation and refined measurement devices can
produce a more accurate and probably more valid description and
explanation of that school's energy saving practices. Even adminis-
trators with limited experience can walk through a school or examine
absentee and tardiness records and know something is wrong, but it is
difficult for them to identify what and why. When their superficial
observations are complemented by in-depth individual or group inter-
views and by the analysis of responses to carefully constructed
questionnaires, not only are the issues more clearly outlined, but in
most instances, the information obtained enables the administrators
to make a preliminary diagnosis of the causes of the problem.
The candidate postulates that the following benefits were derived
as a result of the Pathfinder climate assessment study.
1. Members of the Pathfinder community were given an opportunity
to participate in a schoolwide opinion survey. Considerable evidence
was obtained, via observation and discussion with survey participants,
that indicated the activity was viewed as an outlet for opinions and
complaints and feelings of goodwill toward the school.
2. Members of the Pathfinder community were given a chance to
bypass the more common roadblocks which prevent frank and honest
communications on job—related problems and allowed a vehicle for
releasing pent-up tensions and frustrations which are often concealed
from upper management.
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3. The study of the school's climate served as formal indicator
that the Pathfinder administrative team considered the school's
attitudinal climate to be an important factor worthy of such analysis.
The climate assessment effort produced tangible evidence of the
administrative interest in the welfare of the school, it provided a
first step in the improvement of administrator-teacher relationships
which were identified as a weak area in the climate assessment
undertaken.
4. The Massachusetts Department of Education's dormant school
climate assessment program process and data were replicated and
utilized
. The benefit of this particular activity became even more
significant as a result of a discussion with Mr. William P. Densmore,
memoer of the Massachusetts Board of Education. Mr. Densmore
was a major force in encouraging the State to undertake their 1976-77
model climate assessment studies, and he is extremely disappointed
with the lack of known replication attempts in Massachusetts to
a , 68date.
5. The Pathfinder minicomputer program received greater exposure
and an increased realization of its true potential. As a new occupa-
tional offering the minicomputer program badly needed visibility and
acquired such through the climate studies. Evidence of the awareness
and demand for greater utilization has become apparent in the recent
minicomputer department requests for test scoring, basic skill
competency analysis, high speed printing, and other services by staff
members
.
6. Pathfinder's standing in the eyes of neighboring and other
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vocational schools received an additional boost with awareness of
the climate study effort. Evidence of this positive reaction by
outsiders has been indicated by conversations and comments from two
area elementary school principals, an administrative member of a local
State institution and several citizens. Inquiries for copies of the
instruments and findings have been requested from representatives of
other school systems both within and outside Massachusetts.
7. The replication of the Massachusetts Department of Education's
climate assessment at Pathfinder has contributed, - however small, -
to the dissemination of the original research effort and materials.
Subsequent articles designed and published by the candidate will
also assist in disseminating information on organizational climate.
In summary, the climate research effort undertaken has pro-
vided a framework for expanding a dependable communication and
planning mechanism between Pathfinder students, teachers, administra-
tors, and support staff. This cross section input approach brought
increased recognizition of all of the groups which make up the school.
In addition, the opportunity to conduct other studies has been
enchanced by this project.
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EDUCATOR
TRAINING
CENTER
POSITIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE:
CREATING AN ATOMOSPHERE FOR EFFECTIVE DISCIPLINE
The Mind Setter: A Warm-Up Activity
A. In your small group, brainstorm a list of programs, activities, curriculum
practices, etc., which in any way make your school "a good place".
B. Ideas generated in my group that I want to remember:
Programs Activities
Curriculum Practices Other things
EDUCATOR
TRAINING
CENTER
"POSITIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE:
CREATING AN ATMOSPHERE FOR EFFECTIVE DISCIPLINE "
OUR SCHOOL IS A GOOD PLACE - A QUESTIONNAIRE
283
You re making judgments for the whole school community here, so your
answer should be based upon what you see happening school
-wide rather
than just in your own classroom or office. It's an opinion based upon
your own personal data collection.
Read each statement and mark where you think the school is at on the
response sheet.
Curriculum :
1. Students’ learning needs are met according to their
individual learning rates and styles.
2. Teachers help students see the value of what they're
asked to learn to their own lives.
3. Students are encouraged to think and problem-sol ve
rather than just memorize and recite.
Disci pi ine :
4. Students and teachers know what the rules and boundaries
of the school are.
5. Students are involved in a significant way in creating and
reviewing the rules of the school.
6. Students are dealt with fairly and consistently when they
break the rules.
Communi cations :
7. Student/teacher interaction is characterized by warmth,
friendliness and mutual respect.
8. Staff interaction is a model of the behavior and interaction
which they are advocating for the student.
9. Entire school community - administrators, teachers, students,
parents - are positively and actively involved with one
another.
EDUCATOR
TRAINING
CENTER
Qur School is a Good Place - Questionnaire (Cont'd)
28u
School Climate :
10. The school is student-centered, rather than teacher-
centered or subject centered.
11. The school is characterized by kindness, courtesy
and laughter.
12. The atmosphere In the school is permeated by an emphasis
on success rather than failure.
Building for Responsibility
13. Students and teachers are able to acquire and maintain
a sense of personal worth here.
14. Accountability is something the entire school community
is willing to face - students, as well as teachers and
administrators.
15. Students are responsible for their own behavior.
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a better place for students".
made to make school
We've made It
to the top
We're getting
there
I 'm really
not sure
We've got a
long way to
qo
We're hlttli
bottom on
CURRICULUM
i-L i*rii5 one
O) 5 4 3 2 i
i
(2) 5 4 3 2
(3) 5 4 3 2 i
discipline
(4) 5 4 3 2 i
(5) 5 4 3 2 i
(6) 5 4 3 2 i
COMMUNICATION
(7) 5 4 3 2 i
(8) 5 4 3 2 i
(9) 5 4 3 2 i
SCHOOL CLIMATE
00) 5 4 3 2 i
01) 5 4 3 2 i
(12) 5 4 3 2 i
BUILDING FOR RESPONSIBILITY
(13) 5 4 3 2 i
(14) 5 4 3 2 i
(15) 5 4 3 2 i
POSITIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE:
CREATING AN ATMOSPHERE FOR EFFECTIVE DISCIPLINE
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CENTER
The Mind Setter: A Warm-Up Activity
A. Our evaluation of the efforts being made to make school "a better
place for students".
Question Average Response
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
B. Star the item that concerns you the most and that you would like to
work on.
NOTE: Refer to this section during planning.
FILM STUDY GUIDF
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EDUCATOR
TRAINING
CENTER
Group pj scussion Notes
A. In your small group, discuss the following topics:
What are the goals of a humane school climate?
- What are the characteristics of a school climate that is
centrally concerned with people?
- How do you let students know they have a chance In this school?
- How do you motivate students to do the hard work required In school
- What role do options/choices play in the learning process?
- How do you build responsible student behavior?
B. M^ Notes
Ideas exchanged in my group that I want to remember:
1.
Goals:
2.
Characteristics:
3.
Chance:
4.
Motivate:
5.
Options/Choices:
6.
Behavior:
PLANNING SESSION
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TRAINING
CENTER
Mo s t ° f us keep so busy day by day trying to do the things expected
° f US
; “I*
0
^
he Problems that confront us, that we have littletime to think ahead to what might be a better way to live and worktogether.
In the next few minutes we are going to have a chance to think about
what might be going on in this school one year from now should we be
able somehow to do everything the way we'd like to do it, or the wav
we know it could best be done. y
Given the kinds of things we have reviewed that are important to a
positive school climate, what specific activities can you envision
that might be going on in our school one year from now? Think of
yourself as being on a magic carpet, hovering over the school, look-
ing in on what is happening.
A. Think quietly for a minute or two what you think
might be going on.
B. Make a note of these thoughts.
C. In your small group record a brief statement about each
of these thoughts your group thinks is important.
Try to state:
- what is happening.
- who is involved.
Planning Session (Cont'd)
289
EDUCATOR
TRAINING
CENTER
D. My Notes.
Thoughts I want to remember that were shared in my small
group.
What is happeningj
Who is involved:
E. My Concern (page 5, Part B.).
F. The ideal that will help me with this concern.
Planning Session (Cont'd)
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G. My Plan.
Resources I will use:
Materials I will need:
Physical setting I will use:
Procedure I will follow.
What I need to do:
What my students need to do:
Commitment:
I will evaluate the effectiveness of this plan with
on
( Name
)
(Date)
POSITIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE:
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EDUCATOR
TRAINING
CENTER
It
CREATING AN ATMOSPHERE FOR EFFECTIVE DISCIPLINE" EVALUATION
Date: Location:
1. The things we talked about were:
Very significant 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Insignificant
2. During this session I was:
Very involved 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Uninvolved
3. How would you judge your ability to actualize the things
discussed and planned for during this day? (Circle one)
No difficulty at all Somewhat Not at all
Comments
:
4. The organization was:
Adequate 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Inadequate
5. As a whole the film was:
Worthwhile 7 6.5 4 3 2 1 Worthless
6. As a whole the participant's materials were:
Useful 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Useless
Clear 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Confusing
7. What type of follow-up programs would you like to see as a
result of today?
For additional comments use the back of this sheet. Please
indicate question numbers as reference for comments.
AFPENDIX B
Charles F. Kettering LTD. School Climate
Profile Survey Instrument
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(This instrument is part of an extensive
description and analysis of the school's
climate and should be used in association
with School climate Improvement: A
Lhax lenqe for the School Adminisf ratnr .
Englewood, Colorado: A CFK Ltd. Occa-
sional Paper, 1973.)
I am a
:
Student
Teacher
Parent
Secretary, custodian,
or other staff member
Administrator in this
school
Superintendent or
central administrator
PART A WHAT IS:
GENERAL CLIMATE FACTORS
1
Respect
:
2 3
WHAT
SHOULD BE:
<n
>.
a
3
<
4
1- in this school even low achieving stu-
dents are respected.
2. Teachers treat students as persons.
3. Parents are considered by this school as
important collaborators.
4. Teachers from one subject area or grade
level respect those from other subject
areas
.
5. Teachers in this school are proud to be
teachers.
,
'« CL I MAT
F
P ROF i i F
opyright 1973 WHAT IS
:
> — :«
4i m _
?. c
O Z
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WHAT
SHOULD BE:
in
Trust
:
1. Students feel that teachers an. "on
their side."
2. While we don't always aqree, wo can
share oui concern-, with each ether
openly
.
3. Our principal is a good spokesman
before the superintendent and the board
for our interests and needs.
4. Students can count on teachers to lis-
ten to their side of the story and to
be fair.
5. Teachers trust students to use good
judgment.
High Morale :
1. This school makes students enthusiastic
about learning.
2. Teachers feel pride in this school arid
in its students.
3. Attendance is good: students stay away
only for urgent and good
1
reasons.
4. Parents, teachers, and students would
rise to the defense of this school's
program if it were challenged.
5. I like working in this school.
•0 *M
3
<
1 4-
3 VI
c i
u —
.
b. <
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WHAT IS
:
WHAT
SHOULD BE:
Opportunity for Input. :
1- I feel that my ideas are listened to
and used in this school.
2. When imjortant decisions are made
about the programs in this school, I,
personally, have heard about the plan
beforehand and have been involved in
some of the discussions.
3. Important decisions are made in this
school by a governing council with
representation from students, faculty,
and administration.
4. While I obviously can't have a vote on
every decision that is made in this
school that affects me, I do feel that
I can have some important input into
that decision.
5. When all is said and done, I feel that
I count in this school.
I
u
0)
>
o
z
4J
</>
0
<
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2 3 4
Almost
Always
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Continuous Academic and Social Growth :
1. The teachers are "alive"; they are
interested in life around them; they are
doing interesting things outside of
school
.
2. Teachers in this school are "out in
front," seeking better ways of teaching
and learning.
WHAT IS;
3
O'
u,
WHAT
SHOULD BE:
3.
Students feel that the school program is
meaningful and relevant to their present
and future needs.
The principal is growing and learning,
too. He or she is seeking new ideas.
5. The school supports parent growth.
Regular opportunities are provided for
parents to be involved in learning
activities and in examining new ideas.
Almost
Always
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THE CFK LTD, S CHOQI CL 1 MATF profit
Copyright 1973 WHAT IS:
WHAT
SHOULD BE:
<U
>
(I)2
w
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E
<
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Cohesiveness
:
1. Students would rather attend this school
than transfer to another.
2. There is a "we" spirit in this school.
3. Administration and teachers collaborate
toward making the school run effectively
there is little administrator-teacher
tension.
4. Differences between individuals and
groups (both among faculty and students)
are considered to contribute to the
richness of the school; not as divisive
influences.
5.
New students and faculty members are
made to feel welcome and part of the
group.
Almost
Always
IHE-.CFK LTD. SCHOOL CLIMATF prof
1 1 FCopyright 1973 WHAT IS:
Schoo 1 Renewal:
1. When a problem comes up, this school has
procedures for working on it; problems
are seen as normal challenges; not as
"rocking the boat."
2. Teachers are en.'i.uiayed to innovate in
their classrooms rather than to '-onform.
2. When a student comes along who has
special problems, this school works out
a plan that helps that student.
4. Students are encouraged to be creative
rather than to conform.
5. Careful effort is made, when new pro-
grams are introduced, to adapt them to
the particular needs of this community
and this school.
Caring :
1. There is someone in this school that I
can always count on.
2. The principal really cares about stu-
dents.
2. I think people in this school care
about me as a person; are concerned
about more than }ur.t how well I perform
my role at school (as student, teacher,
parent, etc. )
.
4. School is a nice place to be because I
feel wanted and needed there.
298
WHAT
SHOULD BE:
<0 r-t
cz
c
5. Most people at this school arc kind.
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(This instrument is part of an extensive
description and analysis of the school's
climate and should be used in association
w i th School Climate Improvement: A
Challenge for the School Administrator
.
Englewood, Colorado: A CFK Ltd. Occa-
sional Paper, 1973.)
I am a
:
Student
Teacher
Parent
Secretary, custodian,
or other staff member
Administrator in this
school
Superintendent or
central administrator
PART B
PROGRAM DETERMINANTS
WHAT IS:
3 8
c
Cl
3
IT
<D
W
C*.
*4
WHAT
SHOULD BE:
3
cr
ci
u
Ch
Active Learning:
1. Required textbooks and curriculum guides
support rather than limit creative
teaching and learning in our school.
2. Students help to decide learning
objectives.
3. Opportunities are provided under school
guidance to do something with what is
learned.
4. Teachers are actively learning, too.
5. This school's program stimulates
creative thought and expression.
m£-££-£-
_LIHj—££J±Q Q L CLIMATF PROFI TCopyright 1973 WHAT IS:
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WHAT
SHOULD BE:
Individualized Prr formano.' Expectations :
!• Each student's special abilities (intel
lectual, artistic, social, or manual)
are challenged.
- • Teachers use a wide range of teaching
materials and media.
3. The same homework assignment ... ,.ct
given to all students in the class.
4. All students are not held to the same
standards
.
5. Teachers know students as individuals.
Varied Learning Environments:
1. Many opportunities are provided for
learning in individual and small group
settings, as well as in classroom-
sized groups.
2. Students have opportunity to choose
associations with teachers whose
teaching styles are supportive of the
student's learning style.
3. Teachers use a wide range of teaching
materials and media.
4. The school program extends to settings
beyond the school building for most
students
.
5. Teachers and administrators have
planned individualized inservice educa-
tion programs to support their own
growth.
IHE CFK 1 TD, SCHOQI CLImatf ponpn pCopyright 1973 WHAT IS:
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SHOULD BE:
Flexible Curr icul um and Extracurricular
Activities:
<b
D
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r
o
u
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C
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9
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a.
1.
The school's program is appropriate for
ethnic and minority groups.
-* Teachers experiment with innovative
programs
.
3. Students are given alternative ways of
meeting curriculum requirements.
4. Teachers are known to modify their
lesson plans on the basis of student
suggestions.
5.
Extracurricular activities appeal tc
each of the various subgroups of
students
Support and Structure Appropriate to
Learners' Maturity :
1. The school's program encourages stu-
dents to develop self-discipline and
initiative.
2. The needs of a few students for close
supervision and high structure are met
without making those students feel
"put down."
3. The administration is supportive of
students.
4. The administration is supportive of
teachers
.
5. Faculty and staff want to help every
student learn.
Almost
Always
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Rules Cooperatively Determined:
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1.
The school operates under a set of rules
which were worked out with students,
teachers, parents, and administration
all participating.
2. Rules are few and simple.
3. Teachers and their students together
work out rules governing behavior in the
classroom.
4.
Discipline (punishment) when given is
fair and related to violations of
agreed-upon rules.
5.
Most students and staff members obey the
school's rules.
Varied Reward Systems :
1. The grading system rewards each student
for his effort in relationship to his
own ability.
2. Students know the criteria used to
evaluate their progress.
3. Teachers are rewarded for exception-
ally good teaching.
4. The principal is aware of and lets staff
members and students know when they have
done something particularly well.
5. Most students get positive feedback from
faculty and staff.
Almost
Always
THE CFK L,TD t SCHQOI r. LIMATF ppnrnr
Copyright 1973
(This instrument is part of an extensive
description and analysis of the school's
climate and should be used in association
with School Climate Improvement: A
Challenge for the School Administrator
.
Englewood, Colorado: A CFK Ltd. Occa-
sional Paper, 1973.)
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I am a:
Student
Teacher
Parent
Secretary, custodian,
or other staff member
Administrator in this
school
Superintendent or
central administrator
PART C
PROCESS DETERMINANTS
Problem Solving Ability:
WHAT IS:
3 8
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SHOULD BE:
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1. Problems in this school are recognized
and worked upon openly; not allowed to
slide.
2. If I have a school-related problem, I
feel there are channels open to me to
get the problem worked on.
3. People in this school do a good job of
examining a lot of alternative solu-
tions first, before deciding to try
one.
4. Ideas from various ethnic and minority
groups are sought in problem-solving
efforts.
5. People in this school solve problems;
they don’t just talk about them.
THE CFK LTD. SCHOO L CLIMATF PROF 1 1 F
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Improvement of School Goals:
1. This school has set some goals as a
school for this year and I know about
them.
2. I have set some personal goals for this
year related to school, and I have
shared these goals with someone else.
3. Community involvement is sought in
developing the school's goals.
4. The goals of this school are used to
provide direction for programs.
5. The goals of this school are reviewed
and updated.
Identifying and Working with Conflicts:
1. In this school people with ideas or
values different from the commonly
accepted ones get a chance to be heard.
2. There are procedures open to me for
going to a higher authority if a deci-
sion has been made that seems unfair.
3. This school believes there may be
several alternative solutions to most
problems
4. In this school the principal tries to
deal with conflict constructively;
not just "keep the lid on."
5.
‘ When we have conflicts in this school,
the result is constructive, not
destructive
.
IiiE. CEK LID
.
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Effective Communicat ions
:
WHAT IS:
WHAT
SHOULD BE:
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1. Teachers feel free to communicate with
the principal.
2. I feel the teacher;, arc friendly and
easy to talk to.
3. The principal talks with us frankly
and openly
.
4. Teachers are available to students who !
want help.
5. There is communication in our school
j
between different qroups--older
teachers and younger ones; well-to-
do students and poorer ones; black I
parents and white parents, etc.
Involvement in Dec i sion Making :
I
1
I
i
i
1. Teachers help in selection of new staff]
members
.
2. Parents help to decide about new school!
programs
.
3. Decisions that affect this school are j
made by the superintendent and the cen-j
tral staff only after opportunity has
been provided for discussion and input |
from the school’s principal, staff, and
students
4. I have influence on the decisions with-
in the school which directly affect me.
5. The student government makes important
decisions.
IHL.CFK LTD, srHQni cl imatp Ppnpup
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Autonomy with Accountability:
WHAT IS:
WHAT 30A
SHOULD BE
:
1. Teachers, students, and parents help to I
evaluate this school's program.
I
2. Teacher evaluation is used in improving i
teacher performance.
3. Teachers or students can arrange to
deviate from the prescribed program of
the school.
4. The principal encourages experimenta-
tion in teaching.
5. Teachers are held accountable in this
school for providing learning opportu-
nities for each of their students.
Effective Teaching Strategies :
1. The teachers in this school know how to
teach as well as what to teach.
2. When one teaching strategy does not
seem to be working for a particular stu-
dent, the teacher tries another; does
not blame the student fcr the initial
failure.
3. This community supports new and innova-
tive teaching techniques.
4. Inservice education programs available
to teachers in this building help them
keep up-to-date on the best teaching
strategies
.
5. The school systematically encourages
students to help other students with
their learning activities.
I
IHE-CFK LTD. SCHOOL CLIMATF prof 1 1 F
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Ability to Plan for the Future
1. In this school wo keep "looking
ahead;" we don't spend all our
time "putting out fires."
2. Our principal is an "idea" man.
3. Parents and community leaders have
opportunities to work with school
officials at least once a year on
"things we'd like to see happening
in our school."
4. Some of the programs in our school
are termed "experimental."
5. Our school is ahead of the times.
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Almost
Always
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Supportive and Efficient Logistical System :
Tsdchsrs end students ere able to get
the instructionel meteriels they need et
the time they are needed.
2. Budget-making for this school provides
opportunities for teechers to recommend
end make judgments about priorities for
resources needed in their program.
3. The support system of this school fos-
ters creative and effective teaching/
learning opportunities rather than
hinders t"hem.
4. Necessary materials, supplies, etc.,
for learning experiences are readily
available as needed.
5. Simple non- time consuming procedures
exist for the acquisition and use of
resources.
Suitability of School Plant :
308
1. It is pleasant to be in this building;
it is kept clean and in good repair.
2. This school building has the space and
physical arrangements needed to con-
duct the kinds of programs we have.
3. Students and staff are proud of their
school plant and help to keep it
attractive.
4. The grounds are attractive and provide
adequate space for physical and recre-
ational activities.
5. There are spaces for private as well
as group work
.
APPENDIX C
University of Arkansas Sample Organizational
Health Profile
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APPENDIX D
American Association of Industrial Management
of New England, Incorporated
Employee Opinion Survey Instrument
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>MIM
American Association of Industrial /Management of N.EJnc.
A Not-For-Profit Org. Inc. Under The Laws of Mass
60 Hickory Drive - Waltham, MA 02154 - 890-4500
EMPLOYEE OPINION
SURVEY
OtOUF CODE NO
goodplLerwort"
8 8081 °f y°Ur m“a8'”en ' “ company a
nlnv^
Iany
,
C
h°
mpanieS haVC USCd *“• 0pinion Survey t0 Provide their em-ployees with an opportunity to communicate directly to top managementW
“h "-‘r
AS “ reSU“- improvcmentsbcnefi-
cial to all employees have been made in other companies.
. .
T° accomplish this goal, however, we want and need your personal
thoughts and ideas. J
DIRECTIONS
All statements have only two answers, i.e.,:
If you agree, check agree (x]
If you disagree, check disagree [x]
After completing the statements, please share with us your honest and
frank opinions in writing on the back page.
DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME
AS WE WISH TO PROTECT YOUR IDENTITY
Your full cooperation is greatly appreciated ... so please answer all
questions.
SPONSORED BY NMTA ASSOCIATES
North Haven, CT; Westchester, IL; E. Longmeadow, MA; Waltham, MA; Worcester, MA;
St. Louis, MO; Clifton, NJ; Cleveland, OH; Norristown, PA; Providence, Rl
copyright AAIM of Connecticut
1. I always feel free to speak to anyone in top management.
2. Our top management tries to make this company a good place to work.
3. Starting and quitting times are satisfactory.
4. Management tries to make this a safe place to work.
5. Other companies in our area pay more for my type of work.
6. My supervisor gives praise where praise is due.
7. Good cooperation exists between departments.
8. Our insurance plan provides good coverage.
9. My performance is not recognized by this company.
10. Our management keeps us informed about new plans and developments.
11. As long as I do good work I feel sure of my job.
12. I would not recommend employment in this company to my friends.
13. My rate of pay is fair and equitable for the job I am doing.
14. If layoffs should occur, the company would be fair in its layoff system.
15. I am not supplied with proper safety equipment.
16. Often, my supervisor doesn’t keep promises.
17. Promotions here go to the people who deserve them.
18. My pay provides me with a reasonable standard of living.
19. My co-workers are cooperative and work well together.
20. Our paid time off (including holidays, vacations, etc.) is good.
21.1 have been well trained on all jobs to which I have been assigned.
22. Many times, top management here does not have my interest in mind.
23. My abilities and skills are not used by this company.
24. Frequently I am sorry that I work here.
25. My supervisor is not capable of doing his/her job.
26. Our management pays little attention to its employees.
27. I am often bored with my job.
28. Our washrooms are adequate and they are kept clean.
29. In my opinion we do not have benefits equal to other companies in this area.
30. The longer I work here, the more I enjoy it.
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AGREE DISAGREE
(Supervisor immediate superior or boss)
31. We are given little or no information about the company.
32. There is not much chance for promotion.
33. My supervisor generally gives me clear instructions.
34. We are encouraged to make suggestions for improvements in our work.
35. I am pleased to tell others where I work.
36. Top management here is fair and honest with me.
37. My work is pleasant—1 am not pushed for more than I can do.
38. My supervisor is very fair with me.
39. I worry about losing my job here.
40. I do not think our top management here will make any improvements for our benefit.
41. Top management here is efficient.
42. My supervisor always pushes me for more work than I can do.
43. We are never informed about changes, even those that affect us personally.
44. I feel that I am underpaid on my job.
45. Some of my co-workers think they run the company.
46. My supervisor is a poor organizer and does not manage his/her job well.
47. Consideration and attention is shown to me when I use good judgment and initiative.
48. Top management here is not friendly toward the employees.
49. You can be fired here for petty (little or trivial) things.
50. In my opinion, top management here could operate the company more efficiently.
51.1 could do better work if safety conditions were improved.
52. Employee benefits here are not adequate.
53. I believe taking part in this survey is a good idea.
54. I am always expected to do more than I am able to do.
55. There is a future here for those who wish to advance.
56. This company generally gives recognition for my cooperation and loyalty.
57. Too many problems exist here between co-workers.
58. Top management here does not supply me with the necessary equipment to do a good
job.
59. I do not believe any good will come from taking part in this survey.
60. I think top management here will use the results of this survey to our best interest.
(continued on next page)
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AGREE DISAGREE
(Supervisor immediate superior or boss)
1.
Please tell us what you dislike most about your employment with this company:
322
2.
Please tell us what improvements you would recommend to help make this a better place to work:
3.
Please tell us what you like most about your employment with this company:
If you need more space for your comments, please add an additional sheet of paper.
APPENDIX E
Student School Climate Questionnaire
PATHFINDER
SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS
DIRECTIONS
The purpose of this booklet is to find out what Pathfinder is
like. This is not a "test". You are asked to give your honest,
frank opinions about Pathfinder. We do not ask for your name and
your responses will be used for survey purposes only.
For each statement go through the following steps:
1. Think about how well the statement describes Pathfinder.
2. Circle one number for each statement according to the
following instructions:
Circle
_1 If you strongly disagree with the statement.
Circle 2 If you disagree with the statement.
Circle 3 If you agree with the statement.
Circle 4_ If you s trongly agree with the statement.
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1. Students in this school know most of the members of
their daily classes by their first names.
2. People pay attention to what students say around
here.
3. On most days I look forward to my classes. 1234
4. You feel left out if you're not part of a group in 1234
this school.
5. Students would rather be in this school than in any
other school.
12 3 4
6. People here usually avoid admitting that problems
exist.
12 3 4
7. Students are encouraged to discuss their own ideas
freely.
8. No one really knows the goals of this school.
9. Most students find their classes too easy.
10. Students here talk openly about school problems
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
11. Learning is more important than marks in this
school.
12 3 4
12. Students don't have much choice about which courses
they can take.
12 3 4
13. Students help make the rules in this school. 12 3 4
14. You need to be in a group to be liked in this
school.
12 3 4
15. Most teachers in this school will see a student who
needs help.
12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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16. Most students in my classes do a lot of day
dreaming.
^
17. Students get an equal chance to speak in their
classes.
^
18. In many classes, a small group of students disrupt
learning.
^
19. Students here learn many things that will be useful
to them after they leave high school. i
20. People in this school are afraid to speak out. l
21. Most students know what they're expected to
in their classes.
learn
1 2 3 4
22. Students here do as little as they have to. 1 2 3 4
23. Students know exactly what will happen when
break a rule.
they
1 2 3 4
24. In this school, nothing is ever done about
problems
.
1 2 3 4
25. Students here can be trained to qualify for
different kinds of jobs.
many
1 2 3 4
26. Students need permission to do almost anything at
this school. 1 2 3 4
27. The students here have a lot of school spirit. 1 2 3 4
28. You can get good advice in this school when you
need it. 1 2 3 4
29. Many students don't even try to take part in class
discussions. 1 2 3 4
30. Students here get the marks they earn. 1 2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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31. Once you get into a social group, it's hard to get
out.
32. When you come to this school you learn a lot.
33. Students here rarely express their own ideas.
34. You can find out how to prepare for jobs or college
in this school.
35. There are too many fights between groups in this
school.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
36. People seek each others' ideas about solving school
problems.
37. The students in this school are too noisy.
38. The same students always end up together in the
same classes.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
39. Students are usually asked about decisions before
they are made. 12 3 4
40. People in this school only look out for themselves. 12 3 4
41. Most teachers are willing to have you come to them
for extra help. 1234
42. Activities like clubs and dances in this school are
usually lively and interesting.
43. Some people in this school are favored more than
others.
44. People here tend to label you by the group you're
in. 1234
45. Students here care more about good marks than what
they learn. 1234
12 3 4
12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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46. Students can be themselves in this school. 1 2 3 4
47. This school helps students to set goals for
themselves. 1 2 3 4
48. This school doesn't demand enough from the
students. 1 2 3 4
49. The same old problems are inever solved in this
school. 1 2 3 4
50. School rules are broken so often they're considered
a joke. 1 2 3 4
51. This school has something to offer to students with
many different interests. 1234
52. Students help plan classroom activities. 1234
53. Students often find something nice to say about
each other's school work. 1234
54.
People here make you feel that you're wasting their
time when you ask for help. 12 3 4
55.
Most students here would be upset if they came to
school and found a lot of equipment destroyed. 12 3 4
56. The students in this school can learn if they work
hard. 1234
57. It's easy to belong to several groups in this
school. 1234
58. This school does well in preparing students for a
job. 1234
59. Students are encouraged to express their own
feelings freely in classroom discussions.
60. Most students feel that this school helps them meet
their own goals. 12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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61. Students in this school try to get the easy
teachers and avoid the tough ones. 1234
62. Problems are usually discussed before action is
taken. 1234
63. The school rules are fair and reasonable. 123
64. Students here can choose harder or easier courses. 123
65.
Students have little say in planning school
activities. 12 3 4
66. Students feel they can get help from others here
when they need it.
67. Students seldom talk to the principal unless
they're in trouble.
68. Many students here would prefer to avoid school.
69. Only the smarter students ever get the best
teachers.
70. This school teaches you how to deal with all kinds
of people.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
71. Learning is enjoyable in this school.
72. Most students feel they can learn what this school
tries to teach them.
73. No one in this school thinks the work is very
important.
74. When problems arise in this school, people
quickly
know about them.
75. School rules and procedures apply to everyone
equally.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
Strongly
agree
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76. Students can choose to belong to many clubs and
activities in this school. 12 3 4
77. Students are able to ask about decisions that are
made
.
78. If I walked around school all day feeling bad about
something, nobody would even notice.
79. Most people here will take enough time to listen.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
80. Few students who are able to stay after school ever
do. 12 3 4
81. Students in this school are treated fairly. 12 3 4
82. Certain groups of students in this school are
looked down on. 12 3 4
83. Creative work like art is respected here. 12 3 4
84. Students often work against what this school is
trying to do.
85. Most students work hard in this school only before
tests are given.
12 3 4
12 3 4
86. Everyone understands the rules in this school.
87. Student government has no power in this school.
88. Students know their rights in this school.
89. Students here have very few chances to make new
friends.
90. Most people here work to their best abilities.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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91. This school does well in preparing students for
college.
92. Teachers in this school have to yell at students to
get them to do what they want.
93. The principal and assistant principals in this
school act like the police toward students.
94. Most teachers in this school are willing to talk
with parents.
95. Students and teachers in this school seem to argue
with each other a lot.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
96. The principal and assistant principals here are
willing to help students with their problems. 1234
97. My parents and teachers accept each other as
people. 1234
98. Students and teachers bring out the worst in each
other's abilities. 1234
99.
Students here know what the principal and assistant
principals expect of them.
100.
The teachers here let the parents know what they
expect of students.
12 3 4
12 3 4
101. Students and teachers in this school work well
together
. 1234
102. Few students go to the principal or assistant prin-
cipals for help. 1234
103. Parents and teachers discuss what each should do to
help the student when necessary.
104. Students are allowed to help make decisions in this
school.
105. The principal and assistant principals are too easy
on students who break the rules. 1234
12 3 4
12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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Most students and teachers in this school are
friendly. 12 3 4
107.
Parents have a say about what teachers do in their
classes. 12 3 4
108.
Teachers and parents only get together after the
students' problems become serious. 12 3 4
109.
The principal and assistant principals here ask
students for advice on school decisions. 12 3 4
110. I am: (Circle one number)
1. Female
2. Male
111. Circle the number of the one sentence below that shows how you feel about
school.
1. I really like school a lot.
2. Mostly I like school, but there are some things about it I don't like
much.
3. School is O.K., I guess, but there are some things about it I don’t
like.
4. Mostly I don't like school, but there are some things about it I like.
5. I really don't like school much at all.
112. What were the highest grades your father and your mother
finished in school? (Circle one number in each column)
.
Father Mother
None, or some grade school 1 1
Completed grade school 2 2
Some high school, but did not graduate 3 3
Graduated from high school 4 4
Vocational or business school after high school 5 5
Some college, but less than 4 years 6 6
Graduated from a 4-year college 7 7
Attended graduate or professional school 8 8
I don't know 9 9
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113. Please circle the one number that best describes the work done by your
father (or male guardian) and by your mother (or female guardian). The
exact job may not be listed but circle the one that comes closest. If
either of your parents is out of work, disabled, retired, or deceased, mark
the kind of work that he or she used to do.
Father Mother
(or male (or female
guardian ) guardian)
CLERICAL, such as bank teller, bookkeeper, secretary,
typist, mail carrier, ticket agent l i
CRAFTSMAN such as baker, automobile mechanic, machinist,
painter, plumber, telephone installer, carpenter 2 2
FARMER, FARM MANAGER 3 3
HOMEMAKER or HOUSEWIFE 4 4
LABORER such as construction worker, car washer,
sanitary worker, farm laborer 5 5
MANAGER, ADMINISTRATOR such as sales manager, office
manager, school administrator, buyer, restaurant
manager, government official 6 6
MILITARY such as career officer, enlisted man or woman
in the armed forces 7 7
OPERATIVE such as meat cutter, assembler, machine
operator, welder, taxicab, bus or truck driver, gas
station attendant 8 8
PROFESSIONAL such as accountant, artist, clergyman,
dentist, physician, registered nurse, engineer, lawyer,
librarian, teacher, writer, scientist, social worker,
actor
,
actress 9 9
PROPRIETOR or OWNER such as owner of a small business,
contractor, restaurant owner 10 10
PROTECTIVE SERVICE such as detective, policeman or
guard, sheriff, fireman 11 11
SALES such as salesman, sales clerk, advertising or
insurance agent, real estate broker 12 12
SERVICE such as barber, beautician, practical nurse,
private household worker, janitor, waiter 13 13
TECHNICAL such as draftsman, medical or dental tech-
nician, computer programmer 14 14
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114. Considering the courses you are taking this year, would you say you are:(Circle one number)
1. In the general program.
2. I the vocational program.
3. In the college-bound program.
4. In a business or secretarial program.
5. Don't know.
115. After you leave high school, what do you plan to do? (Circle one number).
1. Attend a regular four—year college or university.
2. Attend a two-year junior or community college.
3. Get additional special training (nursing school, technical school,
business school, etc.)
4. Get a full-time job or enlist in the armed services.
5. Get a full-time job and go to school at night.
6. Undecided.
116. What kind of marks do you get in school? (Circle one number)
1. Mostly A'
s
2. Mostly B's
3. Mostly C's
4. Mostly D's
5. Mostly failures
117. What best describes your background? (Circle one number)
1. Black
2. White
3. Spanish (e.g., Puerto Rican, Cuban, etc.)
4. Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, etc.)
5. Other
118. Is it possible for you to stay after school for school activities, such as
clubs or sports? (Circle one number)
1. Most of the time
2. Half of the time
3. Seldom
4 . Never
APPENDIX F
Teacher School Climate Questionnaire
PATHFINDER
SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS
DIRECTIONS
The purpose of this booklet is to find out what Pathfinder is
like. This is not a "test". You are asked to give your honest,
frank opin j.ons about Pathfinder. We do not ask for your name and
your responses will be used for survey purposes only.
For each statement go through the following steps:
1. Think about how well the statement describes Pathfinder.
2. Circle one number for each statement according to the
following instructions:
Circle 1 If you strongly disagree with the statement.
Circle 2 If you disagree with the statement.
Circle ^ If You agree with the statement.
Circle A If you strongly agree with the statement.
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1* The staff in this school have the highest respect
for each other
.
2. Administrators pay little attention to what
teachers say here.
3. Teachers here are enthusiastic about their
teaching.
4. Teachers in this school who do an outstanding job
are given recognition.
5. The staff in this school is divided into small
groups that don't talk to each other.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
6. Teachers in this school value their professional
development.
7. Teachers here are encouraged to design their own
courses.
12 3 4
12 3 4
8. Teachers in this school are confused about what is
expected of them. 12 3 4
9. Teachers in this school have reasonable numbers of
students in their classes. 12 3 4
10. Teachers here are able to talk openly about school
problems. 12 3 4
11. Teachers have to be told to come to school on time. 12 3 4
12. Teachers don't have much choice about which classes
they teach.
13. Teachers help to make the rules in this school.
14. The staff and parents back each other up in
disciplining students.
15. Teachers here have adequate time to give students
extra help.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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16. Many teachers in this school use the same lessons
year after year. 1234
17. All teachers feel free to speak in faculty
meetings. 1 2 3 4
18. It's easy for school staff to belong to several
groups in this school. 1 2 3 4
19. Teachers value learning about inter-personal skills
in this school. 1 2 3 4
20. Teachers are afraid to express their ideas. 1 2 3 4
21. Most students know what they are expected to learn
in their classes. 1 2 3 4
22. Many teachers here work hard to individualize
instruction. 1 2 3 4
23. In this school, nothing is ever done about
problems. 1 2 3 4
24. Everyone understands the rules in this school. 1 2 3 4
25. What teachers do in their classes is very different
on different days. 1 2 3 4
26. Teachers need permission to do everything at this
school.
27. Tearchers here rarely share ideas and materials.
28. It is easy to find people to talk to in this
school.
29. Many teachers use their non-teaching time to confer
with parents, assist students, or prepare
materials.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
30. People in this school are labeled. 12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
339
31. Staff from different departments talk frequently
about school matters.
32. Teachers in this school have high standards of
learning.
33. Teachers here are respected for being original.
34. The goals of this school are realistic for the
types of students in this school.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
35.
This school doesn't demand enough of the students.
36. People seek each others ideas about solving school
problems.
37. Teachers know what will happen when they break a
rule.
38. Teachers can choose to be involved in many activi-
ties in this school.
39. Teachers have little say in making school
decisions.
40. People here help each other.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
41. Other school staff are happy to have you come to
them for help.
42. Many teachers feel the need for taking days off in
order to get through the year.
43. You get ahead here by working hard.
44. If you're not in a group in this school, you're
pretty much on your own.
45. In this school, marks are more important than
learning.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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46. Teachers in this school use a variety of teaching
methods.
47. You know what you have to do to get ahead here.
48. If given the chance, teachers in this school pick
the easy students and avoid the tough ones.
49. Different solutions to problems are usually con-
sidered before action is taken.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
50.
The school rules are fair and reasonable. 12 3 4
51. Teachers here can choose to teach brighter or
slower students, if they wish. 1 2 3 4
52. Teachers are consulted before decisions are made
that affect them. 1 2 3 4
53. In this school, you get ahead at other people's
expense. 1 2 3 4
54. The teachers and administrators here rarely talk
together
.
1 2 3 4
55. The staff works hard to make school activities
lively and interesting. 1 2 3 4
56. Teachers in some departments get too many special
privileges.
57. Staff from different departments often plan courses
or programs together.
58. Teachers here give students high marks to make
themselves look good.
59. Teachers can be themselves in this school.
60. The goals of this school are clearly understood by
most teachers.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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61. Teachers in- this school experiment with different
teaching techniques.
62. The same old problems are never solved in this
school.
63. School rules and procedures apply to everyone
equally.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
64. Few teachers get to teach the classes they request. 12 3 4
65. Teachers help plan school activities. 12 3 4
66. The staff in this school know each other by their
first names.
67. People here make you feel that you're wasting their
time when you ask for help.
68. Most of the staff attend student functions and
activities.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
69. Certain teachers here get the best students all the
time. 12 3 4
70. People here tend to label you by the group they
connect you with. 12 3 4
71. This school provides opportunities for professional
improvement and promotion. 12 3 4
72. Teaching is fun in this school. 12 3 4
73. Most teachers feel they can reach the goals this
school has for them. 12 3 4
74. Decisions are left vague — as to what they are,
and who will carry them out. 12 3 4
75. School rules are often broken. 12 3 4
Strongly
agree
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76. This school has something to offer to teachers with
many different interests.
1 2 3 4
77. Teachers have no power in this school. 1 2 3 4
78. Many of the staff see each other frequently outside
of school.
1 2 3 4
79. You can get good advice in this school when you
need it.
1 2 3 4
80. Teaching was not a first career choice for many of
the faculty here. 1 2 3 4
81. Non-teaching duties are equally distributed among
the staff. 1 2 3 4
82. At staff meetings, the same groups of teachers
always dominate the discussions. 1 2 3 4
83. Most teachers in this school think that in-service
courses are a waste of time. 1 2 3 4
84. Creative work by teachers is respected here. 1 2 3 4
85. This school helps students find out how to prepare
for jobs or college. 1 2 3 4
86. The way teachers are evaluated in this school
allows for a diversity of teaching styles. 1 2 3 4
87. Teachers in this school can work out problems them-
selves without going to the administration. 1 2 3 4
88. The faculty meetings here are poorly attended. 1 2 3 4
89. Teachers help plan school goals. 1 2 3 4
90. Teachers have very few opportunities to make new
friends. 1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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91. Administrators here place high expectations on
teachers.
92. Most students and teachers in this school are
friendly toward each other.
93. Most teachers in this school are happy to talk with
parents about their children's progress in school.
94. There are bad feelings in this school between
teachers and administrators.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
95.
Students and teachers work together to reach school
goals. 12 3 4
96. The parents and teachers accept each other as
people. 1234
97. The administrators in this school do all they can
to help teachers. 1234
98. Students and teachers bring out the worst in each
other's abilities. 1234
99. Parents and teachers discuss what each should do to
help the students. 1234
100.
Teachers here know what administrators expect of
them. 12 3 4
101. Students and teachers in this school seem to argue
with each other constantly. 1234
102. The teachers here tell parents what they expect of
students. 1234
103. Administrators and teachers in this school bring
out the best of each other's abilities. 1234
104. Students are allowed to help make decisions in this
school. 1234
105.
Teachers and parents only get together after the
students' problems become serious. 1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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106. In staff meetings, the same problems keep coming up
over and over again.
107. Teachers and administrators share in making school
decisions.
12 3 4
12 3 4
108. Teachers in this school have to yell at students to
get them to do what they want. 12 3 4
109. Parents have a say about what teachers do in their
classrooms. 1234
110. The students here have a lot of school spirit. 1234
111. Students seldom talk to the principal unless
they're in trouble.
112. Most students here would be upset if they came to
school and found a lot of equipment destroyed.
113. Students in this school are treated fairly.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
114. In many classes, a small group of students disrupt
learning.
115. This school does well in preparing students for a
job.
12 3 4
12 3 4
116. People in this school are afraid to speak out.
117. Most students know what they're expected to learn
in their classes.
118. Students here do as little as they have to.
119. The students in this school are too noisy.
120. This school has something to offer to students with
many different interests.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
345
121. Students help make the rules in this school.
122. Students in this school know most of the members of
their daily classes by their first names.
123. Most teachers in this school will see a student who
needs help.
124. Few students who are able to stay after school ever
do.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
125.
Certain groups of students in this school are
looked down on. 12 3 4
126. This school does well in preparing students for
college. 1234
127. There are too many fights between groups in this
school. 1234
128. Creative work like art is respected here. 1234
129. Students often work against what this school is
trying to do. 1234
130. Most people here work to their best abilities. 1234
131.
People here usually avoid admitting that problems
exist. 12 3 4
132. School rules are broken so often they're considered
a joke.
133. Students here talk openly about school problems.
134. Students don't have much choice about which courses
they can take.
135. Student government has no power in this school.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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136. My major role in this school this year is as: (check one)
1. Full-time classroom teacher
2. Part-time classroom teacher
3. Teacher Aid
4. Other (Please specify)
137. My teaching responsibilities are focused within the school's
1. Vocational programs
2. Academic programs
3. Support services
4. Other
APPENDIX G
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PATHFINDER
SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SUPPORT STAFF
DIRECTIONS
The purpose of
like. This is
frank opinions
your responses
this booklet is to find out what Pathfinder is
not a "test". You are asked to give your honest,
about Pactifindet. We do not ask for your name and
will be used for survey purposes only.
For each statement go through the following steps:
1. Think about how well the statement describes Pathfinder.
2. Circle one number for each statement according to the
following instructions:
Circle 1 If you strongly disagree with the statement.
^•*-rc ^-e ii If you disagree with the statement.
Circle
_3 If you agree with the statement.
Circle 4 If you strongly agree with the statement.
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1* Students in this school know most of the members of
their daily classes by their first names.
2. Most teachers in this school will see a student who
needs help.
3. Most students here would be upset if they came to
school and found a lot of equipment destroyed.
4. Certain groups of students in this school are
looked down on.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
5. In many classes, a small group of students disrupt
learning. 12 3 4
6. This school does well in preparing students for a
job. 12 3 4
7. People in this school are afraid to speak out. 12 3 4
8. Most students know what they're expected to learn
in their classes. 12 3 4
9. Most people here work to their best abilities. 12 3 4
10. People here usually avoid admitting that problems
exist. 12 3 4
11. School rules are broken so often they're considered
a joke.
12. This school has something to offer to students with
many different interests.
13. Students help make the rules in this school.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
14. The students here have a lot of school spirit. 12 3 4
15. Students seldom talk to the principal unless
they're in trouble. 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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16. Few students who are able to stay after school ever
do. i 2 3 4
17. Students in this school are treated fairly. i 2 3 4
18. There are too many fights between groups in
school.
this
i 2 3 4
19. This school does well in preparing students
college.
for
i 2 3 4
ro o Creative work like art is respected here. i 2 3 4
21. Students often work against what this school is
trying to do. 1 2 3 4
22. Students here do as little as they have to. 1 2 3 4
23. Students here talk openly about school problems. 1 2 3 4
24. The students in this school are too noisy. 1 2 3 4
25. Students don't have much choice about which courses
they can take. 1 2 3 4
26. Student government has no power in this school. 1 2 3 4
27. Most students and teachers in this school are
friendly toward each other. 1 2 3 4
28. The administrators in this school do all they can
to help teachers. 1 2 3 4
29. Administrators in this school act like the police
toward students. 1 2 3 4
30. Students and teachers in this school seem to argue
with each other constantly. 1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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31. Teachers here know what administrators expect of
them.
32. The administrators here are willing to help stu-
dents with their problems.
33. Students and teachers bring out the worst in each
other's abilities.
34. There are bad feelings in this school between
teachers and administrators.
35. Students here know what administrators expect of
them.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
36. Students and teachers work together to reach school
goals.
37. Administrators and teachers in this school bring
out the best of each other's abilities.
38. Few students go to administrators for help.
39. Teachers in this school have to yell at students to
get them to do what they want.
40. In staff meetings, the same problems keep coming up
over and over again.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
41. The administrators here ask students for advice on
school decisions.
42. Students are allowed to help make decisions in this
school.
43. Teachers and administrators share in making school
decisions.
44. Administrators in this school are too easy on stu-
dents who break the rules.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
Strongly
disagree
352
45. My job in this school this year is as: (check one)
1. Janitor
2. Secretary
3. Cafeteria worker
4. Librarian
5. Nurse
6 . Other (Please specify)
APPENDIX H
Administrator School Climate Questionnaire
PATHFINDER
SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ADMINISTRATORS
DIRECTIONS
The purpose of this booklet is to find out what Pathfinder is
like. This is not a "test". You are asked to give your honest,
frank opinions about Pathfinder. We do not ask for your name and
your responses will be used for survey purposes only.
For each statement go through the following steps:
1. Think about how well the statement describes Pathfinder.
2. Circle one number for each statement according to the
following instructions:
Circle 1 If you strongly disaqree with the statement.
Circle 2 If you disagree with the statement.
Circle 3 If you agree with the statement.
Circle 4 If you strongly agree with the statement.
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1. The staff in this school have the highest respect
for each other
.
2. Teachers here have adequate time to give students
extra help.
3. Many teachers in this school use the same lessons
year after year.
4. Non-teaching duties are equally distributed among
the staff.
The staff in this school is divided into small
groups that don’t talk to each other.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
6. This school provides opportunities for professional
improvement and promotion.
7. Teachers here are encouraged to design their own
courses.
8. Teachers in this school are confused about what is
expected of them.
9. If given the chance, teachers in this school pick
the easy students and avoid the tough ones.
10.
Teachers in this school can work out problems them-
selves without going to the administration.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
11. Teachers here can choose to teach brighter or
slower Students if they wish.
12. Teachers have to be told to come to school on time.
13. Teachers are consulted before decisions are made
that affect them.
14. The staff in this school know each other by their
first names.
15. The teachers and administrators here rarely talk
together
.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
1 2 3 4
Strongly
agree
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16. The staff works hard to make school activities
lively and interesting. 1 2 3 4
17. Teachers in some departments get too many special
privileges. 1 2 3 4
,
18 . Staff from different departments talk frequently
about school matters. 1 2 3 4
19. Most teachers in this school think that in-service
courses are a waste of time. 1 2 3 4
20. Teachers are afraid to express their ideas. 1 2 3 4
21. The goals of this school are clearly understood by
most teachers. 1 2 3 4
22. Administrators here place high expectations on
teachers. 1 2 3 4
23. The same old problems are never solved in this
school. 1 2 3 4
25. This school has something to offer to teachers with
many different interests. 1 2 3 4
25. The faculty meetings here are poorly attended. 1 2 3 4
26. Teachers have little say in making school
decisions
.
1 2 3 4
27. Students in this school know most of the members of
their daily classes by their first names. 1 2 3 4
28. Most teachers in this school will see a student who
needs help. 1 2 3 4
29. Activities like clubs and dances in this school are
usually lively and interesting. 1 2 3 4
30. Certain groups of students in this school are
looked down on. 1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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31. In many classes, a small group of students disrupt
learning. • ' 1234
**
32. This school does well in preparing students for a
job. 1234
33. People in this school are afraid to speak out. 1234
34. Most students know what they're expected to learn
in their classes. 1234
35. Students here do as little as they have to. 1234
36. Students here talk openly about school problems.
37. School rules are broken so often they’re considered
a joke.
38. This school has something to offer to students with
many different interests.
39. Students help make the rules in this school.
40. The students here have a lot of school spirit.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
41. Students seldom talk to the principal unless
they're in trouble.
42. Few students who are able to stay after school ever
do.
43. Students in this school are treated fairly.
44. There are too many fights between groups in this
school
.
This school does well in preparing students for
college.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
1 2
45 .
3 4
Strongly
disagree
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46. Creative work like art is respected here. 1 2 3 4
47. Students often work against what this school is
trying to do. 1 2 3 4
48. Most people here work to their best abilities. 1 2 3 4
49. People here usually avoid admitting that problems
exist. 1 2 3 4
50. The students in this school are too noisy. 1 2 3 4
51. Students don't have much choice about which courses
they can take. 1 2 3 4
52. Student government has no power in this school. 1 2 3 4
53. The administrators here are willing to help stu-
dents with their problems. 1 2 3 4
54. Administrators and parents accept each other as
people. 1 2 3 4
55. There are bad feelings in this school between
teachers and administrators. 1 2 3 4
56. Administrators in this school act like the police
toward students. 1 2 3 4
57. Parents and administrators work together to reach
school goals. 1 2 3 4
58. The administrators in this school do all they can
to help teachers. 1 2 3 4
59. Students here know what administrators expect of
them. 1 2 3 4
60. Parents and administrators get together only when a
student is in trouble. 1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
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61. Teachers here know what administrators expect of
them.
62. Few students go to administrators for help.
63. The administrators in this school do what few
parents want.
64. Administrators and teachers in this school bring
out the best of each others abilities.
65. Administrators in this school are too easy on stu-
dents who break the rules.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
66. Administrators here involve parents in making
school decisions.
67. In staff meetings, the same problems keep coming up
over and over again.
68. The administrators here ask students for advice on
school decisions.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
69. Most parents are supportive of the administration
of this school. 12 3 4
70. Teachers and administrators share in making school
decisions. 12 3 4
71. My major role in this school this year is as: (check one)
1. Principal (Headmaster) or Assistant Principal
2. Department Head
3. Housemaster
4. Guidance Specialist (counselor, psychologist, psychometr ist,
social worker, etc.)
5. Other (Please specify)
Strongly
disagree
APPENDIX I
Pathfinder Climate Survey
Cover Letter
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PATHFINDER REGIONAL VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
May 22, 1980
©
Dear Staff Member:
Kindly complete the attached survey instrument and return it to
Rita Hammond, the switchboard operator in the main office. Please
make certain that all questions are answered and that your name is
checked off when you submit the questionnaire. All respondents will
remain anonymous.
For your information, we are participating in this study in an
attempt to learn more about the current attitudes and needs of
Pathfinder. The study was designed by the Department of Education's
Bureau of Assessment and it has been used in twenty-six other high
schools in Massachusetts. The information obtained should assist us
all in gaining more insight into the true environment in which we
work.
MF
: j ms
Thank you,
Michael Fitzpatrick
Attachment
APPENDIX J
Pathfinder Climate Survey
Follow-up Letter
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PATHFINDER REGIONAL VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
May 29, 1980
MEMORANDUM
*
TO: Attitude Survey Non Respondents
FROM: Michael Fitzpatrick
RE: Questionnaire Submission
The records maintained by Mrs. Rita Hammond at the
main office front desk show that you have not submitted a
completed attitudinal survey questionnaire. If these
records are in error, please, inform Rita of such. If
you have not forwarded a completed survey form, please
do so at your earliest convenience.
A true reflection of the attitude of Pathfinder
can not be ascertained unless all of the individuals
who
make up the Pathfinder community express their
opinion.
Thank you.
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APPENDIX K
TDR Associates, Incorporated
Climate Assessment Subcontract Offer
to Pathfinder
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TI)R Ass(»cialc*s, Inc. Trainine/Developmcnt/Rese’urch
SCHOOL CLIMATE IMPROVEMENT
A TDR SCHOOL-SERVICE PROGRAM
THE PROGRAM v
TDR trains internal student-staff-parent teams to measure and improve school
climate, school discipline, and racial/ethnic (or other inter-group) relations.
TDR provides training workshops, materials and ongoing assistance to the school
teams over a two-year period, at a per-school cost of $10,000 for year one,
and $5,000 for year two. This program is being used successfully by dozens
of elementary and secondary schools in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode
Island. A variety of state and federal funds are available to schools for
this effort.
WIDESPREAD PROBLEM
Teaching and learning cannot proceed effectively in a school environment that
is disorderly, noisy, impersonal or stressful. Yet many schools today are
characterized by
:
.
high student disruption, absenteeism, vandalism and crime
.
low student achievement and low motivation to learn
.
high teacher absenteeism, stress and illness
. low teacher morale and low teacher effectiveness
SCHOOLS CONTRIBUTE TO THE PROBLEM
Student and staff dissatisfaction stems partly from society—a troubled economy,
crime in the streets, racial and inter-group conflict, and general
apathy. As
these problems spill over into the schools, many educators unwittingly
fall into
a self-deating cycle. Overemphasis on rules, surveillance and
punishment fans
the flames of frustration and defiance, leading in turn to more
rules, more
harshly enforced, until the school arrives at a point where its
main preoccupation
is with control rather than with teaching and learning.
DEAL WITH CAUSES, NOT SYMPTOMS
Overemphasis on external controls makes school members feel
iess important and
less hopeful about their future. Self-control and
self-motivation, which are
at the heart of true order, come only from a shared stake
in and shared
responsibility for success. It is essential, then, that
school members
more in governing their own schools in order to develop
this shared stake and
shared responsibility.
38? Elliot Street, Newton. Massachusetts 02164 / (617)969-0651
EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS 366
Effective schools are not accidental; they have deliberate, systematic mechanisms
for wide participation in:
. establishing and enforcing school rules
.
planning and conducting classes and activities
.
encouraging and rewarding different kinds of achievement
.
maintaining a cohesive, proud "community"
In the TDR program, internal student-staff-parent improvement teams are the
initial mechanisms. They survey school members about their concerns, using TDR's
validated instruments. The teams develop improvement plans based on the survey
findings, and implement their plans with the assistance of other school members.
It is essential that these stakeholder groups work together, to avoid or break
out of the circular blaming and polarization that we often find. In this
endeavor the teams work in concert with the established governing bodies of the
school, such as the administration, and the teacher, student and parent associa-
tions. The teams supplement and enrich the ongoing operation, not replace it.
They and their replacements become permanent renewal groups, to deal with the
never-ending parade of problems that confront schools. TDR helps schools to
establish this continuing, problem-solving capacity, while working on immediate
concerns such as school discipline.
TDR'S SERVICES
TDR provides the internal student-staff-parent improvement teams with survey
instruments, resource materials, training workshops and ongoing assistance over
a two-year period. The six full-day workshops (4 in year one, and 2 in year two)
cover:
.
concepts, research and exemplary practice in the areas of school climate,
school discipline and racial/ethnic (inter-group) relations
. how to conduct a survey of the above factors
.
how to interpret the survey results
.
how to develop a school improvement plan based on survey results
. how to implement, monitor and evaluate the school improvement plan
. how to institutionalize this problem-solving capacity
TDR works with a structured approach to what are often vague concepts, such as
school climate, school discipline and racial climate. Specifically, the factors
that we measure and work on improving are listed below.
School Climate As It Affects School
Students and Staff Discipline
Racial
Climate
Community
Accessibility
& Receptivity
Involvement
Equal
Treatment
Groupings
Learning
Orientation
Expressiveness
Goal Direction
Challenge
Dealing With
Problems
Order
Options
Influence
Distribution
Behaviors Toward
People
Behaviors Toward
The School
Behaviors Toward
Self
Racial Attitudes
Inter-Racial
Behaviors
Racial Mixing
Racial Fairness
Staff Support For
Integration
Security
Staff Modeling
Multicultural
Exposure
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Each of these factors is derived from research related to orderly, productive
and satisfying schools. For each factor TDR has a validated measurement scale
with comparative norms, and a resource book that describes many ways to improve
each factor. Each school that we work with develops its own unique improvement
program by selecting several of these factors, based on need as revealed by its
initial survey.
By paritcipating in the formulation and operation Of new school governance
procedures, students, staff and parents share responsibility for control of
the school, thus diminishing their feelirfgs of. powerlessness, however derived.
By improving school climate an atmosphere that enhances school members’ invest-
ment in learning and teaching can be maintained. By gearing the curricula and
instructional practices to the variety of student interests and abilities in
realistic and challenging ways, the "hope ©f attainment" necessary for self-
discipline can be restored for many previously disruptive students.
That schools can make such improvements, even in current times, has been demon-
stated. There is no magic involved. It takes time, patience, determination,
skill, and engaging, proven step-by-step procedures. The ideal state is never
reached; only small, incremental changes that can over time add up to collectively
impressive improvements. School discispline, and its companion, hope of
attainment, are not completely at the mercy of societal forces. With leadership
and nerve, schools can become what one historian has recently called "small
communities of competence."
For further information, contact:
Dr. William J. Genova
President
TDR Associates, Inc.
385 Elliot Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02164
(617) 969-0651


